
From: Janis Offermann
To: "ACherna@yochadehe-nsn.gov"
Cc: "Nicholson, David"; Havelaar, Christiaan; "Lassell, Susan"; Laverne Bill (LBill@yochadehe-nsn.gov)
Subject: FW: [EXTERNAL] RE: Time Estimate
Date: Wednesday, May 11, 2022 1:49:00 PM
Attachments: RE Call to discuss data needs for Sites Reservoir.msg

Copy of Copy of MasterSitesResources_20220415.xlsx
List of terms used in Notes field for the Sites Reservoir Site Record GIS data.docx

Hi, Andrew
It is understandable that you are frustrated to find the data incomplete. However, as we have
discussed many times, developing these data is a work in progress as the information is a
compilation of records that date back to the 1950s and 1960s.  We realize that there are missing
data fields and will be working in the future to fill those fields as much as possible, as well as to
validate the information we have. Please be aware that, because of the age of some of the
recordings, some of the fields are not be able to be populated for all sites at this time.  This is
beyond our control due to the basic lack of data for some resources.  It is also important to note
that, in the future, the Authority will be revisiting all of the archaeological sites so that the site
record and GIS information can be updated and verified.  Until then, some site information,
especially for sites recorded before 2003, will remain sketchy or incomplete.
 
As of now, we have provided information in the resource notes for all of the Native American
archaeological sites and all of isolate records. Given our past conversations, as referenced in the
attached email, I was under the impression that these notes would allow you to query the data and
allow you to move forward with your analysis without having all of the fields, including the site
descriptions, completed.  We have tried querying the resource notes field for various attributes, and
it has seemed to work well.  I have included the list of attribute terms that I used in the resource
notes; this is updated from the list I sent to you after entering the information for the sites.
 
We are happy to collaborate with you on updating the excel file that contains the resource data, as
attached. If you like, please feel free to add a column for your own comments as you review the GIS
data, and ICF can periodically update the entire package.
 
We appreciate your desire for having thoroughly complete and vetted information and we would
like to provide that to you, but, as noted, it really won’t be available until all of the site locations are
field checked, which won’t occur until the project is approved and funded.  Until then, we think that
you should be able to use the notes data to query site types and attributes as you begin your
analyses. We don’t want to hinder your efforts, so if there is something specific and necessary that
you need to conduct the analysis, please let us know; however, all of the data we have is currently
included in the GIS, although we understand that it may not be organized as well as you would like.
 
Thank you for your understanding that this effort is evolving, and will continue to do so.
 
Janis
 
Janis Offermann, MA, RPA
Cultural Resources Practice Lead
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RE: Call to discuss data needs for Sites Reservoir

		From

		Andrew Cherna Jr

		To

		'Janis Offermann'

		Cc

		Havelaar, Christiaan; Lassell, Susan; Risse, Danielle

		Recipients

		janis@horizonh2o.com; Christiaan.Havelaar@icf.com; Susan.Lassell@icf.com; Danielle.Risse@hdrinc.com



Correct. Thank you. 





 





From: Janis Offermann <janis@horizonh2o.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, March 1, 2022 1:07 PM
To: Andrew Cherna Jr <ACherna@yochadehe-nsn.gov>
Cc: Havelaar, Christiaan <Christiaan.Havelaar@icf.com>; Lassell, Susan <Susan.Lassell@icf.com>; Risse, Danielle <Danielle.Risse@hdrinc.com>
Subject: RE: Call to discuss data needs for Sites Reservoir





 





[Warning External Sender]







Hi, Andrew





Christiaan discussed the issue with his GIS staff and they think that they can move forward without a call with you.





However, I would like to verify that the field that you absolutely need filled is the notes field.  Is that correct?





 





Thanks 





Janis





 





From: Janis Offermann <janis@horizonh2o.com> 
Sent: Monday, February 28, 2022 3:03 PM
To: 'Andrew Cherna Jr' <ACherna@yochadehe-nsn.gov>
Cc: 'Havelaar, Christiaan' <Christiaan.Havelaar@icf.com>; 'Lassell, Susan' <Susan.Lassell@icf.com>; 'Risse, Danielle' <Danielle.Risse@hdrinc.com>
Subject: RE: Call to discuss data needs for Sites Reservoir





 





That works for me.  Christiaan, I will leave it to you to organize.  Just fill me in on the path forward, once you have talked.





Thanks





janis





 





From: Andrew Cherna Jr <ACherna@yochadehe-nsn.gov> 
Sent: Monday, February 28, 2022 2:59 PM
To: 'Janis Offermann' <janis@horizonh2o.com>
Cc: Havelaar, Christiaan <Christiaan.Havelaar@icf.com>; Lassell, Susan <Susan.Lassell@icf.com>; Risse, Danielle <Danielle.Risse@hdrinc.com>
Subject: RE: Call to discuss data needs for Sites Reservoir





 





You can drop Laverne and Victoria off the chain (as I just did).





 





After christiaan checks on times please let me know. 





 





Janis, I don’t think you need to be on the call either. It could just be a phone call with me and ICF. I feel as though we’ve already discussed everything.





 





My cell number is below.





 





Again, really just looking for descriptions in the notes is all for the prehistoric/ tribal resources. Not even sure a call is necessary. But if some clarification is needed I am available at 9 AM Wednesday or Thursday. I can squeeze in a short call tomorrow as well if needed.





 





Thank you,





 





Andy Cherna





GIS Analyst





 





Yocha Dehe Wintun Nation





PO Box 18 | Brooks, CA 95606





o 530.796.2805 |  c 530.723.2076 | 





acherna@yochadehe-nsn.gov





www.yochadehe.org





 





 





 





From: Janis Offermann <janis@horizonh2o.com> 
Sent: Monday, February 28, 2022 2:51 PM
To: Andrew Cherna Jr <ACherna@yochadehe-nsn.gov>
Cc: Laverne Bill <LBill@yochadehe-nsn.gov>; Havelaar, Christiaan <Christiaan.Havelaar@icf.com>; Lassell, Susan <Susan.Lassell@icf.com>; Victoria Delgado <VDelgado@yochadehe-nsn.gov>; Risse, Danielle <Danielle.Risse@hdrinc.com>
Subject: RE: Call to discuss data needs for Sites Reservoir





 





[Warning External Sender]





Either day works for me.  Christiaan, will you please check it out on your end?





Thanks





janis





 





From: Andrew Cherna Jr <ACherna@yochadehe-nsn.gov> 
Sent: Monday, February 28, 2022 2:49 PM
To: 'Janis Offermann' <janis@horizonh2o.com>
Cc: Laverne Bill <LBill@yochadehe-nsn.gov>; Havelaar, Christiaan <Christiaan.Havelaar@icf.com>; Lassell, Susan <Susan.Lassell@icf.com>; Victoria Delgado <VDelgado@yochadehe-nsn.gov>; Risse, Danielle <Danielle.Risse@hdrinc.com>
Subject: RE: Call to discuss data needs for Sites Reservoir





 





Sure. How about Wednesday or Thursday at 9 AM?





 





Andy Cherna





GIS Analyst





 





Yocha Dehe Wintun Nation





PO Box 18 | Brooks, CA 95606





o 530.796.2805 |  c 530.723.2076 | 





acherna@yochadehe-nsn.gov





www.yochadehe.org





 





 





 





From: Janis Offermann <janis@horizonh2o.com> 
Sent: Monday, February 28, 2022 2:46 PM
To: Andrew Cherna Jr <ACherna@yochadehe-nsn.gov>
Cc: Laverne Bill <LBill@yochadehe-nsn.gov>; Havelaar, Christiaan <Christiaan.Havelaar@icf.com>; Lassell, Susan <Susan.Lassell@icf.com>; Victoria Delgado <VDelgado@yochadehe-nsn.gov>; Risse, Danielle <Danielle.Risse@hdrinc.com>
Subject: Call to discuss data needs for Sites Reservoir





 





[Warning External Sender]





Hi, Andrew





We would like to set up a quick call with you and the ICF GIS folks to make sure that we fully understand your needs for the metadata.?? I can relay what you told me, but since I am not as familiar with the terminology, and generally ignorant on this matter, it seems like a good idea for you to talk with those who are similar GIS experts.





??





If this is agreeable to you, perhaps you and Victoria could come up with a few available days/times for later this week.





??





Thanks





janis





??





Janis Offermann, MA, RPA





Cultural Resources Practice Leader





Horizon Water and Environment





1801 7th Street, Suite 100





Sacramento, CA 95811





530.220.4918 (cell)





??











Resources

		Label 		PDF		PrimaryString		TrinomialString		ResourceName		OtherIDs		ResType		ResourceNotes		Description		Age - IC		Age - ICF		Key		Duplicate		Location Info		InfoBase		Attribs		ResourceDisclosure		ResourceCollections		AccessionNo		CollectionsFacility		RecordingEvents		Reports		CountyName		Maps		Address		PLSS		UTM

		17-4-19-1H		17_4_19_1H.pdf		P-06-000571								Site				This historic-era site consists of the Sites Cemetery, recorded in 1998 by DWR-DPR. The site was relocated in 2002, but dense star thistle across the entire site prohibited re-recording. The original site record indicates that the cemetery was originally built as a family cemetery for the John Sites family. The deed for the property was later transferred to the town of Sites, thereby rendering it a public cemetery. The original site record contains the names, relationships, and years of birth and death for approximately three dozen individuals buried between 1868 and 1969. The site is in the plains of Antelope Valley approximately 0.3 miles west of the town of Sites. 		Historic		Historic		Cemetery		GREG WHITE DUPLICATE

		17-4-20-2H		17_4_20_2H.pdf										Site				Located approximately 50 feet north of Stone Corral Creek and in the canyon formed by the creek as it cuts through Logan Ridge, this historic-era site was recorded in 1998 by DWR-DPR. 17-4-20-2H consists of a stone residential structure constructed of sandstone and mortar. Access to the site was not granted for the 2001-2003 field seasons; therefore, the site was not re-recorded. According to the original recording, artifacts associated with the site include fragments of ironstone, blue glass, window glass, and amber glass. Historical information gathered by the previous investigators indicates that the house was constructed by a quarry owner for his wife, although she did not live in the structure. The site has been recently bulldozed, according to the original site record. 		Historic		Historic		Structure Remains

		17-4-9-2H		17_4_9_2H.pdf										Site				This site was recorded in 1998 by DWR-DPR as a bottle scatter situated in Funk’s Creek just before it enters the Golden Gate. Survey efforts did not succeed in relocating the site. Given its location in the creek bed, it has likely washed away. 		Historic		Historic		Dump				Digitized a more accurate Line for this resource - DN

		C-1313				C-1313						Funk's Creek 3		Site		debitage, handsones, core tools, 		This resource consists of a sparse scatter of artifacts over a large knoll. Artifacts include handstones, core tools, and small amounts of debitage. This resource was recorded by D.L. True in 1975 and has not been updated.		Prehistoric		Prehistoric		Lithic Production						Survey, Excavation												1975 (D.L. True)				Colusa

		NO GIS ENTRY		SF_045_A.pdf						Recorded by White, but no GIS										historic

		NO GIS ENTRY		SR_007_C.pdf						Recorded by White, but no GIS										historic

		NO GIS ENTRY		SR_006_A.pdf						Recorded by White, but no GIS						sparse lithic scatter; obsidian debitage;  ground stone, hopper mortars				prehistoric

		NO GIS ENTRY		SR_004_B.pdf						Recorded by White, but no GIS

		NO GIS ENTRY		SR_010_B.pdf						Recorded by White, but no GIS

		NO GIS ENTRY		SF_033_A.pdf						Recorded by White, but no GIS										historic

		NO GIS ENTRY		16_4_18_1H.pdf

		NO GIS ENTRY		16_5_12_1.pdf

		NO GIS ENTRY		16_5_12_2.pdf

		NO GIS ENTRY		16_5_13_1.pdf

		NO GIS ENTRY		17_4_20_1H.3H.pdf

		NO GIS ENTRY		17_4_6_1H.pdf

		NO GIS ENTRY		17_4_7_1.pdf

		NO GIS ENTRY		17_4_8_1H.pdf

		NO GIS ENTRY		17_4_9_7H.pdf						Not relocated

		NO GIS ENTRY		17_5_1.pdf

		NO GIS ENTRY		17_5_1_2.pdf

		NO GIS ENTRY		17_5_11.pdf

		NO GIS ENTRY		17_5_13.pdf

		NO GIS ENTRY		17_5_13_1.pdf

		NO GIS ENTRY		17_5_14_1.pdf

		NO GIS ENTRY		17_5_23.pdf

		NO GIS ENTRY		17_5_23_1.pdf

		NO GIS ENTRY		17_5_24.pdf

		NO GIS ENTRY		17_5_24_1.pdf

		NO GIS ENTRY		17_5_25.pdf

		NO GIS ENTRY		17_5_25_1.pdf

		NO GIS ENTRY		17_5_3_1.pdf

		NO GIS ENTRY		18_4_31_1H.pdf

		NO GIS ENTRY		18_4_32_1_H.pdf

		NO GIS ENTRY		18_4_8_1H.pdf						Outside APE

		NO GIS ENTRY		18_5_1_2_1H.pdf						Outside APE

		NO GIS ENTRY		18_5_14.pdf

		NO GIS ENTRY		18_5_24_1.pdf

		NO GIS ENTRY		18_5_26.pdf

		NO GIS ENTRY		18_5_26_1.pdf

		NO GIS ENTRY		18_5_27.pdf

		NO GIS ENTRY		18_5_3_1H.pdf

		NO GIS ENTRY		18_5_34_1.pdf

		NO GIS ENTRY		18_5_35.pdf

		NO GIS ENTRY		18_5_35_2.pdf

		NO GIS ENTRY		18_5_36_2.pdf

		NO GIS ENTRY		18_5_36_1.pdf

		NO GIS ENTRY		18_5_36_3.pdf

		NO GIS ENTRY		19_5_35.pdf

		NOGISLABEL												Isolate

		NOGISLABEL												Isolate

		NOGISLABEL												Isolate

		NOGISLABEL												Isolate

		NOGISLABEL												Isolate

		NOGISLABEL												Isolate

		NOGISLABEL												Isolate

		NOGISLABEL												Isolate

		NOGISLABEL												Isolate

		NOGISLABEL												Isolate

		NOGISLABEL												Isolate

		NOGISLABEL												Isolate

		NOGISLABEL												Isolate

		NOGISLABEL												Isolate

		P-06-000009		06-000009.pdf		P-06-000009		CA-COL-000205/H		CCEXCV; Parcel 32-C; Pollywog Spring Site		Resource Name - CCEXCV; Parcel 32-C; Pollywog Spring Site		Site		lithic scatter, obsidian, chert, cryptocrystalline, basalt, quartz debitage, cores; ground stone, anvil stone, pestles, milling stone; historic, glass, earthenware, cans, stove parts		This resource consists of an extensive lithic scatter spread over a large grassy area. Observed materials include obsidian, chert, and quartzite, and other prehistoric components include some faunal remains and groundstone. There is a historic component within the site, consisting of a scatter of historic artifacts including brown, green, and iridescent glass, and a scatter of tin cans. This resource was recorded by M. Greenway and J. Haney in 1993 and has not been updated.		Multicomponent		Multicomponent		Multicomponent						Survey, Surface collection, Other		AH04; AP02; AP15		Not for publication		Yes		94-28		SSU		1993 (Marlene L. Greenway, BLM)		S-017246		Colusa		Lodoga						Zone 10 548240mE 4347550mN NAD27

		P-06-000010		06-000010.pdf		P-06-000010		CA-COL-000206		CCEXCV; Parcel 32-C; Gully Washer		Resource Name - CCEXCV; Parcel 32-C; Gully Washer		Site		sparse lithic scatter; obsidian, chert, basalt, debitage; biface		This resource consists of a small, sparse lithic scatter containing largely obsidian debitage. Other materials observed include chert and basalt. Associated artifacts include several edge modified flakes and three fractured biface fragments. This resource was recorded by M. Greenway of the Bureau of Land Management in 1993, and all surface artifacts were collected at the time of recordation.		Prehistoric		Prehistoric		Lithic Production						Survey, Surface collection, Other		AP02		Not for publication		Yes		94-28		SSU		1993 (Marlene L. Greenway, BLM)		S-017246		Colusa		Lodoga				T17N R5W N½ of NE¼ of Sec. 32 MDBM		Zone 10 547980mE 4348040mN NAD27

		P-06-000011		06-000011.pdf		P-06-000011		CA-COL-000207		CCEXCV; Parcel 32-C; Big Four		Resource Name - CCEXCV; Parcel 32-C; Big Four		Site		sparse lithic scatter; obsidian, chert debitage;  core		This resource consists of a large but sparse lithic scatter. Observed materials largely consist of obsidian with some chert and other crypotcrystalline debitage. Several cryptocrystalline silicate cores were observed within the site. This resource was recorded by Marlene Greenway and Jeff Haney of the Bureau of Land Management in 1993. Several negative shovel test units were placed within the site, suggesting that there is no subsurface component. All surface artifacts were collected at the time of recordation.		Prehistoric		Prehistoric		Lithic Production						Survey, Surface collection, Other		AP02		Not for publication		Yes		94-28		SSU		1993 (Marlene L. Greenway, BLM, USDA, CLRA)		S-017246		Colusa		Lodoga				T17N R5W N½ of NE¼ of Sec. 32 MDBM		Zone 10 547850mE 4348060mN NAD27

		P-06-000012		06-000012.pdf		P-06-000012		CA-COL-000208		CCEXCV; Parcel 32-C; Upper Wilson Creek Site		Resource Name - CCEXCV; Parcel 32-C; Upper Wilson Creek Site		Site		sparse lithic scatter; obsidian debitage; historic, glass				multicomponent										Survey, Surface collection		AP02		Not for publication		Yes		94-28		SSU Sonoma State		1993 (Marlene L. Greenway, BLM, USDi, CLRA)		S-017246		Colusa		Lodoga						Zone 10 547130mE 4350200mN NAD27

		P-06-000014		06-000014.pdf		P-06-000014		CA-COL-000210		CCEXCV; Parcel 32-C; Eggman Canyon Site		Resource Name - CCEXCV; Parcel 32-C; Eggman Canyon Site		Site		habitation; midden, house pits; faunal bone; obsidian, cryptocrystalline debitage; milling stone, hopper mortar, cobble tools		This resource consists of a small habitation site. The majority of artifacts within the site are located within a rich black midden deposit and consist of burnt faunal bone, obsidian and cryptocrystalline debitage, milling slab fragments, cobble tools, a large milling slab, a fragment of a hopper mortar slab, and a sandstone cobble tool. The midden deposit also contains charcoal and organics. There are three housepit features within the habitation site. This resource was recorded by Marlene Greenway and Jeff Haney of the BLM in 1993 and has not been updated. The recorders note that sites of this type are a rarity within Nomlaki territory, that it appears undisturbed, and that it is likely eligible for listing on the NRHP.		Prehistoric		Prehistoric		Village Site						Survey, Surface collection, Other		AP02; AP07; AP11; AP15		Not for publication		Yes		94-28		SSU		1993 (Marlene L. Greenway, BLM, USDA, CLRA)		S-017246		Colusa		Lodoga						Zone 10 549430mE 4347850mN NAD27

		P-06-000015		06-000015.pdf		P-06-000015				CCEXCV; Parcel 32-C; Isolate 1		Resource Name - CCEXCV; Parcel 32-C; Isolate 1		Isolate				isolate, flake		Prehistoric										Survey, Surface collection		AP16		Not for publication		Yes		94-28-85 THRU 87		SSU		1993 (Jeff Haney, BLM, USDA, CLRA)		S-017246		Colusa		Lodoga						Zone 10 547100mE 4350120mN NAD27

		P-06-000016		06-000016.pdf		P-06-000016				CCEXCV; Parcel 32-C; Isolate 2		Resource Name - CCEXCV; Parcel 32-C; Isolate 2		Isolate				isolate, flake		Prehistoric										Survey, Surface collection		AP16		Not for publication		Yes		94-28		SSU Sonoma State		1993 (Jeff Haney, BLM, USDI, CLRA)		S-017246		Colusa		Lodoga						Zone 10 547000mE 4350760mN NAD27

		P-06-000047		06-000047.pdf		P-06-000047		CA-COL-000024		Col 1 (SFSC)		Resource Name - Col 1 (SFSC)		Site		habitation, midden, possible housepit; lithic scatter; obsidian, greenstone, cryptocrystalline debitage; cores; ground stone, pestle, hopper mortars; fire affected rock				Prehistoric										Survey		AP04		Not for publication		No						1963 (Rackerby, Edwards, [none])		S-005156, S-017899		Colusa		Sites				T17N R4W NE¼ of NE¼ of Sec. 33 MDBM		Zone 10 560150mE 4348810mN NAD27

		P-06-000076		06-000076.pdf		P-06-000076		CA-COL-000053		Funk's Creek #3		Resource Name - Funk's Creek #3		Site		ground stone, handstones hammerstones, cobble tools		This resource consists of a sparse scatter of groundstone artifacts across a 50 x 70 m area. Groundstone artifacts noted within the site include eight handstones and 4 cobble/hammerstones. This site was first recorded by James West of UC Davis in 1975. The site record notes that over 100  artifacts were collected in the summer of 1975 as part of a BLM project, but these artifacts and their provenience are not described within the site record.		Prehistoric		Prehistoric		Milling						Survey, Surface collection		AP02; AP04		Not for publication		Yes		71		Museum of Anthropolgy		1975 (James West, UC Davis)				Colusa		Sites						Zone 10 558510mE 4354890mN NAD27

		P-06-000169		06-000169.pdf		P-06-000169		CA-COL-000182		Thompson Quarry Site #1		Resource Name - Thompson Quarry Site #1		Site		bedrock milling feature, mortar cups		This historic-era site is a large sandstone quarry at the base of the steep east-facing slope of Logan Ridge where Stone Corral Creek exits the canyon and has carved through the ridge. SF-025-B is situated immediately south and west of Stone Corral Creek and Sites-Maxwell Road. The site has five associated features that cover nearly 20 acres. Features recorded include a quarry face covered with modern graffiti; a large rectangular depression; a metal object that has been flattened and half buried; and historic-era structural remains with a sandstone slab foundation, a depression, and the lumber remains of the structure. Another feature consists of the remains of a rail bridge from the former C&LRR that crossed Stone Corral Creek, for which another segment was previously recorded as site SF-038-A (17-4-20-1H/3H). Components of this feature include abutments located on both banks of the creek with three footings seated in the creek between the two abutments. Additionally, a metal pipe protrudes from the west bank of the creek, probably representing a former water line. This site was previous recorded in 1967 by the UCLA summer field school as CA-COL-182. 		Prehistoric		Prehistoric		Quarry						Survey		AP04; AP16		Not for publication		No						1991 (N. Neuenschwander, McLaren/Hart)		S-012592		Colusa		Sites						Zone 10 557440mE 4348550mN NAD27

		P-06-000254		06-000254.pdf		P-06-000254		CA-COL-000227		COL-227		Resource Name - COL-227; 
Voided - CA-COL-625 VOIDED 1/99; 
Other - NRCS Project 10FY06-0001		Site		habitation, midden; ground stone, handstones, mortars, pestles; obsidian, chert, basalt debitage		This resource conists of a large habitation site situated on both sides of Grapevine Creek. There is a visible midden component to the site. Observed artifacts include groundstone artifacts such as handstones, mortars, and pestles, and basalt, chert, and obsidian debitage. The site measures approximately 275 meters N/S by 245 meters E/W, covering a total area of 11.2 acres. This site was recorded in 1967 by the University of California Summer Field School and was updated in  2010 by Robert McCann of the US Department of Agriculture.		Prehistoric		Prehistoric		Village Site						Survey, Other		AP02; AP09; AP15		Not for publication		No						1967 ([none], Summer Field School); 
2010 (Robert McCann, USDA - NRCS)		S-017899, S-038280		Colusa		Lodoga, Rail Canyon				T18N R5W NW¼ of NE¼ of Sec. 35 MDBM		Zone 10 553060mE 4358180mN NAD27 (1967); 
Zone 10 552866mE 4358526mN NAD83 (2010); 
Zone 10 553005mE 4385534mN NAD83 (2010); 
Zone 10 552858mE 4358338mN NAD83 (2010); 
Zone 10 553031mE 4358352mN NAD83 (2010)

		P-06-000255		06-000255.pdf		P-06-000255		CA-COL-000228		COL-23		Resource Name - COL-23; 
Voided - CA-COL-626 VOIDED 1/99		Site		Sweathouse; for Sites Rancheria; habitation, midden; lithic scatter; chert, greenstone,metavolcanic debitage; ground stone, handstones; bedrock milling stations, mortar cups; fire affected rock;  historic, fence, stock pond, wagon parts		Sweathouse for Sites Rancheria; habitation, midden; lithic scatter, used historically		Multicomponent		Multicomponent		Multicomponent						Survey		AP11		Not for publication		No						1967 ([none], SUMMER FIELD SCHOOL)		S-017899		Colusa		Sites						Zone 10 553880mE 4353400mN NAD27

		P-06-000256

Janis Offermann: Janis Offermann:
also SF-017-A		06-000256.pdf		P-06-000256		CA-COL-000229		COL-24		Resource Name - COL-24; 
Voided - CA-COL-627 VOIDED 1/99		Site		habitation, midden; lithic scatter, obsidian, chert debitage		This prehistoric site was first recorded in 1967 by the UCLA summer field school as CA-COL-24, and re-recorded by DWR-DPR as 17-5-25-1. The site is approximately 1.5 miles east-southeast of Greasewood Mountain in the Greater Sites Reservoir portion of the study area. The site consists of two midden deposits, each recorded as distinct loci, that occupy a 6.5-acre area. Locus A contains a midden deposit with an associated lithic scatter that includes approximately 15 visually sourced Borax Lake obsidian flakes and 15 greenstone flakes. Other artifacts identified include three chert cores, one visually sourced Borax Lake obsidian edge-modified flake, one pestle, one possible pestle, one unidentified burned bone fragment, two hopper mortars, fire-affected rock, one greenstone edge-modified flake, one battered cobble, and one steel horseshoe. Locus B is a midden deposit that includes a sparse lithic scatter, fire-affected rock, hopper mortars, and ground stone artifacts. Lithics include 10 obsidian flakes, 2 cryptocrystalline silicate flakes, and 3 greenstone flakes. Locs B also includes one possible house pit depression. 		Prehistoric		Prehistoric		Village Site						Survey, Other		AP15		Not for publication		No						1967 ([none], SUMMER FIELD SCHOOL)		S-017899		Colusa		Lodoga						Zone 10 553840mE 4349000mN NAD27

		P-06-000257		06-000257.pdf		P-06-000257		CA-COL-000230		COL-25		Resource Name - COL-25; 
Voided - CA-COL-628 VOIDED 1/99		Site		habitation, midden; lithic scatter; obsidian, basalt debitage, handstones, core tools, battered stone; fire affected rock; historic, corral, water tank		This is a multicomponent site that covers 4 acres. The site was recorded in 1967 as CA-COL- 25/230 by the UCLA summer field school , and in 1998 by DWR-DPR as 17-5-11. Site SF-020-B is situated on both sides of Sites Lodoga Road and on the north side of Stone Corral Creek within the canyon formed by the creek in the west-central portion of the Greater Sites Reservoir portion of the study area. This site consists of two loci. Locus A is composed of historic-era features associated with a livestock corral and include a water storage tank, a feed trough, a stock pond, a cluster of three black walnut trees, and a livestock corral. The artifact scatter at Locus A consists of more than 5 ceramic fragments, an amethyst glass fragment, and a cluster of more than 10 metal strapping and sheeting fragments. Locus A features are located east of Sites Lodoga Road. Locus B is a leached midden bisected by Sites Lodoga Road. The majority of the midden has been removed, although portions of it remain on both sides of the road. Prehistoric artifacts include basalt flakes, obsidian flakes, handstone fragments, a cobble core, and a battered cobble. Also noted was abundant fire-cracked rock both within and outside the midden area. 		Multicomponent		Multicomponent		Multicomponent						Survey, Other		AP15		Not for publication		No						1967 ([none], SUMMER FIELD SCHOOL)		S-017899		Colusa		Lodoga						Zone 10 553280mE 4353960mN NAD27

		P-06-000258

Janis Offermann: Janis Offermann:
Also SF-025-A		06-000258.pdf		P-06-000258		CA-COL-000231		COL-26		Resource Name - COL-26; 
Voided - CA-COL-629 VOIDED 1/99		Site		Sites Rancheria cemetery; habitation, midden; lithic scatter, obsidian, chert, debitage		Sites Rancheria Cemetery; habitation, midden; obsidian, metavolcanic debitage, biface cores; fire affected rock; large historic component, structure remains, glass, ceramics, metal scrap 		Multicomponent		Multicomponent		Multicomponent						Survey, Other		AP15		Not for publication		No						1967 ([none], SUMMER FIELD SCHOOL)		S-017899		Colusa		Sites						Zone 10 554660mE 4350740mN NAD27

		P-06-000259

Janis Offermann: Janis Offermann:
Also listed under SF-011-A, which includes a site record update		06-000259.pdf		P-06-000259		CA-COL-000232		COL-27		Resource Name - COL-27; 
Voided - CA-COL-630 VOIDED 1/99		Site		habitation, midden; lithic scatter, obsidian debitage, core				Prehistoric										Survey, Other		AP15		Not for publication		No						1967 ([none], SUMMER FIELD SCHOOL)		S-017899		Colusa		Sites						Zone 10 554340mE 4345520mN NAD27

		P-06-000260		06-000260.pdf		P-06-000260		CA-COL-000233		COL-28		Resource Name - COL-28; 
Voided - CA-COL-631 VOIDED 1/99; 
Voided - C-1311		Site		handstones, cobble tools, debitage		This resource consists of a  small scatter of prehistoric artifacts including handstones, cobble tools, and small amounts of debitage. The site measures approximately 150' by 50' in area. There appears to have been a structure on the site as recently as 1917. This resource was recorded in 1967 by the University of California Summer Field School and was updated by D.L. True in 1975.		Prehistoric		Prehistoric		Lithic Production						Survey, Other		AP02		Not for publication		No						1967 ([none], SUMMER FIELD SCHOOL); 
1975 (D.L. True, [none])		S-012708, S-017899		Colusa		Sites						Zone 10 561100mE 4353100mN NAD27

		P-06-000262		06-000262.pdf		P-06-000262		CA-COL-000235		COL-30		Resource Name - COL-30; 
Voided - CA-COL-633 VOIDED 1/99		Site		habitation, midden, house pits; ground stone, bedrock milling feature, mortar cups; handstone; obsidian, basalt, chert, graywacke debitage; cores; fire affected rock		First recorded in 1967 by the UCLA summer field school as a scatter of fire-affected rock, SR-020-A was later recorded in 1998 by DWR-DPR as a midden with house pit depressions (18-5-27). This 2,016-meter-square prehistoric site consists of a midden with ground stone, lithics, and two bedrock milling features situated on a small knoll adjacent to an unnamed drainage feature that flows from the northwest into Antelope Valley, approximately 0.25 mile to the east. The site is at the base of Seminary Ridge as the ridge terminates in Antelope Valley, on the southwest-facing slope of the ridge. This location is in the northwest corner of the study area, approximately 0.25 mile south of the Glenn County line. The midden, observed in a cut bank on the northeastern side of the site, contains obsidian, basalt, chert, graywacke flakes, two cores, one handstone fragment, and a dense scatter of fireaffected rock. Features include a boulder with four mortar cups and a second bedrock mortar feature with five mortar cups. No house pit depressions were noted.		Prehistoric		Prehistoric		Village Site						Survey		AP02; AP11; AP16		Not for publication		No						1967		S-017899		Colusa		Lodoga (15')		NA NA  (APN NA)				Zone 10 552100mE 4358940mN NAD27

		P-06-000263		06-000263.pdf		P-06-000263		CA-COL-000236		COL-31		Resource Name - COL-31; 
Voided - CA-COL-634 VOIDED 1/99		Site		habitation, midden; ground stone, pestles, bedrock milling features, mortar cups; obsidian, chert, basalt, graywacke debitage; faunal bone; clamshell disk bead		SR-021-A was first recorded in 1967 by the UCLA summer field school as a 2-acre midden site (CA-COL-31/236); it was re-recorded as sites 18-5- 35-1 and 18-5-35-2 by DWR-DPR in 1998. The site occupies a terrace on the west bank of Grapevine Creek in a small arm of Antelope Valley that extends to the southwest along the creek in the northwest study area. Locus A, in the south-central portion of the site, covers 400 square meters; it is the smaller of the two loci and consists of a midden-mound approximately 40 meters in diameter. Cultural constituents include a minimum of 15 obsidian flakes, 10 chert flakes, 10 graywacke flakes, 3 basalt flakes, 1 graywacke core, 1 burned clamshell disk bead, faunal bone fragments, and a high density of fire-affected rocks. Three bedrock milling stations with 12 mortar cups are in Grapevine creek in close proximity to Locus A. Locus B, at the north end of SR-021-A, covers approximately 13,650 square meters and contains two concentrations of fire-affected rock, a possible midden, 1 basalt core, 1 large graywacke reduction flake, 6 pestle fragments, 2 graywacke cores, 1 basalt flake, 4 obsidian flakes, 10 basalt flakes, charcoal, and faunal fragments.		Prehistoric		Prehistoric		Village Site						Survey, Other		AP15		Not for publication		No						1967 ([none], SUMMER FIELD SCHOOL)		S-017899		Colusa		Lodoga						Zone 10 552200mE 4357600mN NAD27

		P-06-000264		06-000264.pdf		P-06-000264		CA-COL-000237		COL-32		Resource Name - COL-32; 
Voided - CA-COL-635 VOIDED 1/99		Site		habitation, midden; bedrock milling features; ground stone, battered stone; hopper mortar, pestle; obsidian, greenstone debitage; fire affected rock		Recorded in 1967 by the UCLA summer field school as CA-COL-32 and updated by DWR-DPR in 1998 as 17-5-23, this prehistoric site consists of five distinct loci (A through E) that cover 12 acres. The site is 2.25 miles west of the town of Sites on a terrace above Ranchero Creek on the west side of Antelope Valley. Locus A is a midden with three distinct areas of artifact concentrations that include stone tool debitage and ground and battered stone artifacts. Loci B and C are individual milling station features with no associated surface artifacts. Locus D is a milling station with associated metavolcanic and obsidian debitage, and ground stone artifacts. A second midden was recorded as Locus E. Midden soil is exposed in the cut-bank of a seasonal drainage on the northwest side of Locus E. Cultural constituents associated with the Locus E midden include a sandstone hopper mortar and pestle fragment; 1 Borax Lake edge-modified flake and 10 Borax Lake obsidian flakes; 2 greenstone flakes; and fire-affected rock and charcoal fragments. 		Prehistoric		Prehistoric		Village Site						Survey		AP04; AP15		Not for publication		No						1967 ([none], SUMMER FIELD SCHOOL)		S-017899		Colusa		Lodoga						Zone 10 553620mE 4351480mN NAD27

		P-06-000265

Janis Offermann: Janis Offermann:
also SR-023-A		06-000265.pdf		P-06-000265		CA-COL-000238		COL-33		Resource Name - COL-33; 
Voided - CA-COL-636 VOIDED 1/99		Site				This prehistoric site is a midden and lithic scatter on the north bank of Grapevine Creek and at the base of gently rolling hills near the central-western edge of the Greater Sites Reservoir portion of the study area. The site is approximately 0.25 mile downstream from where Grapevine Creek crosses under Sites-Lodoga Road and site SR-018-A. The site was first recorded in 1967 by the UCLA summer field school as CA-COL-33/238 and was re-recorded by DWR-DPR in 1998 as 17-5-3-1. The site covers 14,000 square meters and consists of two separate loci with midden deposits. Locus A, adjacent Grapevine Creek, encompasses an area of 3,900 square meters. The midden deposit covers the entire locus. Ten obsidian flakes, faunal bone, and fire-affected rocks were noted in this area. To the north of Locus A, Locus B is a 4,125-square-meter midden-mound that contains shell
fragments, faunal bone, charcoal fragments, burned seeds, 3 pestles, 1 handstone, and fire-affected rock at
a density of 10 per square meter. A lithic scatter composed of 20 obsidian flakes and 10 basalt flakes also
surrounds the mound slopes. The original site record noted the presence of house pits; however, the 2001
recording by ARP indicates that these areas actually may be cattle wallows. 		Prehistoric		Prehistoric		Village Site						Survey, Other		AP15		Not for publication		No						1967 ([none], SUMMER FIELD SCHOOL)		S-017899		Colusa		Lodoga						Zone 10 552000mE 4356240mN NAD27

		P-06-000266		06-000266.pdf		P-06-000266		CA-COL-000239		COL-34		Resource Name - COL-34; 
Voided - CA-COL-637 VOIDED 1/99		Site		habitation, midden; lithic scatter; obsidian debitage; faunal bone		SF-035-A is situated in the low hills immediately west of Antelope Valley approximately 3 miles northwest of the Town of Sites. The site is on a series of terraces adjacent to a drainage tributary of Funks Creek and is 1 mile west of Peterson Road. This multicomponent site includes a ranching complex, two midden concentrations, and a bedrock milling station within a 45-meter north/south by 105-meter east/west area. The milling station is on three bedrock outcrops that contain a total of five milling surfaces. A light scatter of stone tool debitage, fire-affected rock, and one battered cobble fragment is associated with the milling station. Cupule features also occur on the boulders. The portion of the prehistoric site near the corral contains shell fragments, fire-affected rock, and Borax Lake obsidian flakes. Midden soils observed in the drainage cut bank contain a Borax Lake obsidian projectile point (possibly Excelsior type); a sandstone pestle and pestle fragment; a sandstone hopper mortar; a river cobble pestle fragment; and a chert biface. This midden deposit has been impacted by the construction of a stock pond. The historic-era component of SF-035-A includes a well with an excavated shaft and the remains of a wood superstructure. The superstructure is constructed of milled lumber and wire nails. A galvanized steel trough lies over the well and the shaft is unlined. 		Prehistoric		Multicomponent		Multicomponent						Survey, Other		AP15; AP16		Not for publication		No						1967 ([none], SUMMER FIELD SCHOOL)		S-017899		Colusa		Sites						Zone 10 555200mE 4355800mN NAD27

		P-06-000267		06-000267.pdf		P-06-000267		CA-COL-000240		COL-35		Resource Name - COL-35; 
Voided - CA-COL-638 VOIDED 1/99		Site		midden; ground stone, handstones, pestles; lithic scatter, chert, debitage; faunal bone		This prehistoric site consists of a midden-mound, a ground stone scatter, faunal remains, and a lithic scatter situated on a terrace of an unnamed tributary of Grapevine Creek in the northwest corner of the study area. The site encompasses 11,960 square meters. Culturalconstituents noted on site include two handstones, three pestle fragments, faunal bones, and a diverse
lithic scatter. Chert flakes found on the site are primarily the result of cobble reduction, most likely from a
local source.
This site was first recorded in 1967 by the UCLA summer field school as CA-COL-35/240 and was rerecorded by DWR-DPR in 1998 as 18-5-26. House pits were originally recorded, but none were noted
during the current survey; however, several depressions identified on the site were determined to be more
characteristic of cow wallows or salt lick areas. 		Prehistoric		Prehistoric		Village Site						Survey, Other		AP15		Not for publication		No						1967		S-017899		Colusa		Rail Canyon						Zone 10 552430mE 4358900mN NAD27

		P-06-000268		06-000268.pdf		P-06-000268		CA-COL-000241		COL-36		Resource Name - COL-36; 
Voided - CA-COL-639 VOIDED 1/99		Site		midden; debitage; cores		This resource consists of a small midden deposit located on a low knoll at the confluence of two seasonal drainages. The deposit measures approximately 50' by 40' in area. Artifacts observed on the site surface include cores and debitage. This site was recorded in 1967 by the University of California Summer Field School and has not been updated.		Prehistoric		Prehistoric		Seasonal Occupation Site						Survey, Other		AP15		Not for publication		No						1967 ([none], SUMMER FIELD SCHOOL)		S-017899		Colusa		Sites						Zone 10 555180mE 4350200mN NAD27

		P-06-000269		06-000269.pdf		P-06-000269		CA-COL-000242		COL-37		Resource Name - COL-37; 
Voided - CA-COL-640 VOIDED 1/99; 
Voided - C-1312		Site		habitation; bedrock milling features, mortar cups; handstones, core tools; debitage 		This resource consists of a habitation site including four bedrock mortars. The site measures approximately 200' by 75' in area. Associated artifacts include handstones, core tools, and small amounts of debitage.This resource was recorded in 1967 by the University of California Summer Field School and was excavated and updated by D.L. True in 1975.		Prehistoric		Prehistoric		Village Site						Survey, Other		AP02; AP04		Not for publication		No						1967 ([none], SUMMER FIELD SCHOOL); 
1975 (D.L.True, [none])		S-012708, S-017899		Colusa		Sites						Zone 10 561110mE 4353400mN NAD27

		P-06-000270		06-000270		P-06-000270		CA-COL-000243		COL-38		Resource Name - COL-38; 
Voided - CA-COL-641 VOIDED 1/99		Site		habitation, midden; house pits; slab mortars; obsidian, debitage; projectile point		This resource consists of a habitation site with a midden deposit measuring approximately 100' by 125' in area. There are a number of potential housepit depressions across the site surface, though the exact number was not noted by the site's recorder. Observed artifacts across the site surface include slab mortars, an obsidian projectile point, and obsidian debitage. This site was recorded by the University of California Summer Field School in 1967 and has not been updated.		Prehistoric		Prehistoric		Village Site						Survey, Other		AP11; AP15		Not for publication		No						1967		S-017899		Colusa		Rail Canyon						Zone 10 552840mE 4358920mN NAD27

		P-06-000271		06-000271.pdf		P-06-000271		CA-COL-000244		COL-39		Resource Name - COL-39; 
Voided - CA-COL-642 VOIDED 1/99		Site		midden, house pits, obsidian debitage		This resource consists of a midden deposit measuring 100' by 75' in area located at the confluence of two intermittent streams. There are two potential housepit depressions within the footprint of the site. The only artifacts observed on the site surface are obsidian debitage. This site was recorded by the University of California Summer Field School in 1967 and has not been updated.		Prehistoric		Prehistoric		Seasonal Occupation Site						Survey, Other		AP15		Not for publication		No						1967		S-017899		Colusa		Rail Canyon						Zone 10 553050mE 4358760mN NAD27

		P-06-000571		06-000571.pdf		P-06-000571				Sites Cemetery		Resource Name - Sites Cemetery		Site, Other				This resource consists of Sites Cemetery. There is no formal DPR available for this resource. This cemetery is the final resting place of John Sites, for whom the project area and cemetery are named, and of several Confederate soldiers who settled in the area following the end of the Civil War. The last known internment within the cemetery occured in 1969.  While this resource is not formally recorded on a DPR, background research was compiled by John Morton, a historical researcher based in Colusa County in 2004.		Historic		Historic		Cemetery						Survey, Other		HP40		Unrestricted		No						2004 (John L. Morton, Colusa County Historical Researcher)		S-017899		Colusa		Sites						Zone 10 556350mE 4351120mN NAD27

		P-06-000671		06-000671.pdf		P-06-000671		CA-COL-000299H		CGS-Historic Trash Scatter		Resource Name - CGS-Historic Trash Scatter		Site						Historic										Survey, Other		AH04		Not for publication		Yes						2008 (K. Frank, GANDA)		S-038616		Colusa		Sites		End of Dirks Road Delevan 95955				Zone 10 562446mE 4357725mN NAD83

		P-06-000672		06-000672.pdf		P-06-000672				Aqua bottle base, Isolate CGS-1		Resource Name - Aqua bottle base, Isolate CGS-1		Other						Historic										Survey, Other		AH16		Not for publication		Unknown						2008 (R. Redi, C. DeBaker, GANDA)		S-038616		Colusa		Sites		End of Dirks Road Delevan 95955				Zone 10 563185mE 4357341mN NAD83

		P-06-000673		06-000673.pdf		P-06-000673				Worked Flake, Isolate CGS-2		Resource Name - Worked Flake, Isolate CGS-2; 
Other - CGS-8-08 Isolate		Other						Prehistoric										Survey, Other		AH16		Not for publication		Unknown						2008 (P. Reid, C. DeBaker, GANDA)		S-038616		Colusa		Sites		End of Dirks Road Delevan 95955				Zone 10 563000mE 4357639mN NAD83

		P-06-000674		06-000674.pdf		P-06-000674				Biface Fragment, Isolate CGS-3		Resource Name - Biface Fragment, Isolate CGS-3; 
Other - CGS-8-15-08 Isolate		Other						Prehistoric										Survey, Other		AH16		Not for publication		Unknown						2008 (P. Reid, C. DeBaker, GANDA)		S-038616		Colusa		Sites		5025 Delevan Road Maxwell 95955				Zone 10 562983mE mN NAD83

		P-06-000675		06-000675.pdf		P-06-000675				Chert cobble scraper/utilized flake, Isolate CGS-4		Resource Name - Chert cobble scraper/utilized flake, Isolate CGS-4; 
Other - CGS-Iso-04		Other						Prehistoric										Survey, Other		AH16		Not for publication		Unknown						2008 (P. Reid, C. DeBaker, GANDA)		S-038616		Colusa		Sites		End of Dirks Road Delevan 95955				Zone 10 563027mE 4358084mN NAD83

		P-06-000676		06-000676.pdf		P-06-000676				Historic ceramics, Isolates CGS-5 & CGS-6		Resource Name - Historic ceramics, Isolates CGS-5 & CGS-6; 
Other - Iso-05 & 06		Other						Historic										Survey, Other		AH16		Not for publication		Unknown						2008 (P. Reid, C. DeBaker, GANDA)		S-038616		Colusa		Sites		End of Dirks Road Delevan 95955				Zone 10 563036mE 4358105mN NAD83

		P-06-000677		06-000677.pdf		P-06-000677				Flaked cobble tool, Isolate CGS-7		Resource Name - Flaked cobble tool, Isolate CGS-7; 
Other - CGS Isolate 9-23-08-Flaked cobble tool		Other						Prehistoric										Survey, Other		AH16		Not for publication		Unknown						2008 (P. Reid, K. Frank, GANDA)		S-038616		Colusa		Sites		End of Dirks Road Delevan 95955				Zone 10 563177mE 4357313mN NAD83

		P-06-000678		06-000678.pdf		P-06-000678				Retouched basalt flake, Isolate CGS-8		Resource Name - Retouched basalt flake, Isolate CGS-8; 
Other - ISO8		Other						Prehistoric										Survey, Other		AH16		Not for publication		Unknown						2008 (K. Frank, GANDA)		S-038616		Colusa		Sites		End of Dirks Road Delevan 95955				Zone 10 562351mE 4357742mN NAD83

		P-06-000679		06-000679.pdf		P-06-000679				Quartzite core fragment, Isolate CGS-9		Resource Name - Quartzite core fragment, Isolate CGS-9; 
Other - ISO 9		Other						Prehistoric										Survey, Other		AH16		Not for publication		Unknown						2008 (K. Frank, GANDA)		S-038616		Colusa		Sites		End of Dirks Road Delevan 95955				Zone 10 562420mE 4357770mN NAD83

		P-06-000680		06-000680.pdf		P-06-000680				Basalt flake, Isolate CGS-10		Resource Name - Basalt flake, Isolate CGS-10; 
Other - ISO 10		Other						Prehistoric										Survey, Other		AH16		Not for publication		Unknown						2008 (K. Frank, GANDA)		S-038616		Colusa		Sites		End of Dirks Road Delevan 95955				Zone 10 563203mE 4357347mN NAD83

		P-06-000681		06-000681.pdf		P-06-000681				Basalt flake, Isolate CGS-11		Resource Name - Basalt flake, Isolate CGS-11; 
Other - ISO 11		Other						Prehistoric										Survey, Other		AH16		Not for publication		Unknown						2008 (S. Campbell, GANDA)		S-038616		Colusa		Sites		End of Dirks Road Delevan 95955				Zone 10 563144mE 4357377mN NAD83

		P-06-000682		06-000682.pdf		P-06-000682				Sierra Contracting Stem Cluster projectile point, Isolate CGS-12		Resource Name - Sierra Contracting Stem Cluster projectile point, Isolate CGS-12		Isolate						Prehistoric										Survey, Other		AP16		Not for publication		No						2008 (P. Reid | C. DeBaker, GANDA)		S-038616		Colusa		Maxwell		End of Dirks Road Delevan 95955				Zone 10 566382mE 4356849mN NAD83

		P-06-000683		06-000683.pdf		P-06-000683				Historic tin cans, Isolate CGS-13		Resource Name - Historic tin cans, Isolate CGS-13		Isolate						Historic										Survey, Other		AH16		Not for publication		Unknown						2008 (P. Reid | C. DeBaker, GANDA)		S-038616		Colusa		Maxwell		End of Dirks Road Delevan 95955				Zone 10 566381mE 4356843mN NAD83

		P-06-000690		06-000690.pdf		P-06-000690				Sites-Lodoga Road Concrete Bridge		Resource Name - Sites-Lodoga Road Concrete Bridge; 
Other - Sites-Lodoga Road Concrete Bridge Abutments		Structure						Historic										Survey, Other		HP19		Not for publication		No						2012 (Charles Whatford, CDF); 
2012 (Charles Whatford, CDF)		S-039133		Colusa		Sites				T17N R4W SE¼ of SE¼ of Sec. 20 MDBM		Zone 10 558150mE 4350935mN NAD27 (7/14/12)

		P-06-000691		06-000691.pdf		P-06-000691				Sites Road Bridge Abutments		Resource Name - Sites Road Bridge Abutments		Site				This resource consists of a pair of concrete bridge abutments along Stone Corral Creek. The approach to the abutments is lined with dry-laid boulders of local stone. These abutments are likely remnants of a part of the Sites-Lodoga Road. This resource was first recorded in 2012 by Charles Whatford of CDF and has not been updated.		Historic		Historic		Transportation Route						Survey		AH02		Not for publication		No						2012 (Charles Whatford, CDF); 
2012 (Charles Whatford, CDF)		S-039133		Colusa		Sites				T17N R4W SW¼ of SW¼ of Sec. 20 MDBM		Zone 10 557972mE 4350920mN NAD27 (7/2012)

		P-11-000106		11-000106.pdf		P-11-000106		CA-GLE-000106				Other - BUT-S477; 
Other - GLE-S99		Site		habitation				Prehistoric										Survey		AP02; AP15; AP16		Not for publication		Unknown						1965 (JOHNSON/HILL/JOHNSON)				Glenn		FOSTER ISLAND				T22N R2W SW¼ of SW¼ of Sec. 1 MDBM		Zone 10 581800mE 4404220mN NAD27 (Centerpoint)

		P-11-000521		11-000521.pdf		P-11-000521				Lateral 210 Canal; Canal 211		Resource Name - Lateral 210 Canal; Canal 211; 
Other - PEP 9-37		Site						Historic										Survey		AH06		Unrestricted		No						1992 (G. Bowyer, INFOTEC Research, Inc.); 
2008 (Russell Bevill, URS Corporation)		NEIC-001282, NEIC-010047		Glenn		BLACK BUTTE DAM, FRUTO NE, ORLAND				T22N R3W NE¼ of SE¼ of Sec. 18 MDBM; 
T22N R4W SW¼ of SW¼ of Sec. 12 MDBM; 
T22N R4W SE¼ of SE¼ of Sec. 11 MDBM; 
T22N R4W N½ of Sec. 13 MDBM		Zone 10 564370mE 4397460mN NAD27 (south point); 
Zone 10 561320mE 4403300mN NAD27 (north point)

		P-11-000605		11-000605.pdf		P-11-000605		CA-GLE-000605H		GLENN COLUSA CANAL		Resource Name - Glenn Colusa Canal; 
Other - Central Irrigation Canal; 
Other - JGL005		Structure						Historic										Survey		HP20		Unrestricted		No						1999 (C. M. Francis, Francis Heritage Services); 
2008 (S. Melvin & J. Freeman, JRP Historical Consulting); 
2008 (Jeffery Rosenthal & Mike Darcangelo, Far Western Anthropological Research Group)		NEIC-002593, NEIC-009539, NEIC-010376		Glenn		GLENN, HAMILTON CITY, LOGANDALE, WILLOWS				T21N R2W  of  of Sec. 9 MDBM; 
T18N R3W Sec. 5 MDBM; 
T18N R3W Sec. 6 MDBM; 
T18N R3W Sec. 7 MDBM; 
T18N R3W Sec. 18 MDBM; 
T19N R3W Sec. 17 MDBM; 
T19N R3W Sec. 20 MDBM; 
T19N R3W Sec. 29 MDBM; 
T19N R3W Sec. 32 MDBM; 
T19N R3W Sec. 3 MDBM; 
T22N R1W Sec.  MDBM		Zone 10 564800mE 4362900mN NAD27 (Point A); 
Zone 10 583540mE 4389450mN NAD27 (Point B); 
Zone 10 570204mE 4375278mN NAD83 (Segment A north end (update A)); 
Zone 10 570208mE 4375252mN NAD83 (Segment A south end (update A)); 
Zone 10 583974mE 4399824mN NAD83 (Segment B south end (update A)); 
Zone 10 583959mE 4399865mN NAD83 (Segment B north end (update A)); 
Zone 10 585186mE 4396550mN NAD83 (Segment C south end (update A)); 
Zone 10 585181mE 4396570mN NAD83 (Segment C north end (update A)); 
Zone 10 583233mE 4401778mN NAD83 (update B)

		P-11-000670		11-000670.pdf		P-11-000670						Other - BR-1		Site						Historic										Survey		AH05; AH15		Not for publication		No						2006 (Ric Windmiller, None - consulting archaeologist)		NEIC-008373		Glenn		ORLAND				T21N R3W SW¼ of SW¼ of Sec. 16 MDBM; 
T21N R3W SE¼ of SE¼ of Sec. 17 MDBM		Zone 10 567330mE 4391260mN NAD27

		P-11-000672		11-000672.pdf		P-11-000672						Other - 4-GLN-104		Site		habitation, midden; obsidian, chert debitage, cores				Prehistoric										Survey		AP02		Not for publication		No						1967 (UCLA Field School, UCLA Field School)				Glenn		LODOGA (15'), RAIL CANYON				T18N R5W NW¼ of NW¼ of Sec. 26 MDBM		Zone 10 552120mE 4360000mN NAD27

		P-11-000679		11-000679.pdf		P-11-000679						Other - Van Tol 001		Structure, Site						Historic										Survey		AH02; AH03; AH11		Not for publication		No						2007 (Lori Harrington, Cultural Research Associates)		NEIC-008977		Glenn		ORLAND				T21N R3W SE¼ of NE¼ of Sec. 26 MDBM		Zone 10 572030mE 4387810mN NAD27

		P-11-000748		11-000748.pdf		P-11-000748				Willows Main Post Office		Resource Name - Willows Main Post Office; 
Other - U. S. Post Office; 
OHP Property Number - 050147; 
OHP PRN - NPS-85000124; 
OHP PRN - 5988-0002-0000		Building						Historic										Survey		HP09		Not for publication		No						1984 (Doug Robertson, Beland/Associates, Inc.)				Glenn		WILLOWS		315 West Sycamore Street Willows 95988		T19N R3W NE¼ of NE¼ of Sec. 9 MDBM		Zone 10 569100mE 4374695mN NAD27

		P-51-000053		51-000053.pdf		P-51-000053		CA-SUT-000053						Site		It is assumed that this site was destroyed by grading and gravel quarrying on the property				Prehistoric										Survey		AP04		Not for publication		No						1974 (D. STORM); 
1991 (J.ABELL,D.RUSKIN, DALE FOLLAS (LETTER SENT TO ALLEN PATRON)); 
2005 (WHITEMAN, ET AL., ERIK WHITEMAN, PACIFIC LEGACY, INC.)		NEIC-001142, NEIC-005694, NEIC-010810		Sutter		SUTTER BUTTES				T15N R1E SE¼ of NE¼ of Sec. 12 MDBM		Zone 10 603680mE 4335920mN NAD27 (Centerpoint)

		P-51-000054		51-000054.pdf		P-51-000054		CA-SUT-000054				Other - SUT-54		Site		bedrock milling feature; mortar cups				Prehistoric										Survey		AP04; AP05		Not for publication		No						1974 (D. STORM); 
1991 (J.ABELL,D.RUSKIN, DALE FOLLAS (LETTER SENT TO ALLEN PATRON)); 
2005 (HILTON, RIORDAN, ERIK WHITEMAN, PACIFIC LEGACY, INC.)		NEIC-001142, NEIC-005694, NEIC-006409		Sutter		SUTTER BUTTES				T15N R1E NE¼ of SE¼ of Sec. 12 MDBM		Zone 10 603500mE 4335330mN NAD27 (Centerpoint); 
Zone 10 603490mE 4335380mN NAD27 (Centerpoint (update B))

		P-51-000067		51-000067.pdf		P-51-000067		CA-SUT-000067H		Old Ramey Place		Resource Name - Old Ramey Place		Structure, Site		Ray Frye reported a barn located on the property collapsed in 1930				Historic										Survey		AH03; AH04; AH05; AH06		Not for publication		Unknown						1989 (Nancy Garr, CSU, Chico Department of Anthropology)		NEIC-000906		Sutter		SUTTER BUTTES				T15N R2E SW¼ of NE¼ of Sec. 7 MDBM		Zone 10 604280mE 4335300mN NAD83

		P-51-000068		51-000068.pdf		P-51-000068		CA-SUT-000068H				Other - Western Rock Wall		Structure, Site						Historic										Survey		AH11		Not for publication		No						1989 (NANCY GARR); 
2005 (HILTON, RIORDAN, ERIK WHITEMAN, PACIFIC LEGACY, INC.)		NEIC-000906, NEIC-006409, NEIC-012494		Sutter		SUTTER BUTTES				T15N R1E SE¼ of NE¼ of Sec. 12 MDBM		Zone 10 603720mE 4335600mN NAD27 (Point A (update A)); 
Zone 10 603760mE 4335620mN NAD27 (Point B (update A)); 
Zone 10 603610mE 4335692mN NAD27 (West); 
Zone 10 603616mE 4335708mN NAD27 (Northeast); 
Zone 10 603960mE 4337000mN NAD27 (Point A); 
Zone 10 604460mE 4334800mN NAD27 (Point B); 
Zone 10 604320mE 4335540mN NAD27 (Point C); 
Zone 10 603810mE 4335580mN NAD27 (Point D)

		P-51-000069		51-000069.pdf		P-51-000069		CA-SUT-000069H				Other - Three-sided foundation		Site		Ray Frye said his father built two straw sheds in this area.				Historic										Survey		AH02; AH06		Not for publication		Unknown						1989 (Nancy Garr, CSU, Chico Department of Anthropology)		NEIC-000906		Sutter		SUTTER BUTTES				T15N R2E SE¼ of SW¼ of Sec. 6 MDBM		Zone 10 604460mE 4336340mN NAD27

		P-51-000086		51-000086.pdf		P-51-000086		CA-SUT-000086						Site		originally recorded as bedrock milling feature; resurvey determined cups are natural				Prehistoric										Survey		AP04		Not for publication		No						1991 (J.ABELL & D.RUSKIN, DALE FOLLAS (LETTER SENT TO ALLEN PASTRON)); 
2005 (WHITEMAN, ET AL., ERIK WHITEMAN, PACIFIC LEGACY, INC.)		NEIC-005694, NEIC-010810		Sutter		SUTTER BUTTES				T15N R1E SE¼ of NE¼ of Sec. 12 MDBM		Zone 10 603400mE 4335850mN NAD27 (Centerpoint)

		P-51-000109		51-000109.pdf		P-51-000109		CA-SUT-000109H				Other - PL-01		Structure						Historic										Survey		AH11		Not for publication		No						2005 (HILTON, RIORDAN, ERIK WHITEMAN, PACIFIC LEGACY, INC.)		NEIC-006408, NEIC-012494		Sutter		SUTTER BUTTES				T15N R1E W½ of NW¼ of Sec. 12 MDBM		Zone 10 602200mE 4335950mN NAD27 (Point A (NW)); 
Zone 10 602260mE 4335900mN NAD27 (Point B (SE))

		P-51-000110		51-000110.pdf		P-51-000110		CA-SUT-000110H				Other - PL-02		Structure						Historic										Survey		AH11		Not for publication		No						2005 (HILTON, RIORDAN, ERIK WHITEMAN, PACIFIC LEGACY, INC.)		NEIC-006408, NEIC-012494		Sutter		SUTTER BUTTES				T15N R1E  of W½ of Sec. 12 MDBM; 
T15N R1E SE¼ of Sec. 11 MDBM		Zone 10 602450mE 4336320mN NAD27 (Point A); 
Zone 10 602400mE 4335660mN NAD27 (Point B); 
Zone 10 602200mE 4335400mN NAD27 (Point C); 
Zone 10 602170mE 4334800mN NAD27 (Point D)

		P-51-000111		51-000111.pdf		P-51-000111		CA-SUT-000111				Other - PL-03		Site		bedrodk milling feature, mortar cups				Prehistoric										Survey		AP04		Not for publication		No						2005 (HILTON, RIORDAN, ERIK WHITEMAN, PACIFIC LEGACY, INC.)		NEIC-006408		Sutter		SUTTER BUTTES				T15N R1E SW¼ of NW¼ of Sec. 12 MDBM		Zone 10 602420mE 4335640mN NAD27 (Centerpoint)

		P-51-000112		51-000112.pdf		P-51-000112		CA-SUT-000112H				Other - PL-04		Structure						Historic										Survey		AH11		Not for publication		No						2005 (HILTON, RIORDAN, ERIK WHITEMAN, PACIFIC LEGACY, INC.)		NEIC-006408, NEIC-012494		Sutter		SUTTER BUTTES				T15N R1E E½ of SW¼ of Sec. 12 MDBM; 
T15N R1E NE¼ of NW¼ of Sec. 13 MDBM		Zone 10 602990mE 4335220mN NAD27 (Point A); 
Zone 10 602860mE 4335100mN NAD27 (Point B); 
Zone 10 602990mE 4334730mN NAD27 (Point C)

		P-51-000113		51-000113.pdf		P-51-000113		CA-SUT-000113H				Other - PL-05		Structure						Historic										Survey		AH11		Not for publication		No						2005 (HILTON, RIORDAN, ERIK WHITEMAN, PACIFIC LEGACY, INC.)		NEIC-006409		Sutter		SUTTER BUTTES				T15N R1E NE¼ of SE¼ of Sec. 12 MDBM		Zone 10 603520mE 4335460mN NAD27 (Point A (NE)); 
Zone 10 603400mE 4335340mN NAD27 (Point B (SW))

		P-51-000114		51-000114.pdf		P-51-000114		CA-SUT-000114H				Other - PL-06		Structure						Historic										Survey		AH11		Not for publication		No						2005 (HILTON, RIORDAN, ERIK WHITEMAN, PACIFIC LEGACY, INC.)		NEIC-006409		Sutter		SUTTER BUTTES				T15N R1E NE¼ of SE¼ of Sec. 12 MDBM		Zone 10 603730mE 4335540mN NAD27 (Point A (North)); 
Zone 10 603720mE 4335500mN NAD27 (Point B (South))

		P-52-000059		52-000059.pdf		P-52-000059		CA-TEH-000059						Site		lithic scatter; debitage, core tools, handstones				Prehistoric										Survey		AP02; AP04; AP15		Not for publication		Unknown						1922 (E. Golomshtok); 
1952 (A. E. T., University of California)		NEIC-001137, NEIC-005908, NEIC-010351		Tehama		RED BLUFF EAST				T27N R3W SW¼ of NE¼ of Sec. 33 MDBM		Zone 10 567560mE 4444800mN NAD27 (Approximate)

		P-52-000060		52-000060.pdf		P-52-000060		CA-TEH-000060						Site		lithic scatter; debitage, choppers				Prehistoric										Survey		AP02		Not for publication		Unknown						1952 (B. H. E., University of California)		NEIC-010351		Tehama		RED BLUFF EAST				T27N R3W SW¼ of NE¼ of Sec. 33 MDBM		Zone 10 567500mE 4444860mN NAD27 (Centerpoint)

		P-52-000072		52-000072.pdf		P-52-000072		CA-TEH-000072						Site		habitation		This resource is recorded as a "village" site measuring 50' by 50' in area. Minimal information is included on the prepared site record, but it suggests that cultural deposits within the site extend at least 6" below ground surface. This resource was recorded in 1952 by an individual with the initials "A.E.T." of the University of California.		Prehistoric		Prehistoric		Village Site						Survey		AP15		Not for publication		Unknown						1952 (A. E. T., University of California)		NEIC-010351		Tehama		RED BLUFF EAST				T27N R3W NW¼ of NE¼ of Sec. 33 MDBM		Zone 10 567440mE 4444900mN NAD27 (Centerpoint)

		P-52-000881		52-000881.pdf		P-52-000881		CA-TEH-000881/H				Other - RB-1		Site		lithic scatter; basalt, obsidian debitage, projectile point; ground stone, hopper mortar; historic, square nails				Prehistoric, Historic										Survey		AH04; AP02; AP04; AP15		Not for publication		Unknown						1975 (K. Johnson, J. Furry, California State University, Chico)		NEIC-000339		Tehama		RED BLUFF EAST				T27N R3W SW¼ of SW¼ of Sec. 28 MDBM		Zone 10 566740mE 4445390mN NAD27 (Centerpoint)

		P-52-000882		52-000882.pdf		P-52-000882		CA-TEH-000882				Other - NSR-SHA-001; 
Other - Wacantheri-pasyai; 
Other - RB-2		Site		habitation; midden, possible house pit; basalt debitage				Prehistoric										Survey		AP02; AP07; AP15		Not for publication		No						1975 (K. Johnson, J. Furry, California State University, Chico); 
2005 (Patrick Brunmeier, North State Resources, Inc.)		NEIC-000339, NEIC-008434		Tehama		RED BLUFF EAST				T27N R3W SW¼ of SW¼ of Sec. 28 MDBM		Zone 10 566620mE 4445640mN NAD27 (Centerpoint); 
Zone 10 566810mE 4455500mN NAD27 (Centerpoint (update A))

		P-52-001972		52-001972.pdf		P-52-001972		CA-TEH-001972H		Central and Southern Pacific Railroads		Resource Name - Central and Southern Pacific Railroads; 
Other - KIEWIT #16		Site						Historic										Survey		AH07		Unrestricted		No						2000 (Amy Huberland, Lisa Westwood, CSU, Chico Archaeological Research Program)		NEIC-002593, NEIC-012830, NEIC-012901		Tehama		BALLS FERRY, CORNING, COTTONWOOD, GERBER, HOOKER, KIRKWOOD, RED BLUFF EAST, RED BLUFF WEST				T30N R4W  of  of Sec. 25 MDBM; 
T26N R3W Sec.  MDBM; 
T25N R2W Sec.  MDBM; 
T25N R3W Sec.  MDBM		Zone 10 560790mE 4476557mN NAD27 (North end); 
Zone 10 570443mE 4405436mN NAD27 (South end)

		P-52-002146		52-002146.pdf		P-52-002146						Other - Diamond Integrated Forest Products Mill, Red Bluff; 
Other - PA-02-01		Site				This resource consists of the structural remains of the former Diamond Gardner/Diamond International Integrated Forest Products Plant. Construction of the plant was completed in 1958 and produced both milled lumber and products produced from waste pulp such as egg cartons and paper plates. The mill was decomissioned in 1982 and the lumber milling and production structures were removed, leaving only their concrete foundations. Several administrative structures associated with the plant were left standing, and are in active use by the County of Tehama and several private companies. The mill was recorded by Neal Neuenschwander in 2009 and was recommended ineligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places due to lack of uniqueness in design, association with a historic individual, and integrity.		Historic		Multicomponent		Multicomponent						Survey		AH02; AH15; HP04		Unrestricted		No						2002 (Neal Neuenschwander, Peak & Associates, Inc.); 
2009 (Neal Neuenschwander, Peak & Associates, Inc.)		NEIC-006428		Tehama		RED BLUFF EAST		1000 Diamond Avenue Red Bluff		T27N R3W NE¼ of NW¼ of Sec. 33 MDBM		Zone 10 567260mE 4445050mN NAD27 (Centerpoint); 
Zone 10 566615mE 4445265mN NAD27 (UTM A (update A)); 
Zone 10 567070mE 4445270mN NAD27 (UTM B (update A)); 
Zone 10 567540mE 4444900mN NAD27 (UTM C (update A)); 
Zone 10 567495mE 4444670mN NAD27 (UTM D (update A)); 
Zone 10 567620mE 4444335mN NAD27 (UTM E (update A)); 
Zone 10 567540mE 4443655mN NAD27 (UTM F (update A)); 
Zone 10 567215mE 4443650mN NAD27 (UTM G (update A)); 
Zone 10 566615mE 4444765mN NAD27 (UTM H (update A))

		P-52-002365		52-002365.pdf		P-52-002365		CA-TEH-002365H		Red Bluff Diversion Dam		Resource Name - Red Bluff Diversion Dam; 
Agency Nbr - PA-09-15		Structure						Historic										Survey		HP21		Unrestricted		No						2009 (Neal Neuenschwander, Peak & Associates, Inc.)		NEIC-010680		Tehama		RED BLUFF EAST				T27N R3W NE¼ of NE¼ of Sec. 33 MDBM; 
T27N R3W SE¼ of NE¼ of Sec. 33 MDBM		Zone 10 568015mE 4445020mN NAD27 (UTM A); 
Zone 10 568045mE 4444945mN NAD27 (UTM B); 
Zone 10 568030mE 4444750mN NAD27 (UTM C); 
Zone 10 567985mE 4444730mN NAD27 (UTM D)

		P-57-000074		57-000074.pdf		P-57-000074		CA-YOL-000080		S-80		Resource Name - S-80		Site		mound; no other information				Prehistoric										Unknown		AP01; AP15		Not for publication		No						1934 ([none], University of California)		S-044051		Yolo		Eldorado Bend				T12N R2E NW¼ of Sec. 30 MDBM		Zone 10 604010mE 4302010mN NAD27; 
Zone 10 604010mE 4302420mN NAD27; 
Zone 10 604410mE 4302010mN NAD27; 
Zone 10 604410mE 4302410mN NAD27

		P-57-000132		57-000132		P-57-000132				Valley Oak Groves & Valley Oak Trees and Mixed Vegetation		Resource Name - Valley Oak Groves & Valley Oak Trees and Mixed Vegetation; 
Other - Mixed Valley Oak Stand 12; 
Other - Valley Oak Grove 12; 
Voided - YOL-HRI-1/037		Other		Heritage Oak Trees, County-wide locations				Historic										Survey, Other		HP30		Unrestricted		No						1986 (Kathleen Les, Les-Thomas Associates); 
2007 (Eric Wohlgemuth, Far Western); 
2007 (Eric Wohlgemuth, Far Western); 
2012 (J. Charles Whatford, CALFIRE); 
2013 ([none], Tom Origer & Assoc.); 
2014 ([none], Ca. Dept. of Water Resources)		S-005062, S-012190, S-019688, S-026702, S-028394, S-034066, S-034070, S-035042, S-035094, S-036479, S-038609, S-039628, S-044051, S-045230, S-047576, S-047779, S-049225, S-049315, S-051082, S-051123, S-052969, S-053670		Yolo		Brooks, Clarksburg, Courtland, Davis, Eldorado Bend, Esparto, Grays Bend, Guinda, Kirkville, Knights Landing, Merritt, Monticello Dam, Mt Vaca, Rumsey, Sacramento West, Taylor Monument, Verona, Winters, Woodland				T R Sec.  MDBM		Zone  607511mE 4287941mN NAD27; 
Zone  607725mE 4287941mN NAD27; 
Zone  607719mE 4288227mN NAD27

		P-57-000705		57-000705.pdf		P-57-000705		CA-YOL-000240H		Colusa Drainage Canal		Resource Name - Colusa Drainage Canal; 
Voided - P-57-000143/CA-YOL-186H; 
Voided - P-06-000203/CA-COL-219H; 
Other - Colusa Drainage Canal and Knights Landing Ridge Cut; 
Other - Colusa Basin Drainage Canal; 
OHP PRN - 5645-0002-0000; 
Voided - YOL-HRI-7/216; 
OHP Property Number - 046355		Structure		Also in Colusa County on the Colusa, Arbuckle, Grimes and Dunnigan quads.				Historic						DUPLICATE				Survey		AH06; HP11; HP20		Unrestricted		No						1986 (Kathleen Les, Les-Thomas Assoc.); 
1992 (Lisa Shapiro, Will Shapiro, Deanna Kiser, James Gary Maniery, PAR Environmental); 
1998 (Cherilyn Widell, OHP); 
1998 (Frank Deitz, US Army Corp of Engineers); 
2007 (S.Melvin, J.Freeman, JRP Historical Consulting)		S-020058, S-034850, S-035042, S-053616, S-053670		Yolo		Dunnigan, Eldorado Bend, Knights Landing, Zamora						Zone 10 610979mE 4295519mN NAD83 (Rte 45 crossing, 8/22/2007); 
Zone 10 610450mE 4294750mN NAD27 (south end, 4/10/1992); 
Zone 10 594160mE 4308840mN NAD27 (county line, 4/10/1992); 
Zone 10 584520mE 4332260mN NAD27 (north end, 4/10/1992)

		P-57-000705		57-000705.pdf		P-57-000705		CA-YOL-000240H		Colusa Drainage Canal		Resource Name - Colusa Drainage Canal; 
Voided - P-57-000143/CA-YOL-186H; 
Voided - P-06-000203/CA-COL-219H; 
Other - Colusa Drainage Canal and Knights Landing Ridge Cut; 
Other - Colusa Basin Drainage Canal; 
OHP PRN - 5645-0002-0000; 
Voided - YOL-HRI-7/216; 
OHP Property Number - 046355		Structure		Also in Colusa County on the Colusa, Arbuckle, Grimes and Dunnigan quads.				Historic										Survey		AH06; HP11; HP20		Unrestricted		No						1986 (Kathleen Les, Les-Thomas Assoc.); 
1992 (Lisa Shapiro, Will Shapiro, Deanna Kiser, James Gary Maniery, PAR Environmental); 
1998 (Cherilyn Widell, OHP); 
1998 (Frank Deitz, US Army Corp of Engineers); 
2007 (S.Melvin, J.Freeman, JRP Historical Consulting)		S-020058, S-034850, S-035042, S-053616, S-053670		Yolo		Dunnigan, Eldorado Bend, Knights Landing, Zamora						Zone 10 610979mE 4295519mN NAD83 (Rte 45 crossing, 8/22/2007); 
Zone 10 610450mE 4294750mN NAD27 (south end, 4/10/1992); 
Zone 10 594160mE 4308840mN NAD27 (county line, 4/10/1992); 
Zone 10 584520mE 4332260mN NAD27 (north end, 4/10/1992)

		P-57-000977		57-000977.pdf		P-57-000977				Central-Pacific RR Route Thru Yolo County District		Resource Name - Central-Pacific RR Route Thru Yolo County District; 
Other - Southern Pacific RR; 
Other - California-Northern RR; 
Other - California-Pacific RR; 
Other - Union Pacific RR		District						Historic						DUPLICATE				Survey		AH07; AH15; HP08; HP17; HP18; HP25; HP37		Not for publication		No						2015 (Scott Crull, [none])		S-046943		Yolo		Davis, Dunnigan, Eldorado Bend, Merritt, Woodland, Zamora						

		P-57-000977		57-000977.pdf		P-57-000977				Central-Pacific RR Route Thru Yolo County District		Resource Name - Central-Pacific RR Route Thru Yolo County District; 
Other - Southern Pacific RR; 
Other - California-Northern RR; 
Other - California-Pacific RR; 
Other - Union Pacific RR		District						Historic										Survey		AH07; AH15; HP08; HP17; HP18; HP25; HP37		Not for publication		No						2015 (Scott Crull, [none])		S-046943		Yolo		Davis, Dunnigan, Eldorado Bend, Merritt, Woodland, Zamora						

		P-57-001401		57-001401.pdf		P-57-001401				Wycoff SITE (pre-1900-c.1910)		Resource Name - Wycoff SITE (pre-1900-c.1910); 
Other - Wycoff		Site						Historic										Other		AH16; HP39		Unrestricted		No						2018 (Scott Crull, [none])		S-051085		Yolo		Zamora						Zone 10 591504mE 4301549mN NAD83 (7/1/2018); 
Zone 10 591385mE 4301853mN NAD83 (NWIC, USGS 1916 Zamora topo)

		P-57-001458		57-001458.pdf		P-57-001458				GANDA 475-354-01		Resource Name - GANDA 475-354-01		Site		[DRAFT Version, replace with final version when report completed. per Montse Osterlye 10/1/2018]				Historic										Survey		AH04		Not for publication		No						2010 (Al W. Schwitalla, GANDA)		S-053629		Yolo		Eldorado Bend		37060 County Road 6 Knights Landing				Zone 10 602184mE 4304344mN NAD83 (N end; 7/2010); 
Zone 10 602406mE 4302783mN NAD83 (S end; 7/2010); 
Zone 10 603079mE 4302821mN NAD83 (S end, nwic 10/2018)

		SF-001-A		SF_001_A UPDATE.pdf										Site		ground stone, handstones, hopper mortar, bowl mortar, cobble tool, pestle, cores, trailer hitch, lumber		Originally recorded in 1998 by DWR-DPR as 18-5-24-1, this prehistoric site consists of two distinct loci of ground stone straddles Funks Creek west of Antelope Valley in the Greater Sites Reservoir portion of the study area. Loci A and B of SF-001-A encompass a 2-acre area. Loci A is bisected, east-west, by Funks Creek and Locus B is approximately 30 meters south of Funks Creek. Locus A contains seven handstones, two handstone fragments, a portable hopper mortar, a bowl mortar, one cobble tool, one sandstone pestle, one basalt core, and one basalt edge-modified flake. Locus B contains 3 cores (amorphous cobble, chert, and granite), 4 handstone fragments, 12 complete handstones, 1 flake, and 1 basalt core tool. A trailer hitch and a modern lumber scatter were also identified on site.		Prehistoric		Prehistoric		Lithic Production

		SF-001-B		SF_001_B.pdf										Site		habitation, midden; lithic scatter, projectile point, core; ground stone, hopper mortar, handstone; historic, glass, ranch		This multicomponent site consists of a historic-era ranching complex and an extensive midden area with associated artifacts that covers approximately 50 acres. The resource is composed of nine features distributed across three historic-era loci. Locus A contains a water tower on a concrete pad, a large wooden barn on a concrete foundation, two concrete pads with well caps, a water trough, and a foundation depression. Locus B, a possible rock foundation and retaining wall, is within Locus A. Locus C is a concrete foundation and an associated antique car. The prehistoric component is comprised of a midden deposit and associated artifacts that include a hopper mortar, a projectile point, a metavolcanic core, and a handstone. All are within the confines of Locus A. SF-001-B is at the south end of Antelope Valley and the Greater Sites Reservoir portion of the study area. Huffmaster Road is directly adjacent the site to the east, while Antelope Creek bisects the west end of the site. The area is generally open meadow, although some trees (primarily black walnut and blue oak) are present on Locus A. 		Multicomponent		Multicomponent		Multicomponent

		SF-001-C		SF_001_C.pdf										Site		habitation, midden; ground stone, hopper mortars, pestles, handstones, milling slab, core, lithic scatter, debitage, obsidian, chert, fire affected rock		Covering approximately 14 acres, SF-001-C is situated at the north end of Antelope Valley in a narrow arm of the valley created by Grapevine Creek. The site sits at the base of a ridge and is approximately 4,000 feet south of the Glenn-Colusa County line. SF-001-C was recorded in 1967 by the UCLA summer field school as CA-COL-22, and in 1998 by DWR-DPR as 18-5-35.  This prehistoric site contains two midden deposits on either side of Grapevine Creek. Locus A consists of a midden-mound with ground stone scattered around the perimeter. Artifacts include at least 10 obsidian flakes, 4 hopper mortars, 2 pestles, 2 pestle fragments, 6 handstones, 5 handstone fragments, and 1 piece of unidentifiable ground stone. The locus is on the east side of Grapevine Creek on the first stream terrace adjacent the hills. Locus B is on the west bank of the creek, and is a midden deposit with a dense lithic scatter with more than 250 obsidian flakes (mostly found along an access road and the northern area of the midden), more than 10 chert flakes, 1 pestle, 2 pestle fragments, 1 hopper mortar fragment, 9 handstone fragments, 1 complete handstone, 1 sandstone millingstone, 1 chert core, and 1 historic-era plow. There is one fire-affected rock feature exposed in the cut bank directly below the locus datum. 		Prehistoric		Prehistoric		Village Site

		SF-001-D		SF_001_D.pdf										Site				Three historic-era features within an approximately 12.5 acre area define this site: a corral, a structure foundation, and a concrete cattle trough. The corral consists of the remains of seven erect railroad ties and three fallen ties arranged in a rough rectangle; wire cut nails are embedded in the ties. The concrete structure foundation has a U shape, open to the west. The concrete cattle trough was constructed in a similar manner, with medium-sized river cobbles used as chinking. A fence line running roughly east to west bisects the middle of the trough. A pipe measuring 2 inches in diameter connects the two tanks of the cattle trough through the fence. A stock pond is also present at the site. SF-001-D is at the east edge of Antelope Valley on an unnamed drainage feature that feeds into Stone Corral Creek approximately 3,460 linear feet to the south-southwest, as measured along the base of the hills. The confluence of the unnamed creed with Stone Corral Creek is immediately north of the town of Sites. 		Historic		Historic		Cultivation and Livestock

		SF-001-E		SF_001_E.pdf										Site				Historic-era site SF-001-E sits in the plains of Antelope Valley approximately 0.7 miles west-northwest of the town of Sites. Stone Corral Creek is less than 200 feet north of the 141,100-square-foot site. This resource consists of a trash scatter, concrete foundation, concrete pad with concrete-lined pit, and a depression. The trash scatter includes a car axle, brake pad, milled lumber fragments, large tractor chain, and can fragments. The concrete foundation contains various pieces of metal sheet fragments, milled lumber pieces, and rolls of wire surrounding the feature. Also within the foundation are at least 20 brick fragments and one 4.5-inch-diameter T-shaped pipe fitting embossed with Walworth 2000 Test. The concrete pad contains vertical rebar that extends 0.5 inches above the surface of the pad. The depression is an apparent trash pit that contains small metal piping and fragments of milled lumber. 		Historic		Historic		Cultivation and Livestock

		SF-002-A		SF_002_A.pdf										Site		ground stone, handstones, cores		SF-002-A is on the valley plain near the western margin of Antelope Valley and adjacent Funks Creek at the north end of the Greater Sites Reservoir portion of the study area. Funks Creek is just to the north of the site. This prehistoric site is a spatially discrete lithic concentration of ground stone consisting of five handstones, one basalt core, and one dark-brown, chert core with a minimum of six flake scars. SF-002-A occupies an area of 0.3 acre on the southern stream terrace of Funks Creek.		Prehistoric		Prehistoric		Lithic Production

		SF-002-B		SF_002_B Update.pdf										Site		habitation, midden; ground stone, handstones, core, hopper mortar; obsidian, chert, debitage; stock pond		Situated at the west edge of Antelope Valley near the south end of the Greater Sites Reservoir portion of the study area, this prehistoric site is a midden and a lithic scatter situated on an old stream terrace. The site on the banks of a small drainage approximately 200 meters west of Antelope Creek. The site was first was recorded in 1998 by DWR-DPR as 16-5-12-1. Cultural constituents include approximately 20 obsidian flakes and at least 15 chert flakes, as well as a bifacial handstone and a chert core. A previously identified hopper mortar was not relocated. SF-002-B covers approximately 9,600 square meters. A small stock pond has been created at the north end of the site, and a small drainage that leads to the pond cuts roughly north/south through the deposit. A dirt road parallels the stream on the west and around the south end of the pond. A fence line is also present in the west portion of the site where a gate crosses the dirt road. 		Prehistoric		Prehistoric		Seasonal Occupation Site

		SF-002-C		SF_002_C UPDATE.pdf										Site		lithic scatter; obsidian debitage, pestle; historic, homestead		This multicomponent site, originally recorded in by DWR-DPR 1999 as site 18-5-35-1H, is a historic-era homestead and prehistoric artifact scatter. The site is composed of foundations, a hearth, fallen chimney, open stone-lined well, and associated historic-era artifacts. The remains of the home consist of a deteriorated outer foundation with remains of two inner foundation supports. One inner foundation runs directly into a hearth. An open stone-lined well sits at approximately the northwestern corner of the foundation and is associated with possible milled lumber and a metal cap. Other features noted include a railroad tie with pegs in place, the remains of a corral, a rock wall, and a ditch and pit that possibly represent an irrigation system. Artifacts observed include fragments of white ceramic, two fragments of terra cotta pipe, one metal cap possibly associated with the well, four to five pieces of milled lumber, shards of clear, green, and milk bottle glass, round wire nails, two galvanized pails, and various lengths of barbed-wire. The prehistoric component of the site consists of at least five visually sourced Borax Lake obsidian flakes and one pestle. SF-002-C measures 11 acres and is at the base and tip of a narrow finger ridge that juts out into an arm of Antelope Valley formed by Grapevine Creek in the northern section of the Greater Sites Reservoir portion of the study area. The site is 4,500 feet north of Sites Lodoga Road; a dirt access road exits north off of Sites Lodoga Road and runs through the site. Grapevine Creek bends around the south, west, and north sides of the site. 		Multicomponent		Multicomponent		Multicomponent

		SF-002-E		SF_002_E UPDATE.pdf										Site				SF-002-E was initially recorded by DWR-DPR in 1999 as 17-4-6-1H, the New Peterson Ranch. This historic-era site measures 557 feet north/south by 268 feet east/west and consists of a residence that has been converted into a livestock pen and corral. The structure sits at the terminus of Peterson Road in the middle of Antelope Valley in the north portion of the Greater Sites Reservoir area. Four features are present. Feature 1 is a livestock pen converted from a house. Feature 2 is a large structure built from sandstone slabs which is partially collapsed. Feature 3 is a beehive kiln, and Feature 4 is a water tower. The entire site is surrounded by barbed-wire fences; a dirt road runs along the southern side of the fence. 		Historic		Historic		Ranch

		SF-003-A		SF_003_A.pdf										Site		ground stone, handstones, anvil		Situated on a flat between two small hills, SF-003-A is 300 yards upslope (west) of southward running Funks Creek and Antelope Valley in the Greater Sites Reservoir portion of the study area. This prehistoric site consists of a spatially discrete, sparse ground stone scatter. Cultural constituents include two handstones, one anvil, and one granite cobble. The site measures 50 meters north-south by 30 meters east-west.		Prehistoric		Prehistoric		Milling

		SF-003-B		SF_003_B.pdf										Site		habitation, midden, possible house pit; lithic scatter; obsidian, chert, greenstone debitage; ground stone, hopper mortar, pestle, handstone; fire affected rock				Prehistoric

		SF-003-C		SF_003_C.pdf										Site						Historic

		SF-003-E		SF_003_E.pdf										Site				This 7-acre historic-era site is a ranch house with surrounding barns, outbuildings, water tanks, and a trash dump. SF-003-E was recorded in 1999 by DWR-DPR as 17-4-6-14H. The site is situated on a grassy flat to the east of a small range of low-lying hills between two unnamed forks of Funk’s Creek. This site is approximately 1,400 feet west of Peterson Road in the northern part of Antelope Valley. Salt Lake is east of the site on the east edge of the valley. SF-003-E contains six features, associated trash, and equipment scatters. These features include a large barn constructed with square nails and associated corrals and equipment dump; a small wooden outbuilding; a collapsed water tower and associated concrete foundation, piping, and trash dump; a wooden barn; a mostly modern trash dump; and a ranch house. Artifacts associated with the barn include a collection of more than 15 old horseshoes, 2 pitchfork heads, and an old plow blade with embossing 40 DS Oliver, amethyst glass and ceramic fragments, metal strapping, and piping. The outbuilding showed square nails only in the door on the north side of the structure. The trash scatter to the northwest of the building consists of mostly modern metal and plastic garbage, but some amethyst glass was also noted. A 1956 Studebaker sits to the west, with plates reading California 64 56 AMM 806, and indicating it was last registered in 1962. The equipment scatter near the water tower includes a seeding machine, a furrow plow, piping, plow blade, gears, and blacksmithing equipment. A second equipment dump lies to the north and includes a McCormick baler, two plows, metal piping, and strapping. Artifacts noted in the modern trash dump include glass, plastic, metal appliances, golf clubs, skis, and various wood pieces. No items of archaeological note were observed. The ranch house is currently occupied by the Sites family. Oral interviews conducted with members of the Sites family indicate that parts of the house are at least 100 years old, although areas since have been remodeled. A number of artifacts, historical and prehistoric, are in the front yard of the house. Historical artifacts include a tricycle, two metal wheels, a galvanized teapot, at least five horseshoes, metal hooks, wheelbarrow parts, water pump parts with a brand PB, an old bale, and a cast-iron slab engraved, Board of Supervisors —1905—- GW Allgaier, Chariman FG Myers, JF Campbell WA VANN, JF Rathbun CHAS DE ST MURICE Co Surveyor. There are nine plows, seven complete and two fragmentary and a seeder (not complete). Prehistoric artifacts include obsidian chunks, two large pieces of bedrock with five cups, five sandstone hopper mortars, and three sandstone pestles. 		Historic		Historic		Ranch

		SF-004-A		SF_004_A UPDATE.pdf										Site		bedrock milling features, mortar cups		Originally recorded in 1998 by DWR-DPR as 18-5-36-5, SF-004-A is a prehistoric milling station comprised of three bedrock milling features situated on a sandstone and conglomerate outcrop. The 60-meter-long site is at the head of a narrow canyon that trends east-west and drains into Funks Creek, and is in the Greater Sites Reservoir portion of the study area. Feature 1 has three conical mortars, while Features 2 and 3 each contain a single conical mortar. No artifacts where found associated with the features of SF-004-A.		Prehistoric		Prehistoric		Milling

		SF-004-B		SF_004_B.pdf										Site		habitation, midden; lithic scatter, cores, obsidian debitage				Prehistoric

		SF-004-C		SF_004_C.pdf										Site		habitation, midden, house pits; lithic scatter; obsidian, basalt debitage; milling stone; fire affected rock				Prehistoric

		SF-005-A		SF_005_A UPDATE.pdf										Site		habitation, midden, house pits; bedrock milling features, mortar cup; ground stone, hopper mortar, pestle, handstone; debitage, obsidian, basalt; fire affected rock, faunal bone		SF-005-A is a 3-acre, prehistoric habitation site that consists of midden soil, stone tool debitage, a bedrock mortar complex, and four circular depressions that could potentially be house pits. The site is in a small valley in the uplands between Funks and Grapevine Creeks in the Greater Sites Reservoir portion of the study area. Originally recorded in 1998 by DWR-DPR as 18-5-36-1, Site SF-005-A straddles an unnamed drainage that flows east to Funks Creek. The site boundary roughly corresponds with the confluences of two minor drainages and the main unnamed drainage that reaches Funk Creek. Locus 1 is east of the southern confluence and Locus 2 is north of the northern confluence. A single house pit is west, upslope of the two loci. Locus 1 contains 3 bedrock mortars and associated midden soil, 2 unidentified animal bones, 5 obsidian flakes, 10 basalt flakes, fire-affected rock, and charcoal. Locus 2 consists of a lithic scatter containing 20 basalt flakes; 10 obsidian flakes; 1 burned animal bone fragment and 3 unburned fragments; a hopper mortar, pestle, and handstone; 1 ground stone fragment; fire-affected rock and charcoal; and 3 of the 4 potential house pits.		Prehistoric		Prehistoric		Village Site

		SF-005-B		SF_005_B.pdf										Site		habitation, midden; bedrock milling features, mortar cups; ground stone, hopper mortar, milling stone, pestle; fire affected rock, faunal bone				Prehistoric

		SF-005-C		SF_005_C.pdf										Site		habitation, midden, house pits; cryptocrystalline core; ground stone, hopper mortars				Prehistoric

		SF-006-A		SF_006_A UPDATE.pdf										Site		habitation, midden; sparse lithic scatter; obsidian, basalt, greenstone, debitage; cores; projectile point, biface; ground stone; fire affected rock		This site is a spatially discrete, prehistoric midden and low-density lithic scatter situated along a seasonal drainage, in the uplands west of Antelope Valley, in the Greater Sites Reservoir portion of the study area. Previously recorded in 1998 by DWR-DPR as 18-5-36-2, the site measures approximately 22 meters north-south and 19 meters east-west. Dramatic differences in soil color are evident – reddish brown in the surrounding area, but dark brown to light gray on-site. Two discrete concentrations of local cobbles appear to be fire-affected. Lithic materials include approximately 10 Borax Lake obsidian flakes, and locally available fine-grained basalt flakes and cobble cores. Some pieces of fire-affected rock observed on site may represent ground stone fragments. This site also contains 1 basalt projectile point; 1 obsidian biface; 10 fine-grained, basalt, primary flakes; 2 greenstone cores; and 2 unidirectional cores manufactured from porphyritic-igneous stone.		Prehistoric		Prehistoric		Seasonal Occupation Site

		SF-006-B		SF_006_B.pdf										Site		habitation, midden; lithic scatter; obsidian, greenstone, metavolcanic debitage, biface, core; ground stone, mortar; fire affected rock; Olivella shell bead				Prehistoric

		SF-006-C		SF_006_C.pdf										Structure		Ranch		SF-006-C is in the southern half of Antelope Valley, and is bisected by Antelope Creek. The site is accessible by a dirt road that exits west off of Huffmaster Road; the site is approximately 0.25 mile from the road and measures 600 feet north/south by 475 feet east/west. This historic-era site consists of a ranch complex with eight features: an outbuilding and tool shed nailed together with machine-cut nails, a windmill and foundation, a house built in 1938, two barns made with machine cut square nails, a wood pile, a granary, and a sandstone-and-concrete bridge. Artifacts associated with the windmill feature are a barber chair part, a tractor saw attachment, an old porch column (similar to fenceposts), a large clamp, an Aeromotor windmill from Chicago, and an old radiator labeled W.F. & J. Barnes, Rockford Ill., U.S. Pat. April 17, 1877. Numerous prehistoric pestles, presumably collected by the residents, are displayed on the northern fence around the house. The several items in the western section of the southernmost barn include four wagons, a buggy, a Formica table, a Victor seeder, and another wooden seeder. The center section includes a cider press, a dolly, and another unidentified farming device. 		Historic		Historic		Ranch

		SF-007-A		SF_007_A.pdf										Site		trash scatter; cans, sawed tree trunks, milled lumber, shovel head, stockpond		This 15,000-square-foot historic-era site is composed of two loci located approximately 1 mile west, southwest of Salt Lake on an unnamed, seasonal drainage tributary to Funks Creek. Locus A consists of an old road, saw-cut tree trunks, and a fence line. Artifacts in Locus A include a trash scatter with three tobacco tins, one knife-opened can, one oil can with a screw top, three pieces of a Mason jar (aqua color, screw top), one rotating wheel-opened lid, one external friction lid, miscellaneous can fragments, and saw-cut oak trunks. The remains of an old road extend through the site and an old fence line continues to the southeast for a distance of approximately 250 feet. Locus B consists of a fence line and a stock pond. Artifacts found in association with Locus B include at least 20 pieces of milled lumber, 2 shovel spade heads, an irrigation line, and a fire ring with at least 25 stones.		Historic		Historic		Cultivation and Livestock

		SF-007-B		SF_007_B.pdf										Site		sparse lithic scatter; obsidian debitage		This site is a 3,500-square-meter prehistoric sparse lithic scatter on a small low-lying finger ridge on the west edge of the valley floor near the south end of the Greater Sites Reservoir portion of the study area. The low ridge is directly east of a small creek that feeds into a minor tributary of Antelope Creek, approximately 0.5 miles to the east. The site consists of six small visually sourced Borax Lake obsidian flakes, of which some are possible pressure flakes. The flakes were all on the crest of the small ridge, interspersed among the exposed bedrock outcrops. Site SF-006-B is to the south, upstream, approximately 300 feet away from this site. A few pieces of obsidian were located between the two sites, though not close enough to tie either of the sites together. It is possible that surface erosion and stream erosion may have displaced surface materials that could have connected the two sites. 		Prehistoric		Prehistoric		Lithic Production

		SF-007-C		SF_007_C.pdf										Site		tash scatter; misc. glass, bricks, earthenware; misc. metal objects		This historic-era site consists of a trash scatter spread over approximately 3 acres that is composed of at least 20 milky white glass fragments, more than 20 clear glass fragments, 2 brown bottle necks, at least 20 brown glass fragments, at least 5 amethyst colored glass fragments, more than 5 aqua colored glass fragments, and more than 20 green glass fragments. In addition, 5 to 10 bricks, various metal fender pieces, and at least 4 license plates from the 1930s were noted. One intact Pepsi bottle and one intact brown glass Purex bottle are also present. Additional artifacts found on the site include some wire (barbed and hog), one rubber sole of a shoe, one shovel head, brown ware, ceramic earthen ware, and two galvanized metal pails. Some metal strapping, baling wire, ceramic water piping, one metal hinge, and possible battery parts, were also found along with some cut wood, one intact clear glass Bayer bottle, one clear glass Best Food jar with a screw top lid, and one internal friction can with stamped edges. SF-007-C is on a flat at the base of the hills just east of where Stone Corral Creek and Sites Lodoga Road enter Antelope Valley from the west, and approximately 200 feet north of Sites Lodoga Road. 		Historic		Historic		Sheet Refuse

		SF-008-A		SF_008_A.pdf										Site		possible midden; ground stone; historic, primarily a ranch complex		SF-008-A is a large, multicomponent site composed of a historic-era ranch complex and possible prehistoric midden located on Grapevine Creek in a west-trending spur of Antelope Valley below Seminary Ridge. The site is in the northwest section of the Greater Sites Reservoir portion of the study area and occupies approximately 70 acres. The historic-era component of the site contains eight features
that include two barns; a house with evidence suggesting occupation as recent as 1975; a water tower and
Airmotor windmill; a wood pile; a collapsed structure; a slight depression in the ground containing
historic-era debris; and an orchard with almond, olive, and fig trees. The prehistoric component includes a
possible midden and two ground stone fragments near the smaller barn designated Feature 2.		Multicomponent		Multicomponent		Multicomponent

		SF-008-B		SF_008_B.pdf										Site		ranch		White Oak Ranch; relocated groundstone in garden		Historic

		SF-008-C		SF_008_C.pdf										Site		haabitation, midden; lithic scatter; obsidian, chert debitage; ground stone, handsone, pestle; possible bedrock milling feature; faunal bone		Located directly southwest of Sites Lodoga Road, SF-008-C is a multicomponent site measuring180 meters north/south by 250 meters east/west. The site lies at the west edge of Antelope Valley where Stone Corral Creek and Sites Lodoga Road enter Antelope Valley from the west. The site consists of a prehistoric component with a midden deposit, a lithic scatter, and a possible bedrock mortar. The historic-era component contains a fallen structure and associated artifact scatter. Three loci have been identified along Stone Coral Creek, which runs through the site. The midden in Locus A includes 5 to 10 visually sourced Borax Lake obsidian flakes, 1 possible chert flake, 1 bone fragment, 2 handstones, 1 pestle, 2 metavolcanic flakes, and 1 possible core. Locus B contains midden soil, 1 metavolcanic core, 1 bone fragment, fire-affected rock, 1 corrugated galvanized metal sheet, and approximately 20 scattered pieces of milled lumber. Locus C consists of a fallen structure and a possible bedrock mortar. The roof of the fallen structure is comprised of 16 corrugated metal sections, 8 on each side of the gable. The base or floor of the structure is believed to be made of railroad ties. A possible bedrock mortar with a single cup was documented approximately 14 feet north-northeast of the structure. 		Multicomponent		Multicomponent		Multicomponent

		SF-009-A		SF_009_A.pdf										Site		farm machinery; trash scatter, misc. cans, bottles, wagon tongue, wood stove		This historic-era site is in Antelope Valley approximately 2 miles north of the town of Sites. SF-009-A consists of farm equipment and an associated trash scatter spread across approximately 2,793 square feet, including 1 hay bailer, 2 wagon tongues, 1 refrigerator, 20 pull-top beer cans, 1 miscellaneous paint can, at least 5 coffee cans, 4 church key-opened juice cans, 4 olive oil or linseed oil cans, 10 sanitary cans, miscellaneous clear glass bottles, 1 bail of hog wire, 1 sickle, 1 wheel hub marked with # 4 Big, 1 tool box that reads John Deere Moline ILL, 1 disk harrow plow (patent date on depth gauge reads Feb 19, 1901 155), 1 wagon tongue marked Bain # 10, 1 tobacco tin, 1 license plate (1941 CA) on a combine (Lic. No. 98C 396) that has been modified as a funnel on left side, and several condensed milk cans that date from the 1950s. A wood stove and a metal wagon wheel were observed in the drainage at the northern boundary of the site.		Historic		Historic		Dump

		SF-009-B		SF_009_B.pdf										Site		bedrock milling features, mortar cups; obsidian debitage		A linear series of bedrock mortars defines site SF-009-B. The bedrock mortars are among sandstone outcroppings that follow a low, eroded, north-south-trending ridgeline near the center of Antelope Valley in the south-central portion of the Greater Sites Reservoir portion of the study area. An ephemeral drainage that flows into Antelope Creek is immediately adjacent and west of the ridge that contains the site; Antelope Creek is approximately 350 feet to the west. Ten mortars cups are divided unequally among five outcrop features along the 190-meter length of the site. There is no indication of midden; however, one visually sourced Borax Lake obsidian flake was noted on site. 		Prehistoric		Prehistoric		Milling

		SF-009-C		SF_009_C.pdf										Site		sparse lithic scatter; bedrock milling features, mortar cups				Prehistoric

		SF-010-A		SF_010_A.pdf										Site		habitation, midden, possible human burials; lithic scatter; projectile points, scrapers, obsidian, chert, basalt, metavolcanic debitage; ground stone; hopper mortar, handstones; fire affected rock; historic ranch		SF-010-A is a multicomponent site with a historic-era ranch complex that may date to the 1850s and three distinct prehistoric loci (A, B, and C). The resource was originally recorded as two sites, 16-4-18-1H and 16-5-13-1, by DWR-DPR in 1998. Approximately 27 acres in size, the site is in Antelope Valley at the south end of the Greater Sites Reservoir portion of the study area. The site is on the east bank of Antelope Creek and along the length of a seasonal drainage that joins Antelope Creek at the west end of the site. Huffmaster Road cuts through the west end of SF010-A. Locus A is a low midden-mound covering approximately 1,600 square meters. At the southern end is a cut bank (Antelope Creek), exposing two pieces of vermiculated long bone fragments and a rodent bone. Evidence from rodent disturbance suggests the midden could be as deep as 2 meters. Lithics include a possible edge-modified, cryptocrystalline, cobble flake; 30 visually sourced Borax Lake obsidian flakes; 5 metavolcanic cobble flakes; and 50 pieces fire-affected rock. A bedrock mortar with two cups was also noted. Locus B consists of a lithic scatter with 1 metavolcanic stemmed point base, 1 visually sourced Borax Lake obsidian contracting stem point, 2 metavolcanic scrapers, 50 obsidian flakes, 20 metavolcanic flakes, and 5 chert flakes. Locus C, a large midden deposit, is also the site of an active ranch known as the Lady Bug Ranch. Prehistoric artifacts include 1 milling slab, 1 hopper mortar, 1 handstone, 2 handstone fragments, 2 obsidian bifaces, approximately 500 obsidian flakes, 20 metavolcanic flakes, and 10 chert flakes. Numerous artifacts have been collected from the prehistoric component of SF-010-A, presumably by ranch occupants. Hopper mortars, pestles, and handstones have been collected and displayed as decoration and landscaping elements in the vicinity of the active residence.		Multicomponent		Multicomponent		Multicomponent

		SF-010-B		SF_010_B.pdf										Site		habitation, midden, possible human burial; lithic scatter; bedrock milling feature, mortar cups, milling slick; 				Prehistoric

		SF-010-C		SF_010_C.pdf										Site		habitation, midden; lithic scatter; obsidian, basalt debitage, core; ground stone, hopper mortar, handstone; bedrock milling feature, mortar cups; fire affected rock; historic, rock wall		SF-010-C is a multicomponent site 280 feet north/south by 390 feet east/west. The site consists of a prehistoric component with a midden deposit and a bedrock mortar, a low-density artifact scatter, and a historic-era component that includes stacked-rock features and stock ponds. The midden deposit contains animal bone fragments, a lithic scatter, baked clay, fire-affected rock, ground stone fragments, and battered cobbles. Lithics include visually sourced Borax Lake obsidian and basalt flakes, mostly consisting of biface thinning flakes with some primary reduction flakes. The midden deposit is on a rise overlooking a drainage feature, which has been modified by two stock ponds. A prehistoric isolate, designated SF-ISO-032-C, was identified nearby. SF-010-C is in the southeast section of the Greater Sites Reservoir portion of the study area. The site is in a small valley formed by an unnamed drainage that flows north-northwest off of Logan Ridge into Antelope valley, approximately 4,200 feet downstream from the site. 		Multicomponent		Multicomponent		Multicomponent

		SF-011-A		SF_011_A.pdf										Site		habitation, midden; lithic scatter; obsidian, metavolcanic debitage, cobble tool, core; ground stone; faunal bone; clamshell fragment; fire affected rock				Prehistoric

		SF-011-B		SF_011_B.pdf										Site		trash scatter; ceramics, glass		Consisting of a trash scatter composed of ceramics and glass, this historic-era site is situated on a small rise on the west edge of Antelope Valley approximately 1,000 feet south-southwest of Stone Corral Creek. A ranch, recorded as SF-014-B, exists approximately 800 feet to the southeast; this ranch is accessed by dirt road to the west off of Site Lodoga Road. Cultural constituents include approximately 20 white crockery sherds; 2 china sherds (1 with orange floral pattern); sheet metal; 1 clear bottle base with S embossed in the middle and 1 Pt. Q Flu 02 embossed on the side; several shards of aqua glass; 1 square cut nail; several flattened sanitary cans (with machine crimping); 1 medicine bottle with the numbers 2 and 9 with a circle in the center of the square embossed in the middle of the base; a forged iron strap with bolt holes at odd intervals and 4 bolts in place; 1 forged iron flange; 2 pieces of circular forged iron cog; 1 piece of aqua glass with an embossed V one bottle base fragment of amethyst glass; seam galvanized and drilled pipe; and a 3/8-inch stove head bolt with several washers and a nut. The scatter occurs over 9,477 square feet. 		Historic		Historic		Dump

		SF-011-C		SF_011_C.pdf										Site		possible midden; sparse lithic scatter, obsidian, metavolcanic, debitage; ground stone, fire affected rock; faunal bone 		This prehistoric site consists of a possible midden and a low-density lithic scatter that measures 7,524 square meters. The lithic scatter includes fire-affected rock, at least two obsidian and five metavolcanic flakes, and at least three pieces of ground stone. Some animal bone is also present on the surface. The site sits in the open valley plain on the west margin of Antelope Valley in the north-central section of the Greater Sites Reservoir portion of the study area. Funks Creek lies 625 feet northeast of the site. The northern terminus of Peterson Road is 0.8 miles southeast of the deposit. 		Prehistoric		Prehistoric		Seasonal Occupation Site

		SF-012-A		SF_012_A.pdf										Site		ground stone, hopper mortar; primarily a ranch complex				Multicomponent

		SF-012-B		SF_012_B.pdf										Site		bedrock milling features, mortar cups; metavolcanic core; debitage; quartz; fire affected rock		This prehistoric site measures 2.6 acres and consists of bedrock mortars and an associated sparse artifact scatter around a large bedrock outcrop. The bedrock mortar complex is composed of seven boulders with at least nine cups. Artifacts include at least 15 metavolcanic late-stage reduction flakes, 1 metavolcanic stone core, 1 possible flaked quartz cobble, and some possible fire affected rock. The site is on the west edge of Antelope Valley approximately 1,200 feet southwest of Stone Corral Creek, and approximately 100 meters just west of site SF-011-B. The site is at the transition zone between the oak woodland and valley grasslands; the site itself is open, and is approximately 1,000 feet northwest of site SF-014-B.		Prehistoric		Prehistoric		Milling

		SF-012-C		SF_012_C.pdf										Site		sparse lithic scatter; core; ground stone, hopper mortar, handstone				Prehistoric

		SF-013-A		SF_013_A.pdf										Site		habitation, midden; sparse lithic scatter, basalt, metavolcanic debitage; ground stone, hopper mortar; faunal bone; historic, stove parts				Multicomponent

		SF-014-A		SF_014_A.pdf										Site		habitation, midden; lithic scater; obsidian, basalt, chert debitage; ground stone, handstone, bowl mortars, pestles, milling slab, pecked rock; faunal bone; fire affected rock		SF-014-A is a prehistoric midden with dark, friable soil located on west edge of Antelope Valley, along an unnamed tributary to Antelope Creek. This drainage flows around the north and east sides of Sugarloaf Peak; the site is approximately 1.5 aerial miles southeast of Sugarloaf Peak. Artifacts are scattered across a 135-meter north/south by 125-meter east/west area and include 1 biface fragment, 50 visually sourced Borax Lake obsidian flakes, 20 basalt flakes, and 10 chert flakes. Ground stone observed on site includes one complete handstone and several handstone fragments, two bowl mortars, one pecked rock slab, two pestle bases, two pestle fragments, and a milling slab. One small fragment of burned bone and a scatter of fire-affected rock were also noted. 		Prehistoric		Prehistoric		Village Site

		SF-015-A		SF_015_A.pdf										Site		habitation, midden, possible house pits; lithic scatter, projectile points, obsidian, chert debitage; ground stone, handstones, pestles, hopper mortars, hammerstones; faunal bone; shell fragment				Prehistoric

		SF-016-A		06-000268.pdf										Site		midden; debitage; cores				Prehistoric

		SF-016-B		SF_016_B.pdf										Site		habitation, midden; ground stone, hopper mortar, milling slab, handstone; core, metavolcanic, chert debitage		SF-016-B is a prehistoric site that consists of a small, partially buried, midden deposit and an artifact scatter. Artifacts include a hopper mortar, 2 milling slicks, 1 handstone fragment, 1 metavolcanic core, fire-affected rock, at least 35 metavolcanic flakes, and at least 2 chert flakes. The site measures 60,600 square feet and is in the first low hills at the east edge of Antelope Valley, approximately 3,600 feet west of Stone Corral Creek and 4,800 feet west of Sites Lodoga Road. Site SF-021-A lies 1,000 feet east of this site.  		Prehistoric		Prehistoric		Seasonal Occupation Site

		SF-017-B		SF_017_B.pdf										Site		habitation, midden; lithic scatter; obsidiab, chert, greenstone debitage; possible mortar; fire affected rock				Prehistoric

		SF-019-A		SF_019_A.pdf										Site		structure remains; 		This small historic-era site is the remnants of a collapsed structure spread across a 208-square-foot area. SF-019-A is situated on a hilltop among a series of rolling hills and low valleys 1.5 miles southwest of the town of Sites in the Greater Sites Reservoir portion of the study area. The feature consists of fragments of milled wooden beams and slats that are bolted together. 		Historic		Historic		Structure Remains

		SF-019-B		SF_019_B.pdf										Site		bedrock milling feature, mortar cups				Prehistoric

		SF-020-A		CA_COL_23_228_UPDATE		P-06-000255		CA-COL-000228						Site		Sweathouse; for Sites Rancheria; habitation, midden; lithic scatter; chert, greenstone,metavolcanic debitage; ground stone, handstones; bedrock milling stations, mortar cups; fire affected rock;  historic, fence, stock pond, wagon parts		A multicomponent site covering roughly 15.5 acres, SF-020-A comprises four loci that include bedrock mortars, midden deposits, and a possible dance house. This site was previously recorded as CA-COL-23/238 by the UCLA summer field school as a “sweat house for the Sites Rancheria, used historically.” It was also recorded at two sites, 17-5-14-1 and 17-5-13, by DWR-DPR in 1998. Locus A consists of a midden, a possible dance house depression, and a milling station. Locus B contains two milling station features and associated artifacts. Locus C is a second midden and a single milling station. Locus D consists of a single milling station and historic-era artifacts. Artifacts at Locus A include Borax Lake obsidian and metavolcanic debitage (five flakes per square meter), a single handstone and two ground stone fragments, fire-affected rock, charcoal and burned animal bone fragments in rodent disturbances, and a single piece of patinated glass. No surface artifacts were noted within the possible dance house depression. Locus B contains chert and greenstone debitage, fire-affected rock, and one unidirectional core. Locus C consists of obsidian, chert, and metavolcanic debitage and flake tools; ground and battered stone; and fire-affected rock. Locus D contains prehistoric and historic-era artifacts, including cores and assay flakes, and a wagon wheel and hoop. 		Multicomponent		Multicomponent		Multicomponent		GREG WHITE DUPLICATE

		SF-020-B		SF_020_B_CA_COL_25_230 UPDATE.pdf		P-06-000257		CA-COL-000230						Site		habitation, midden; lithic scatter; obsidian, basalt debitage, handstones, core tools, battered stone; fire affected rock; historic, corral, water tank		This is a multicomponent site that covers 4 acres. The site was recorded in 1967 as CA-COL- 25/230 by the UCLA summer field school , and in 1998 by DWR-DPR as 17-5-11. Site SF-020-B is situated on both sides of Sites Lodoga Road and on the north side of Stone Corral Creek within the canyon formed by the creek in the west-central portion of the Greater Sites Reservoir portion of the study area. This site consists of two loci. Locus A is composed of historic-era features associated with a livestock corral and include a water storage tank, a feed trough, a stock pond, a cluster of three black walnut trees, and a livestock corral. The artifact scatter at Locus A consists of more than 5 ceramic fragments, an amethyst glass fragment, and a cluster of more than 10 metal strapping and sheeting fragments. Locus A features are located east of Sites Lodoga Road. Locus B is a leached midden bisected by Sites Lodoga Road. The majority of the midden has been removed, although portions of it remain on both sides of the road. Prehistoric artifacts include basalt flakes, obsidian flakes, handstone fragments, a cobble core, and a battered cobble. Also noted was abundant fire-cracked rock both within and outside the midden area. 		Multicomponent		Multicomponent		Multicomponent		GREG WHITE DUPLICATE

		SF-021-A		SF_021_A.pdf										Site				SF-021-A is a 384-square-foot historic-era site, situated on a small rise on the west side of Antelope Valley and 0.3 miles southwest of a large ranch complex. The site is approximately 2 miles west-northwest of the town of Sites in the Greater Sites Reservoir portion of the study area. A tall rectangular structure at the site is constructed of wooden posts and plank siding. The remaining portion of the roof is a corrugated metal material. The upper halves of the outer walls retain siding, but the lower elevations are open. Round nails in the lower halves of the support posts are evidence that siding once entirely covered the walls. There is a cast-iron tub in the southwestern corner of the structure. A scatter of roofing materials and lumber is downslope to the southeast of SF-021-A. 		Historic		Historic		Structure Remains

		SF-021-B		SF_021_B UPDATE.pdf										Site		habitation, midden; lithic scatter,  cores; fire affected rock; historic, tobacco tin				Multicomponent

		SF-022-A		SF_022_A_UPDATE.pdf										Site		habitation, midden; lithic scatter; metavolcanic, chert, obsidian debitage; possible projectile point fragment; biface fragments		Situated on a remnant terrace above a drainage in the hills west of Antelope Valley and approximately 2 miles west-northwest of the town of Sites, SF-022-A is a prehistoric midden-mound. Previously recorded in 1998 by DWR-DPR as 17-5-24-3, this site contains a relatively dense lithic scatter spread across a 120-meter north/south by 60-meter east/west area. SF-022-A includes metavolcanic, chert, and Borax Lake obsidian debitage. Most obsidian flakes are late stage biface reduction flakes. Three bifacially worked obsidian artifacts were found. These artifacts include one possible projectile point fragment, one fragmented early-stage biface preform, and one small, fragmented biface with an intact tip and midsection. A stacked rock feature, possibly a hearth feature, was also observed. 		Prehistoric		Prehistoric		Seasonal Occupation Site

		SF-023-A		SF_023_A.pdf										Site		bedrock milling features, mortar cups;  handstone; historic, metal scrap		This multicomponent site consists of milling station, or possible rock art locale, and two isolated historic-era artifacts in an approximately 7,012-square-meter area. SF-023-A is on top of a low hill approximately 2 miles west-northwest of the town of Sites, just above and west of the Antelope Valley floor, in the Greater Sites Reservoir portion of the study area. The prehistoric component includes 17 bedrock milling features with a total of 28 shallow cups, or cupules, in a sandstone outcrop. A single metavolcanic handstone fragment was also noted. Historic-era constituents include a rectangular metal block possibly used as a heavy equipment counterweight, and single screw.

Janis Offermann: Janis Offermann:
this description doesn't match the site record		Multicomponent		Multicomponent		Multicomponent

		SF-025-B		SF_025_B.pdf				CA-COL-000182						Site				This historic-era site is a large sandstone quarry at the base of the steep east-facing slope of Logan Ridge where Stone Corral Creek exits the canyon and has carved through the ridge. SF-025-B is situated immediately south and west of Stone Corral Creek and Sites-Maxwell Road. The site has five associated features that cover nearly 20 acres. Features recorded include a quarry face covered with modern graffiti; a large rectangular depression; a metal object that has been flattened and half buried; and historic-era structural remains with a sandstone slab foundation, a depression, and the lumber remains of the structure. Another feature consists of the remains of a rail bridge from the former C&LRR that crossed Stone Corral Creek, for which another segment was previously recorded as site SF-038-A (17-4-20-1H/3H). Components of this feature include abutments located on both banks of the creek with three footings seated in the creek between the two abutments. Additionally, a metal pipe protrudes from the west bank of the creek, probably representing a former water line. This site was previous recorded in 1967 by the UCLA summer field school as CA-COL-182. 		Historic		Historic		Quarry		GREG WHITE DUPLICATE

		SF-026-A		SF_026_A.pdf										Site		lithic scatter; obsidian, metavolcanic debitage; hopper mortar, faunal bone; fire affected rock		Consisting of a midden situated along creek, SF-026-A sits in a small valley 0.6 miles upstream of the mouth of valley at the west edge of Antelope Valley, and approximately 2.5 miles west-northwest of the town of Sites. The site is approximately 750 feet upstream from site SF-027-A at the mouth of McDowell Canyon. The site contains 30 Borax Lake obsidian flakes, 15 metavolcanic flakes, fire-affected rock, charcoal, bone fragments, and 1 sandstone hopper mortar. The site measures approximately 60 meters north/south by 90 meters east/west.		Prehistoric		Prehistoric		Village Site

		SF-027-A		SF_027_A_UPDATE.pdf										Site		habitation, midden; lithic scatter; obsidian, metavolcanic, cryptocrystalline debitage, biface, cores, hammerstone; ground stone, hopper mortar, pestle; faunal bone, shell; fire affected rock; historic, corrals, wire fencing, lumber		SF-027-A is an approximately 7,500-square-meter multicomponent site with a prehistoric midden and two historic-era corrals. The site contains obsidian, chert, and metavolcanic debitage and tools; ground and battered stone artifacts; dietary remains; and fire-affected rock. The historic-era component includes wire fencing, lumber, and two animal corrals. Previously recorded in 1998 by DWR-DPR as 17-5-23-1, SF-027-A is at the mouth of McDowell Canyon, 0.5 mile up a narrow arm of Antelope Valley on the west side of the valley, and 2.3 miles west-northwest of the town of Sites. 		Multicomponent		Multicomponent		Multicomponent

		SF-027-B		SF_027_B.pdf										Site		habitation, midden; lithic scatter; bifaces, core; ground stone, hand stone; bedrock milling feature, mortar cups; historic, stock pond, lumber, glass, metal scrap		Comprised of historic-era water-control features and associated artifacts, and a prehistoric midden, bedrock mortars, and artifact scatter, SF-027-B is a multicomponent site. The historic-era component of the site consists of several rock alignments associated with the construction of a stock pond and the dirt road that parallels the creek. There is also a sparse scatter of milled lumber with wire nails, more than five pieces of white-glazed china, a fragment of a #77 plow blade, at least two pieces of clear glass, and more than two pieces of aqua glass. Prehistoric features and artifacts dominate the site constituents. Two loci of midden were recorded along with 15 mortar cups on 8 milling features. Prehistoric artifacts noted on site include one white chert biface, one red chert biface, one handstone fragment, one chert core, secondary and tertiary obsidian debitage, chert flakes, and fire-affected rock. The site is 80 meters north/south by 230 meters east/west and is at the edge of a flat at the headwaters of Lurline Creek in the southeast corner of the Greater Sites Reservoir portion of the study area. Blue oaks dot the landscape of the site. 		Multicomponent		Multicomponent		Multicomponent

		SF-028-A		CA_COL_32_237_UPDATE				CA-COL-000237						Site		habitation, midden; lithic scatter; obsidian, cryptocrystalline, greenstone, metavolcanic debitage, biface, projectile point, core, chopper; ground stone, hopper mortar, milling stone, pestles, handstones ; bedrock milling station, mortar cups; shell		Recorded in 1967 by the UCLA summer field school as CA-COL-32 and updated by DWR-DPR in 1998 as 17-5-23, this prehistoric site consists of five distinct loci (A through E) that cover 12 acres. The site is 2.25 miles west of the town of Sites on a terrace above Ranchero Creek on the west side of Antelope Valley. Locus A is a midden with three distinct areas of artifact concentrations that include stone tool debitage and ground and battered stone artifacts. Loci B and C are individual milling station features with no associated surface artifacts. Locus D is a milling station with associated metavolcanic and obsidian debitage, and ground stone artifacts. A second midden was recorded as Locus E. Midden soil is exposed in the cut-bank of a seasonal drainage on the northwest side of Locus E. Cultural constituents associated with the Locus E midden include a sandstone hopper mortar and pestle fragment; 1 Borax Lake edge-modified flake and 10 Borax Lake obsidian flakes; 2 greenstone flakes; and fire-affected rock and charcoal fragments. 		Prehistoric		Prehistoric		Village Site		GREG WHITE DUPLICATE

		SF-029-A		SF_029_A_UPDATE.pd										Site				This historic-era site is the Well’s Ranch complex located on the east side of Antelope Valley, 2 miles north of the town of Sites and 0.34 mile at the end of a dirt access road that exits east off of Peterson Road. SF-029-A straddles both sides of an unnamed creek that flows northeast for 0.4 mile to join Funks Creek just before it travels through the “Golden Gate,” a gap in Logan Ridge. The 540-foot north/south by 315-foot east/west site contains two features. Feature 1 is a possible house foundation with an associated cellar and trash scatter. Artifacts noted in association with the cellar at Feature 1 include five pieces of vitrified stoneware marked Gladding, McBean & Co./Lincoln, Placer Co., CAL, a cast-iron crank and gear for an ice cream maker marked WHITE Mountain Freezer, a stove with an oven and four burners, three window weights with BLUT 6, one pulley, six pieces of fire-affected clear glass, three amethyst glass fragments, a stationary vise labeled Trojan 703 O Parker Meridian Ct., and one fragment of aqua colored glass. Feature 2 is a group of building foundations, one of which may have been a barn, a trash scatter, and a rock-lined well. The well is constructed with sandstone slabs and has an 18-inch-diameter hole and is covered with an oil drum. The foundations of both Features 1 and 2 are constructed from local sandstone material, some of which show evidence of chisel-cutting. Also included within the SF-029-A site boundary is a scatter of metal; barbed-wire; aqua, brown and clear glass; a fence line; a metal well cap; a cast-iron tub used as a water trough; and a hay hook. 		Historic		Historic		Structure Remains

		SF-029-B		SF_029_B.pdf										Site		buried midden; obidian, metavolcanic debitage; faunal bone		This prehistoric site consists of a buried midden identified in a cut bank, 100 to 150 centimeters high, in Stone Corral Creek at the base of a low hill near the west edge of Antelope Valley. Sites Lodoga Road is 2,300 feet east of the site, just as the road begins climbing westward out of the valley. The midden contains two pieces of obsidian shatter, one metavolcanic secondary cortical flake, and a fragment of deer metapodial. The midden is buried 55 centimeters down in the wall of the cut bank and is 20 centimeters thick. The site measures 30 square meters. Isolates SF-ISO-040-B and SF-ISO-041-B may be associated with the site, as they were found in the drainage bed downstream and outside of the site boundaries. 		Prehistoric		Prehistoric		Seasonal Occupation Site

		SF-030-B		SF_030_B.pdf										Site				Site SF-030-B is in the valley plains near the east edge of Antelope Valley in the north-central section of the Greater Sites Reservoir portion of the study area. The site is approximately 2,000 feet south of Salt Lake, and is sandwiched between a barbed-wire fence to the north and a seasonal drainage to the south; a dirt road is situated directly south of the creek. This historic-era site consists of a trash and machinery scatter with fencing equipment. There are five pieces of machinery at the site: two trailers, one tiller, one thresher, and one U.S. Military halftrack. The trash scatter consists of pieces of white ceramic fragments, broken glass, metal fragments, and a broken Pepsi bottle. Also present are several bales of wire. The site is small, covering approximately 420 square feet. 		Historic		Historic		Sheet Refuse

		SF-031-A		SF_031_A.pdf										Site		lithic scatter; obsidian, basalt debitage, cores; ground stone, handstones, hopper mortars, milling slicks, pestles, hammerstones; historic stock ponds, lumber, machinery parts, metal scrap		Located immediately east of Sites-Lodoga Road and approximately 1.75 miles northwest of the town of Sites, this multicomponent site covers 12.25 acres. SF-031-A consists of a concentration of prehistoric ground, battered and flaked stone artifacts and a historic-era trash scatter situated on remnant terrace. Prehistoric artifacts include 19 handstones and fragments, 4 milling slicks, 2 hopper mortars, 2 pestle fragments, 2 hammerstones, 12 cores, and debitage of Borax Lake obsidian and basalt. Two stock ponds, milled lumber, and modern machinery components were also noted. 		Multicomponent		Multicomponent		Multicomponent

		SF-034-A		SF_034_A.pdf										Site		habitation, midden, lithic scatter; obsidian, basalt, chert, debitage, bifaces; ground stone, pestle, handstone; clam shell disk bead, Olivella shell beads; faunal bone; historic, windmill, stockpond, water tank				Multicomponent

		SF-035-A

Janis Offermann: Janis Offermann:
also listed as 06-000266. notes included there		06-000266.pdf				CA-COL-000239						Site				SF-035-A is situated in the low hills immediately west of Antelope Valley approximately 3 miles northwest of the Town of Sites. The site is on a series of terraces adjacent to a drainage tributary of Funks Creek and is 1 mile west of Peterson Road. This multicomponent site includes a ranching complex, two midden concentrations, and a bedrock milling station within a 45-meter north/south by 105-meter east/west area. The milling station is on three bedrock outcrops that contain a total of five milling surfaces. A light scatter of stone tool debitage, fire-affected rock, and one battered cobble fragment is associated with the milling station. Cupule features also occur on the boulders. The portion of the prehistoric site near the corral contains shell fragments, fire-affected rock, and Borax Lake obsidian flakes. Midden soils observed in the drainage cut bank contain a Borax Lake obsidian projectile point (possibly Excelsior type); a sandstone pestle and pestle fragment; a sandstone hopper mortar; a river cobble pestle fragment; and a chert biface. This midden deposit has been impacted by the construction of a stock pond. The historic-era component of SF-035-A includes a well with an excavated shaft and the remains of a wood superstructure. The superstructure is constructed of milled lumber and wire nails. A galvanized steel trough lies over the well and the shaft is unlined. 		Multicomponent		Multicomponent		Multicomponent		GREG WHITE DUPLICATE

		SF-036-A		SF_036_A.pdf										Site		sparse lithic scatter; metavolcanic debitage; battered stone, chopper/scraper		This sparse lithic scatter is on a stream terrace within an east-west tending valley on the west edge of Antelope Valley, approximately 3.8 miles northwest of the town of Sites in the north-central section of the Greater Sites Reservoir portion of the study area. The site is 1 mile west-northwest of the terminal point of Peterson Road. Cultural materials at SF-036-A include seven basalt, one obsidian, and two chert flakes. One edge-modified metavolcanic flake, one chopper/scraper (metavolcanic), and one battered cobble with possible polish were also identified. The site encompasses approximately 3.3 acres. 		Prehistoric		Prehistoric		Lithic Production

		SF-037-A		SF_037_A Update.pdf										Site				Located on Salt Lake, as depicted of the USGS Sites 7.5’ quadrangle, this historic-era complex consists of improved salt springs that contain a series of water conveyance pipes, troughs and water holding troughs. These features may have functioned as a salt evaporator or water desalinization system, or possibly both, as part of Antelope Valley Crystal Salt Company. Salt Lake is currently a dry lake bed. Modifications include various structures including three wells, improved springs, an evaporation vat, and two water-control features. Six features were identified: Feature 1 (one seep), Feature 2 (four seeps), Feature 3 (one seep), and Feature 4 (scatter of wood and pipe). Feature 5 is composed of two structures associated with improved springs, and Feature 6 in an earthen berm. The site covers approximately 21 acres. 		Historic		Historic		Water Conveyance

		SF-038-A		SF_038_A.pdf		P-06-000691								Site - Inaccurate Boundary				SF-038-A is a 650-foot-long segment of the C&LRR, including two bridge abutments spanning Stone Corral Creek, approximately 0.5 mile east of the Town of Sites. The grade includes a number of sandstone boulders (both shaped and natural) and pebbles of exposed asphaltic tar, which are probably associated with the old Sites-Lodoga Road that paralleled the railroad east of the town of Sites. The two bridge abutments were constructed of mortared, cut sandstone, stacked at least eight courses high and two runs wide. There are several fenceposts and oak trees embedded with barbed-wire lining the path of the grade. A segment of the C&LRR was recorded in Feature 5 of site SF-025-B. 		Historic		Historic		Transportation Route				Point location for P-06-000691 is accurate

		SF-041-A		SF_041_A.pdf										Site		ground stone, handstones; fire affected rock; historic, possible wagon spoke				Multicomponent

		SF-044-A		SF_044_A.pdf										Site		habitation, midden; lithic scatter; obsidian, metavolcanic debitage, cores, bifaces; ground stone, milling stone, handstone, pestle, Olivella shell bead; fire affected rock; historic, lumber, tin cans, glass, wire fencing, metal scrap				Multicomponent

		SF-046-A		SF_046_A.pdf										Site		ground stone, hopper mortare; primarily historic, ceramics, plow blade				Multicomponent

		SF-047-A		SF_047_A.pdf										Site		Rock feature; earthenware, sheet metal, baling wire				Historic

		SF-11-C		SF_011_C.pdf										Site		possible midden; sparse lithic scatter, obsidian, metavolcanic, debitage; ground stone, fire affected rock; faunal bone; trash scatter, road 		This prehistoric site consists of a possible midden and a low-density lithic scatter that measures 7,524 square meters. The lithic scatter includes fire-affected rock, at least two obsidian and five metavolcanic flakes, and at least three pieces of ground stone. Some animal bone is also present on the surface. The site sits in the open valley plain on the west margin of Antelope Valley in the north-central section of the Greater Sites Reservoir portion of the study area. Funks Creek lies 625 feet northeast of the site. The northern terminus of Peterson Road is 0.8 miles southeast of the deposit. 		Multicomponent		Multicomponent		Seasonal Occupation Site		DUPLICATE

		SF-13-B		SF_013_B Update.pdf										Site		bedrock milling features, mortar cups; sparse lithic scatter, obsidian, basalt debitage		SF-013-B is a prehistoric site that consists of bedrock milling features and a sparse artifact scatter on a series of open, stepped benches with a northeastern exposure. is the site is at the west edge of Antelope Valley approximately 1,440 feet southwest of Stone Corral. SF-013-B is also directly upslope and 500 feet south west of the ranch at site SF-014-B. Site SF-013-B was recorded by DWR-DPR in 1998 as 17-5-13-1. The current study identified eight bedrock mortar boulders and a very sparse artifact scatter. The eight features represent a total of 30 cups (21 of which occur on Feature 6). Four artifacts were also located, including three obsidian flakes, and one vesicular basalt flake. The site encompasses approximately 12,600 square meters. 		Prehistoric		Prehistoric		Milling

		SF-14-B		SF_014_B.pdf										Site				This historic-era site is a ranch complex with associated trash scatters. The site contains seven features (including SF-ISO-071-A). Feature A consists of two metal water tanks and a cement trough. Feature B is a long, low, metal-roofed structure. Feature C is a small trash scatter that consists primarily of sheet metal and wire to the northeast of Feature B. Feature D is a collapsed structure north of Feature B. Feature E is a pole barn with a corrugated metal roof. Feature F consists of a historical vehicle and trash scatter north of Feature E. Feature G is a trash scatter located over a small rise to the north of Feature F, which was also recorded as SF-ISO-071-A by the ARP. Artifacts contained within the Feature G trash scatter include wood stove pieces, embossed with H.R. 7-140 w-w-co 1603; 8- 145. The trash scatter also contains numerous bottles: Pepsi Cola (woodland 1207) DES. PAT 120.277/ 15A54/3 (diamonds) 2-5431; Squirt spiral glass (green) 23 ® 6015(the 5 is backwards) /18.3, Coca-Cola (60s) Sacramento - ^G – CALIF; and an amber whiskey bottle fragment. Two condiment jars, one milk can, one tobacco tin, meat tins, an enamelware pot, and cans with church keys and pull tops are incorporated into the trash scatter, as well. The site sits in the open grassy plains at the west edge of Antelope Valley, and is accessed by a dirt road that intersects Sites Lodoga Road approximately 1.15 miles to the east. The town of Sites is approximately 1.5 miles to the south along that road. Stone Corral Creek is 1,000 feet north-northeast of the site. The site measures 140 feet north/south by 135 feet east/west. 		Historic		Historic		Work Camp

		SF-15-B		SF_015_B.pdf										Site		bedrock milling features, mortar cups, core		Measuring 50 meters east/west by 10 meters north/south, SF-015-B sits on a low, narrow finger ridge at the west edge of Antelope Valley, right at the tree line. The site is directly south of, and approximately 100 feet from, site SF-013-B. This prehistoric site consists of five bedrock milling features with nine cups on a large sandstone outcrop. Other artifacts include one cryptocrystalline silicate core. The site measures 5,000 square meters. 		Prehistoric		Prehistoric		Milling

		SF-17-A		06_000256.pdf		P-06-000256		CA-COL-000229						Site		habitation, midden; lithic scatter, obsidian, chert debitage		This prehistoric site was first recorded in 1967 by the UCLA summer field school as CA-COL-24, and re-recorded by DWR-DPR as 17-5-25-1. The site is approximately 1.5 miles east-southeast of Greasewood Mountain in the Greater Sites Reservoir portion of the study area. The site consists of two midden deposits, each recorded as distinct loci, that occupy a 6.5-acre area. Locus A contains a midden deposit with an associated lithic scatter that includes approximately 15 visually sourced Borax Lake obsidian flakes and 15 greenstone flakes. Other artifacts identified include three chert cores, one visually sourced Borax Lake obsidian edge-modified flake, one pestle, one possible pestle, one unidentified burned bone fragment, two hopper mortars, fire-affected rock, one greenstone edge-modified flake, one battered cobble, and one steel horseshoe. Locus B is a midden deposit that includes a sparse lithic scatter, fire-affected rock, hopper mortars, and ground stone artifacts. Lithics include 10 obsidian flakes, 2 cryptocrystalline silicate flakes, and 3 greenstone flakes. Locs B also includes one possible house pit depression. 		Prehistoric		Prehistoric		Village Site		GREG WHITE DUPLICATE

		SF-18-A		SF_018_A.pdf										Site		bedrock milling features, mortar cups		Prehistoric milling station SF-018-A consists of two loci of milling features in an approximately 3,750-square-meter area on a sandstone outcrop situated on a hill adjacent to a small drainage. The site is 1.5 miles southwest of the town of Sites, on the western margin of Antelope Valley in the Greater Sites Reservoir portion of the study area. Locus A consists of five bedrock mortar features and Locus B contains three bedrock mortars. SF-018-A contains no cultural constituents other than the milling features. 		Prehistoric		Prehistoric		Milling

		SF-18-B		SF_018_B.pdf										Site				The presence of several ranch structures and features identifies the location of historic-era site SF-018-B. The site encompasses approximately 2,400 square feet and is delineated by a recently replaced barbed-wire fence that encircles the site perimeter. The site contains four features. Feature 1 consists of a square, concrete-lined cistern with a concrete cap and windmill pad. The water level was approximately 6 feet below ground surface at the time of the survey, and the bottom of the cistern is approximately 20 feet deep. Feature 2 is a corrugated metal structure on an inner wood frame. The structure has an old power line, as well as a new replacement power line, that links with the power line on Sites-Lodoga Road. Inside the metal structure are two large metal storage tanks, where water pumped from the cistern was stored. A wooden fence circles the structure. Feature 3 is a concrete water trough with the initials W.E.S. 5-16-1949 inscribed. Feature 4 is the remains of a corral and loading ramp, marked by a few posts and a gate on iron-strap-hinges. The site is in the valley plain of Antelope Valley, approximately 1,150 feet west of the Sites Cemetery.  		Historic		Historic		Cultivation and Livestock

		SF-22-B		SF_022_B UPDATE.pdf										Structure				This large historic-era site consists of a ranching complex that covers approximately 6 acres. The site was recorded in 1998 by DWR-DPR as the Fountain House, site 18-4-31-1H. The ranch is on the west bank of Funk Creek in Antelope Valley near the north end of the Greater Sites Reservoir portion of the study area, approximately 1 mile south of the Glenn County line and approximately 1 mile north of the terminus of Peterson Road. The site consists of 14 features including the main house, a pole barn, a large wooden barn, a water tank, a cement pad, three grain storage containers, a drying shed, a grain storage container, a corral area, a garage/repair building, a cement block structure, a pump house and trash scatter, and two trash scatters. 		Historic		Historic		Ranch		TWO ENTRIES

		SF-22-B		SF_022_B UPDATE.pdf										Structure				This large historic-era site consists of a ranching complex that covers approximately 6 acres. The site was recorded in 1998 by DWR-DPR as the Fountain House, site 18-4-31-1H. The ranch is on the west bank of Funk Creek in Antelope Valley near the north end of the Greater Sites Reservoir portion of the study area, approximately 1 mile south of the Glenn County line and approximately 1 mile north of the terminus of Peterson Road. The site consists of 14 features including the main house, a pole barn, a large wooden barn, a water tank, a cement pad, three grain storage containers, a drying shed, a grain storage container, a corral area, a garage/repair building, a cement block structure, a pump house and trash scatter, and two trash scatters. 		Historic		Historic		Ranch		TWO ENTRIES

		SF-23-B		SF_023_B.pdf										Site		habitation, midden; sparse lithic scatter; obsidian, chert debitage, core;  ground stone; bedrock milling station, mortar cups; fire affected rock; historic, stove parts, water tank				Multicomponent		Multicomponent		Multicomponent

		SF-24-A		SF_024_A_UPDATE.pdf										Site		lithic scatter, obsidian, greenstone debitage; ground stone, handstones, bowl mortar, hammer stone; fire affected rock		The prehistoric lithic scatter of SF-024-A is between two knolls on the western margin of Antelope Valley, approximately 1.5 miles west of the town of Sites. The site stretches 125 meters north/south by 35 meters east/west. Artifacts include handstones and handstone fragments; cores; Borax Lake obsidian chert and metavolcanic (greenstone) debitage and edge-modified flakes; a bowl mortar fragment, a hammerstone, and possible fire-affected rock. 		Prehistoric		Prehistoric		Lithic Production

		SF-24-B		SF_024_B.pdf										Site				SF-024-B consists of two historic-era rock features and two artifacts contained within 2,450 square meters. The rock features consist of a semicircular rock ring and a linear rock alignment. Artifacts include one square cut nail and one amethyst glass fragment. This small site sits on the east facing slopes of Logan Ridge, near the top of the ridge, and approximately 1.7 miles north of the Golden Gate. A dirt road passes by the north edge of the site. 		Historic		Historic		Defining Spaces

		SF-25-A		CA_COL_26_231_UPDATE_SF-25-A_17-5-24.pdf		P-06-000258		CA-COL-000231						Site		Sites Rancheria cemetery; habitation, midden; lithic scatter, obsidian, chert, debitage		This multicomponent residential site, 169 meters north/south by 456 meters east/west, contains a prehistoric midden, a historic-era ranching complex, and an associated cemetery. The site is on the western margin of Antelope Valley, at the mouth of a tributary canyon, 2 miles west of the town of Sites. SF-025-A occupies 20 acres. This site was previously recorded in 1967 as CA-COL-26 by the UCLA summer field school, and updated by DWR-DPR as 17-5-24 in 1998. Locus A features a feed barn and prehistoric cultural constituents that include midden soil, stone tool debitage, fire-affected rock, and a possible milling slick, as well as historic-era items such as two buttons, various types of fragmented glass, and a metal handle. Locus B includes a cemetery with 13 individual head stones. Water tanks and troughs were also noted in this locus. Locus C consists of an outbuilding, historic-era debris, and a prehistoric lithic scatter. Locus D includes the remains of an old car (previously recorded as a pre-1940 Dodge sedan) and the remains of two separate building foundations constructed from local sandstone. Also noted in Locus D are two iron hoops (inside the vehicle), miscellaneous vehicle parts, sheet metal, barbed-wire, and other ranch debris. 		Multicomponent		Multicomponent		Multicomponent		GREG WHITE DUPLICATE

		SF-26-B		SF_026_B.pdf										Site		lithic scatter; obsidian, chert debitagec core; ground stone, pestle; bedrock milling feature, mortar cups				prehistoric

		SF-28-B		SF_028_B.pdf										Site		habitation, midden; lithic scatter; cores, chopper, scraper; ground stone, hopper mortar, handstone; historic, glass		SF-028-B is a multicomponent site consisting of a midden deposit, small scatter of prehistoric artifacts, the base of a clear glass bottle, and a stock pond. The site encompasses 13,320 square meters. The majority of the midden deposit lies between two dirt roads and two ephemeral streams. Prehistoric artifacts include one hopper mortar, five cores, one handstone, one chopper, and one scraper. The majority of the artifacts were found on the surface of the midden deposit. The site is on the east edge of Antelope Valley in the south-central section of the Greater Sites Reservoir portion of the study area. The site is at the base of the hills where an ephemeral drainage enters the valley. Huffmaster Road is 2,000 feet west of SF-028-B. A dirt access road exits Huffmaster Road and crosses through the site. 		Multicomponent		Multicomponent		Multicomponent

		SF-30-A		SF_30_A.pdf										Site		sparse lithic scatter; obsidian, basalt debitage, core; ground stone, handstones; historic, telephone line 		SF-030-A is multicomponent site covering 2,250 square meters, located on the east side of Antelope Valley, and on Funks Creek, 0.5 mile west of the gap in Logan Ridge known as the Golden Gate, in the Greater Sites Reservoir portion of the study area. The prehistoric component includes lithic debitage and ground stone artifacts. The historic-era component is a telephone line situated on a small mound on a terrace adjacent to Funk’s Creek. 		Multicomponent		Multicomponent		Multicomponent

		SF-32-A		SF_032_A_UPDATE.pdf										Site		habitation, midden; lithic scatter; obsidian, basalt debitage, chopper, cores; ground stone; bedrock milling feature, pestle, handstones; fire affected rock, mortar cups				Prehistoric

		SF-39-A		SF_039_A.pdf										Site				This historic-era site is 0.25 mile east of the Town of Sites. SF-039-A is composed of rock wall and pit features and an associated debris scatter on a flat area at the base of a large hill. Two depressions are separated by a wall constructed of cement mortared, cut sandstone. A second wall runs perpendicular to the main wall on the western side. A small rock alignment is on the northern side of the pits, opposite to the main wall. Artifacts include at least four bricks, more than three white ceramics fragments, barbed-wire, piping and a cast-iron, enamel-coated iron tub and the remains of a collapsed structure. The site covers roughly 1 acre. 		Historic		Historic		Structure Remains

		SF-40-A		SF_040_A.pdf										Site		bedrock milling feature, mortar cups; historic, metal scrap, bricks		A multicomponent site, SF-040-A lies in Glenn County at the east base of Logan Ridge in the northeastern reaches of the Greater Sites Reservoir portion of the study area. The resource consists of seven prehistoric bedrock milling stations, a historic-era trash scatter, evidence of quarrying activity, and a grave marker situated on a sandstone outcrop. The site covers approximately 4 acres. The bedrock mortar outcrop is partially covered by a concrete foundation pad for a tombstone dating to 1995. 		Multicomponent		Multicomponent		Multicomponent

		SF-42-A		SF_042_A.pdf										Site		very sparse lithic scatter, chert, obsidian debitage; bedrock milling features, mortar cups, milling slicks; metal scrap		SF-042-A is 2.8 miles southeast of the town of Sites, east of Logan Ridge and 1.3 miles south of Stone Corral. This prehistoric site is a 2-acre bedrock mortar complex and sparse lithic scatter recorded as two distinct loci. Locus A contains 9 bedrock mortar features with 38 milling surfaces, a single Borax Lake obsidian flake, 1 chert flake, 1 black flake of unknown material, and 1 metal scrap and loop of unknown purpose. Locus B contains 7 bedrock mortar features with 14 milling surfaces. 		Prehistoric		Prehistoric		Milling

		SF-43-A		SF_043_A.pdf										Site		rockshelter; sparse lithic scatter; chert, obsidian debitage; bedrock milling feature, mortar cups				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-001A		SF_Iso_001_A.pdf										Isolate		shovel blade				Historic

		SF-ISO-001-A		SF_Iso_001_A.pdf										Isolate		shovel blade				Historic

		SF-ISO-001-B		SF_Iso_001_B.pdf										Isolate		mound of dirt and gravel				Historic

		SF-ISO-001-C		SF_Iso_001_C.pdf										Isolate		milling stone slab				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-001-D		SF_Iso_001_D.pdf										Isolate		rock pile water diversion				Historic

		SF-ISO-001-E		SF_Iso_001_E.pdf										Isolate		fragmented earthenware plate				Historic

		SF-ISO-002-A		SF_Iso_002_A.pdf										Isolate		plow blade				Historic

		SF-ISO-002-B		SF_Iso_002_B.pdf										Isolate		core				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-002-C		SF_Iso_002_C.pdf										Isolate		handstone				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-002-E		SF_Iso_002_E.pdf										Isolate		handstone				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-003-A		SF_Iso_003_A.pdf										Isolate		plow blade				Historic

		SF-ISO-003-B		SF_Iso_003_B.pdf										Isolate		metal plate				Historic

		SF-ISO-003-C		SF_Iso_003_C.pdf										Isolate		handstone, and handstone fragment				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-003-E		SF_Iso_003_E.pdf										Isolate		machine part				Historic

		SF-ISO-004-A		SF_Iso_004_A.pdf										Isolate		machine parts, metal strapping				Historic

		SF-ISO-004-B		SF_Iso_004_B.pdf										Isolate		core				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-004-C		SF_Iso_004_C.pdf										Isolate		rock cairn				Unknown

		SF-ISO-004-E		SF_Iso_004_E.pdf										Isolate		handstone				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-005-A		SF_Iso_005_A.pdf										Isolate		handstone fragment				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-005-B		SF_Iso_005_B.pdf										Isolate		core				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-005-C		SF_Iso_005_C.pdf										Isolate		rock cairn				Unknown

		SF-ISO-005-E		SF_Iso_005_E.pdf										Isolate		rock quarry				Historic

		SF-ISO-006-A		SF_Iso_006_A.pdf										Isolate		handstone				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-006-B		SF_Iso_006_B.pdf										Isolate		plow blade				Historic

		SF-ISO-006-C		SF_Iso_006_C.pdf										Isolate		fenceline				Historic

		SF-ISO-006-E		SF_Iso_006_E.pdf										Isolate		license plate				Historic

		SF-ISO-007-A		SF_Iso_007_A.pdf										Isolate		broken marble slab/marker				Historic

		SF-ISO-007-B		SF_Iso_007_B.pdf										Isolate		core				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-007-C		SF_Iso_007_C.pdf										Isolate		bedrock mortar				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-007-E		SF_Iso_007_E.pdf										Isolate		wooden water control feature				Historic

		SF-ISO-008-A		SF_Iso_008_A.pdf										Isolate		basalt core				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-008-B		SF_Iso_008_B.pdf										Isolate		handstone				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-008-C		SF_Iso_008_C.pdf										Isolate		retaining wall				Historic

		SF-ISO-008-E		SF_Iso_008_E.pdf										Isolate		water control feature with metal trough				Historic

		SF-ISO-009-A		SF_Iso_009_A.pdf										Isolate		plow blade				Historic

		SF-ISO-009-B		SF_Iso_009_B.pdf										Isolate		core				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-009-C		SF_Iso_009_C.pdf										Isolate		machinery part				Historic

		SF-ISO-009-E		SF_Iso_009_E.pdf										Isolate		car door				Historic

		SF-ISO-010-A		SF_Iso_010_A.pdf										Isolate		handstone				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-010-B		SF_Iso_010_B.pdf										Isolate		basalt flake				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-010-C		SF_Iso_010_C.pdf										Isolate		handstone				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-010-E		SF_Iso_010_E.pdf										Isolate		equipent axle				Historic

		SF-ISO-011-A		SF_Iso_011_A.pdf										Isolate		handstone fragment				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-011-B		SF_Iso_011_B.pdf										Isolate		obsidian flake		Borax Lake		Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-011-C		SF_Iso_011_C.pdf										Isolate		water trough, metal parts, wood posts				Historic

		SF-ISO-011-E		SF_Iso_011_E.pdf										Isolate		metal bed or furniture frame with springs				Historic

		SF-ISO-012-A		SF_Iso_012_A.pdf										Isolate		handstone fragment				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-012-B		SF_Iso_012_B.pdf										Isolate		fig tree grove				Historic

		SF-ISO-012-C		SF_Iso_012_C.pdf										Isolate		core				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-012-E		SF_Iso_012_E.pdf										Isolate		engine block				Historic

		SF-ISO-013-A		SF_Iso_013_A.pdf										Isolate		chert flake				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-013-B		SF_Iso_013_B.pdf										Isolate		handstone				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-013-C		SF_Iso_013_C.pdf										Isolate		handstone				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-013-E		SF_Iso_013_E.pdf										Isolate		farm machinery				Historic

		SF-ISO-014-A		SF_Iso_014_A.pdf										Isolate		scraper				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-014-B		SF_Iso_014_B.pdf										Isolate		handstone				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-014-C		SF_Iso_014_C.pdf										Isolate		handstone				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-014-E		SF_Iso_014_E.pdf										Isolate		medicine bottle		clear glass		Historic

		SF-ISO-015-A		SF_Iso_015_A.pdf										Isolate		plow blade fragments				Historic

		SF-ISO-015-B		SF_Iso_015_B.pdf										Isolate		groundstone fragment		possible hunting blind		Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-015-C		SF_Iso_015_C.pdf										Isolate		horseshoe, square nails				Historic

		SF-ISO-015-E		SF_Iso_015_E.pdf										Isolate		concrete with rebar				Historic

		SF-ISO-016-A		SF_Iso_016_A.pdf										Isolate		plow blade, metal pieces				Historic

		SF-ISO-016-B		SF_Iso_016_B.pdf										Isolate		stacked rock 		sandstone slabs 		Historic

		SF-ISO-016-C		SF_Iso_016_C.pdf										Isolate		core				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-016-E		SF_Iso_016_E.pdf										Isolate		fenced improved spring, water tank				Historic

		SF-ISO-017-A		SF_Iso_017_A.pdf										Isolate		chert core				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-017-B		SF_Iso_017_B.pdf										Isolate		rock pile with cans and metal; handstone				Multicomponent

		SF-ISO-017-C		SF_Iso_017_C.pdf										Isolate		plow blade				Historic

		SF-ISO-017-E		SF_Iso_017_E.pdf										Isolate		wooden trough				 

		SF-ISO-018-A		SF_Iso_018_A.pdf										Isolate		horseshoe				Historic

		SF-ISO-018-B		SF_Iso_018_B.pdf										Isolate		handstone				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-018-C		SF_Iso_018_C.pdf										Isolate		handstone				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-019-A		SF_Iso_019_A.pdf										Isolate		metal wheel				Historic

		SF-ISO-019-B		SF_Iso_019_B.pdf										Isolate		handstone		possible 		Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-019-C		SF_Iso_019_C.pdf										Isolate		3 plow blades				Historic

		SF-ISO-020-A		SF_Iso_020_A.pdf										Isolate		handstone				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-020-B		SF_Iso_020_B.pdf										Isolate		cryptocrystalline flake				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-020-C		SF_Iso_020_C.pdf										Isolate		kettle fragment, milk can fragment, bucket fragment				Historic

		SF-ISO-021-A		SF_Iso_021_A.pdf										Isolate		furrow tine				Historic

		SF-ISO-021-B		SF_Iso_021_B.pdf										Isolate		neck of glass milk jar				Historic

		SF-ISO-021-C		SF_Iso_021_C.pdf										Isolate		handstone				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-022-A		SF_Iso_022_A.pdf										Isolate		plow blade				Historic

		SF-ISO-022-C		SF_Iso_022_C.pdf										Isolate		bottle neck		amber glass		Historic

		SF-ISO-023-A		SF_Iso_023_A.pdf										Isolate		horseshoe				Historic

		SF-ISO-023-B		SF_Iso_023_B.pdf										Isolate		dump truck bed				Historic

		SF-ISO-023-C		SF_Iso_023_C.pdf										Isolate		pestle fragment				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-024-A		SF_Iso_024_A.pdf										Isolate		hopper mortar				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-024-B		SF_Iso_024_B.pdf										Isolate		hand-sawn oak stump				Historic

		SF-ISO-024-C		SF_Iso_024_C.pdf										Isolate		horseshoe, square nails				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-025-A		SF_Iso_025_A.pdf										Isolate		handstone				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-025-B		SF_Iso_025_B.pdf										Isolate		plow blade fragment				Historic

		SF-ISO-025-C		SF_Iso_025_C.pdf										Isolate		handstone				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-026-A		SF_Iso_026_A.pdf										Isolate		handstone				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-026-B		SF_Iso_026_B.pdf										Isolate		pipe flange				Historic

		SF-ISO-026-C		SF_Iso_026_C.pdf										Isolate		plow blade				Historic

		SF-ISO-027-A		SF_Iso_027_A.pdf										Isolate		handstone				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-027-B		SF_Iso_027_B.pdf										Isolate		milling stone slab				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-027-C		SF_Iso_027_C.pdf										Isolate		plow blade fragment				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-028-A		SF_Iso_028_A.pdf										Isolate		handstone, cobble tool				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-028-B		SF_Iso_028_B.pdf										Isolate		obsidian flake				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-028-C		SF_Iso_028_C.pdf										Isolate		ceramic fragments, amythest glass fragment				Historic

		SF-ISO-029-A		SF_Iso_029_A.pdf										Isolate		well pipe enclosure				Historic

		SF-ISO-029-B		SF_Iso_029_B.pdf										Isolate		rock-filled depression				Historic

		SF-ISO-029-C		SF_Iso_029_C.pdf										Isolate		metal chain				Historic

		SF-ISO-030-A		SF_Iso_030_A.pdf										Isolate		barbed wire embedded in a blue oak				Historic

		SF-ISO-030-B		SF_Iso_030_B.pdf										Isolate		culvert fragments				Historic

		SF-ISO-030-C		SF_Iso_030_C.pdf										Isolate		stacked rock				Unknown

		SF-ISO-031-A		SF_Iso_031_A.pdf										Isolate		water control feature				Historic

		SF-ISO-031-B		SF_Iso_031_B.pdf										Isolate		rock pile				Historic

		SF-ISO-032-A		SF_Iso_032_A.pdf										Isolate		plow blade				Historic

		SF-ISO-032-B		SF_Iso_032_B.pdf										Isolate		water control feature				Historic

		SF-ISO-033-A		SF_Iso_033_A.pdf										Isolate		plow part				Historic

		SF-ISO-033-B		SF_Iso_033_B.pdf										Isolate		core				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-033-C		SF_Iso_033_C.pdf										Isolate		hopper mortar				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-034-A		SF_Iso_034_A.pdf										Isolate		rock pile				Historic

		SF-ISO-034-B		SF_Iso_034_B.pdf										Isolate		handstone				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-034-C		SF_Iso_034_C.pdf										Isolate		sandstone flake				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-035-A		SF_Iso_035_A.pdf										Isolate		 2 cans				Historic

		SF-ISO-035-B		SF_Iso_035_B.pdf										Isolate		metal equipment pieces				Historic

		SF-ISO-036-A		SF_Iso_036_A.pdf										Isolate		machine part				Historic

		SF-ISO-036-B		SF_Iso_036_B.pdf										Isolate		cattle loading ramp		milled lumber; collapsed		Historic

		SF-ISO-036-C		SF_Iso_036_C.pdf										Isolate		vehicle side mirror				Historic

		SF-ISO-037-A		SF_Iso_037_A.pdf										Isolate		bedrock mortar				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-037-B		SF_Iso_037_B.pdf										Isolate		bedrock mortar				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-037-C		SF_Iso_037_C.pdf										Isolate		plow blade				Historic

		SF-ISO-038-A		SF_Iso_038_A.pdf										Isolate		handstone				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-038-B		SF_Iso_038_B.pdf										Isolate		bedrock mortar				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-038-C		SF_Iso_038_C.pdf										Isolate		rock alignment				Unknown

		SF-ISO-039-A		SF_Iso_039_A.pdf										Isolate		bedrock mortar				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-039-C		SF_Iso_039_C.pdf										Isolate		metal pipe 				Historic

		SF-ISO-040-A		SF_Iso_040_A.pdf										Isolate		bedrock mortar				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-040-B		SF_Iso_040_B.pdf										Isolate		obsidian flake		Borax Lake		Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-041-A		SF_Iso_041_A.pdf										Isolate		hand-cut stump				Historic

		SF-ISO-041-B		SF_Iso_041_B.pdf										Isolate		obsidian flake				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-042-A		SF_Iso_042_A.pdf										Isolate		obsidian flake				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-042-B		SF_Iso_042_B.pdf										Isolate		chert flake				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-043-A		SF_Iso_043_A.pdf										Isolate		handstone				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-043-B		SF_Iso_043_B.pdf										Isolate		core				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-044-A		SF_Iso_044_A.pdf										Isolate		obsidian flake				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-044-B		SF_Iso_044_B.pdf										Isolate		car body and frame		1920-1930 Ford coupe		Historic

		SF-ISO-045-A		SF_Iso_045_A.pdf										Isolate		handstone				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-045-B		SF_Iso_045_B.pdf										Isolate		core		Borax Lake		Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-046-A		SF_Iso_046_A.pdf										Isolate		handstone				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-047-A		SF_Iso_047_A.pdf										Isolate		pestle fragment				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-048-A		SF_Iso_048_A.pdf										Isolate		cupule rock		rock with 5 shallow cupules near site SF-001-C		Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-048-B		SF_Iso_048_B.pdf										Isolate		2 metavolcanic flakes				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-049-A		SF_Iso_049_A.pdf										Isolate		bedrock mortar				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-049-B		SF_Iso_049_B.pdf										Isolate		metavolcanic flake				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-050-A		SF_Iso_050_A.pdf										Isolate		hopper mortar				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-050-B		SF_Iso_050_B.pdf										Isolate		rock pile				Historic

		SF-ISO-051-A		SF_Iso_051_A.pdf										Isolate		stock pond				Historic

		SF-ISO-051-B		SF_Iso_051_B.pdf										Isolate		core				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-052-A		SF_Iso_052_A.pdf										Isolate		bottle				Historic

		SF-ISO-052-B		SF_Iso_052_B.pdf										Isolate		handstone				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-053-A		SF_Iso_053_A.pdf										Isolate		core				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-053-B		SF_Iso_053_B.pdf										Isolate		handstone				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-054-A		SF_Iso_054_A.pdf										Isolate		plow blade				Historic

		SF-ISO-054-B		SF_Iso_054_B.pdf										Isolate		handstone				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-055-A		SF_Iso_055_A.pdf										Isolate		plow disk				Historic

		SF-ISO-055-B		SF_Iso_055_B.pdf										Isolate		plow blade				Historic

		SF-ISO-056-A		SF_Iso_056_A.pdf										Isolate		plow blades; metal strap				Historic

		SF-ISO-056-B		SF_Iso_056_B.pdf										Isolate		harrow and trailer				Historic

		SF-ISO-057-A		SF_Iso_057_A.pdf										Isolate		battered stone				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-057-B		SF_Iso_057_B.pdf										Isolate		handstone				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-058-A		SF_Iso_058_A.pdf										Isolate		hopper mortar				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-058-B		SF_Iso_058_B.pdf										Isolate		handstone				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-059-A		SF_Iso_059_A.pdf										Isolate		stock pond				Historic

		SF-ISO-059-B		SF_Iso_059_B.pdf										Isolate		core				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-060-A		SF_Iso_060_A.pdf										Isolate		hopper mortar				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-060-B		SF_Iso_060_B.pdf										Isolate		cobble tool				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-061-A		SF_Iso_061_A.pdf										Isolate		fence		hand hewn posts; square nails		Historic

		SF-ISO-061-B		SF_Iso_061_B.pdf										Isolate		core				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-062-A		SF_Iso_062_A.pdf										Isolate		handstone				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-062-B		SF_Iso_062_B.pdf										Isolate		cast iron sink				Historic

		SF-ISO-063-A		SF_Iso_063_A.pdf										Isolate		windmill parts				Historic

		SF-ISO-063-B		SF_Iso_063_B.pdf										Isolate		core				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-064-A		SF_Iso_064_A.pdf										Isolate		machine parts				Historic

		SF-ISO-064-B		SF_Iso_064_B.pdf										Isolate		obsidian biface		possible Excelsior projectile point		Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-065-A		SF_Iso_065_A.pdf										Isolate		machine parts				Historic

		SF-ISO-065-B		SF_Iso_065_B.pdf										Isolate		fire affected rock				Unknown

		SF-ISO-066-A		SF_Iso_066_A.pdf										Isolate		plow blade				Historic

		SF-ISO-066-B		SF_Iso_066_B.pdf										Isolate		collapsed structure		possible corral		Historic

		SF-ISO-067-A		SF_Iso_067_A.pdf										Isolate		borrow pit				Unknown

		SF-ISO-067-B		SF_Iso_067_B.pdf										Isolate		2 flakes; porcelain cup fragment				Multicomponent

		SF-ISO-068-A		SF_Iso_068_A.pdf										Isolate		pump				Historic

		SF-ISO-068-B		SF_Iso_068_B.pdf										Isolate		trash scatter; trailor frame		wood, metal, tires		Historic

		SF-ISO-069-A		SF_Iso_069_A.pdf										Isolate		plow disk				Historic

		SF-ISO-069-B		SF_Iso_069_B.pdf										Isolate		basalt flake				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-070-A		SF_Iso_070_A.pdf										Isolate		crockery shard, metal washtub, gas can				Historic

		SF-ISO-070-B		SF_Iso_070_B.pdf										Isolate		rock pile				Historic

		SF-ISO-071-A		SF_Iso_071_A.pdf

Janis Offermann: Janis Offermann:
should be a site										Isolate		trash scatter		stove parts, bottles, jars, cans, enamelware, etc.		Historic

		SF-ISO-072-A		SF_Iso_072_A.pdf										Isolate		windmill parts				Historic

		SF-ISO-072-B		SF_Iso_072_B.pdf										Isolate		metal cot frame; milled lumber				Historic

		SF-ISO-073-A		SF_Iso_073_A.pdf										Isolate		handstone				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-074-A		SF_Iso_074_A.pdf										Isolate		metal fragment				Historic

		SF-ISO-074-B		SF_Iso_074_B.pdf										Isolate		sanitary can lid				Historic

		SF-ISO-075-A		SF_Iso_075_A.pdf										Isolate		handstone				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-075-B		SF_Iso_075_B.pdf										Isolate		green glass bottle fragment				Historic

		SF-ISO-076-A		SF_Iso_076_A.pdf										Isolate		hopper mortar fragments				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-076-B		SF_Iso_076_B.pdf										Isolate		crockery rim fragment				Historic

		SF-ISO-077-A		SF_Iso_077_A.pdf										Isolate		rock lined depression with metal parts		metal parts include a pipe, pump and possible windmill parts		Historic

		SF-ISO-077-B		SF_Iso_077_B.pdf										Isolate		fenceline				Historic

		SF-ISO-078-B		SF_Iso_078_B.pdf										Isolate		rolls of barbed and chicken wire				Historic

		SF-ISO-079-A		SF_Iso_079_A.pdf										Isolate		vehicle turn signal				Historic

		SF-ISO-080-A		SF_Iso_080_A.pdf										Isolate		cryptocrystalline flake				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-080-B		SF_Iso_080_B.pdf										Isolate		basalt flake				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-081-B		SF_Iso_081_B.pdf										Isolate		mason jar mouth and shoulder				Historic

		SF-ISO-082-A		SF_Iso_082_A.pdf										Isolate		fencing		pile of wooden posts and roll of barbed wire		Historic

		SF-ISO-082-B		SF_Iso_082_B.pdf										Isolate		metal pipe fragments				Historic

		SF-ISO-083-A		SF_Iso_083_A.pdf										Isolate		car body and frame				Historic

		SF-ISO-083-B		SF_Iso_083_B.pdf										Isolate		trash pit		metal, pipes, wire		Historic

		SF-ISO-084-A		SF_Iso_084_A.pdf										Isolate		metavolcanic flake				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-084-B		SF_Iso_083_B.pdf

Janis Offermann: Janis Offermann:
probably should be a site														

Janis Offermann: Janis Offermann:
this description doesn't match the site record		

Janis Offermann: Janis Offermann:
should be a site										Isolate		trash scatter and farm equipment		2 trailers, half truck, disker, thresher; lumber, wire, ceramic frags, glass		Historic

		SF-ISO-085-A		SF_Iso_085_A.pdf										Isolate		insulator				Historic

		SF-ISO-085-B		SF_Iso_085_B.pdf										Isolate		basalt flake				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-086-A		SF_Iso_086_A.pdf										Isolate		plow blade				Historic

		SF-ISO-086B		SF_Iso_086_B.pdf										Isolate		handstone				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-087-A		SF_Iso_087_A.pdf										Isolate		anchor				Historic

		SF-ISO-087-B		SF_Iso_087_B.pdf										Isolate		spring and fence				Historic

		SF-ISO-088-A		SF_Iso_088_A.pdf										Isolate		rock fire pit and plate fragment				Historic

		SF-ISO-088-B		SF_Iso_088_B.pdf										Isolate		core				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-089-A		SF_Iso_089_A.pdf										Isolate		porcelain bowl fragment, 2 brown beer bottles				Historic

		SF-ISO-089-B		SF_Iso_089_B.pdf										Isolate		rock alignment				Historic

		SF-ISO-090-A		SF_Iso_090_A.pdf

Janis Offermann: Janis Offermann:
should probably be a site										Isolate		trash scatter		rock fire ring; skillet, misc. glass and ceramics		Historic

		SF-ISO-090-B		SF_Iso_090_B.pdf										Isolate		bedrock mortar				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-091-A		SF_Iso_091_A.pdf										Isolate		concrete ramp				Historic

		SF-ISO-091-B		SF_Iso_091_B.pdf										Isolate		rock alignments		possible hunting blind		Unknown

		SF-ISO-092-A		SF_Iso_092_A.pdf										Isolate		wood post				Historic

		SF-ISO-092-B		SF_Iso_092_B.pdf										Isolate		rock alignment				Unknown

		SF-ISO-093-A		SF_Iso_093_A.pdf										Isolate		former telephone line				Historic

		SF-ISO-093-B		SF_Iso_093_B.pdf										Isolate		rock alignment		possible hunting blind		Unknown

		SF-ISO-094-A		SF_Iso_094_A.pdf										Isolate		square nail				Historic

		SF-ISO-094-B		SF_Iso_094_B.pdf

Janis Offermann: Janis Offermann:
possible site										Isolate		metal fragments; cast iron stove top; glass jug; wire				Historic

		SF-ISO-095-A		SF_Iso_095_A.pdf										Isolate		insulator				Historic

		SF-ISO-095-B		SF_Iso_095_B.pdf

Janis Offermann: Janis Offermann:
possible site										Isolate		machingery parts; plow; wagon tongue; metal strap; milled lumber				Historic

		SF-ISO-096-A		SF_Iso_096_A.pdf										Isolate		handstone				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-096-B		SF_Iso_096_B.pdf												rock pile				Historic

		SF-ISO-097-A		SF_Iso_097_A.pdf										Isolate		machine part				Historic

		SF-ISO-098-A		SF_Iso_098_A.pdf										Isolate		plow blade				Historic

		SF-ISO-098-B		SF_Iso_098_B.pdf										Isolate		rock alignment				Historic

		SF-ISO-099-A		SF_Iso_099_A.pdf										Isolate		machine part				Historic

		SF-ISO-099-B		SF_Iso_099_B.pdf										Isolate		2 bedrock mortars				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-100-A		SF_Iso_100_A.pdf										Isolate		hopper mortar?		sandstone slab with mortar cupule		Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-100-B		SF_Iso_100_B.pdf										Isolate		plow blade				Historic

		SF-ISO-101-A		SF_Iso_101_A.pdf										Isolate		handstone				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-101-B		SF_Iso_101_B.pdf										Isolate		core; enamel sink				Multicomponent

		SF-ISO-102-A		SF_Iso_102_A.pdf										Isolate		fenceline				Historic

		SF-ISO-102-B		SF_Iso_102_B.pdf										Isolate		stacked rock				Unknown

		SF-ISO-103-A		SF_Iso_103_A.pdf										Isolate		car headlamp				Historic

		SF-ISO-103-B		SF_Iso_103_B.pdf										Isolate		rock alignment		possible hunting blind		unknown

		SF-ISO-104-A		SF_Iso_104_A.pdf										Isolate		well cap				Historic

		SF-ISO-105-A		SF_Iso_105_A.pdf										Isolate		core				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-106-A		SF_Iso_106_A.pdf										Isolate		core				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-107-A		SF_Iso_107_A.pdf										Isolate		fenceline				Historic

		SF-ISO-108-A		SF_Iso_108_A.pdf

Janis Offermann: Janis Offermann:
possible site		

Janis Offermann: Janis Offermann:
also SF-017-A		

Janis Offermann: Janis Offermann:
should probably be a site										Isolate		trash scatter		metal tire rim, misc. pieces of pipe, sheet metal, metal strap		Historic

		SF-ISO-109-A		SF_Iso_109_A.pdf										Isolate		metal spike				Historic

		SF-ISO-110-A		SF_Iso_110_A.pdf

Janis Offermann: Janis Offermann:
possible site		

Janis Offermann: Janis Offermann:
Also SF-025-A		

Janis Offermann: Janis Offermann:
also listed as 06-000266. notes included there		

Janis Offermann: Janis Offermann:
Also listed under SF-011-A, which includes a site record update		

Janis Offermann: Janis Offermann:
also SR-023-A		

Janis Offermann: Janis Offermann:
possible site		

Janis Offermann: Janis Offermann:
possible site										Isolate		trash scatter		bricks, misc. glass and ceramics		Historic

		SF-ISO-111-A		SF_Iso_111_A.pdf										Isolate		2 obsidian flakes, 1 chert flake				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-112-A		SF_Iso_112_A.pdf										Isolate		2 obsidian flakes				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-113-A		SF_Iso_113_A.pdf										Isolate		old Sites-Lodoga Road				Historic

		SF-ISO-114-A		SF_Iso_114_A.pdf										Isolate		stove part				Historic

		SF-ISO-115-A		SF_Iso_115_A.pdf										Isolate		core				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-116-A		SF_Iso_116_A.pdf										Isolate		tree of heaven grove				Historic

		SF-ISO-117-A		SF_Iso_117_A.pdf										Isolate		hammer head				Historic

		SF-ISO-118-A		SF_Iso_118_A.pdf										Isolate		plow blade				Historic

		SF-ISO-119-A		SF_Iso_119_A.pdf										Isolate		cobble flake				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-120-A		SF_Iso_120_A.pdf										Isolate		basalt flake				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-122-A		SF_Iso_122_A.pdf										Isolate		brown glass bitters bottle				Historic

		SF-ISO-123-A		SF_Iso_123_A.pdf										Isolate		cryptocrystalline flake				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-124-A		SF_Iso_124_A.pdf										Isolate		collapsed well house; cryptocrystolline flake				Multicomponent

		SF-ISO-125-A		SF_Iso_125_A.pdf										Isolate		2 plow blades				Historic

		SF-ISO-126-A		SF_Iso_126_A.pdf										Isolate		pile of boulders		land clearing		Historic

		SF-ISO-127-A		SF_Iso_127_A.pdf										Isolate		plow disk fragment				Historic

		SF-ISO-128-A		SF_Iso_128_A.pdf										Isolate		hopper mortar				Multicomponent

		SF-ISO-129-A		SF_Iso_129_A.pdf										Isolate		horseshoe				Historic

		SF-ISO-130-A		SF_Iso_130_A.pdf										Isolate		drilling machinery		possibly for a well		Historic

		SF-ISO-131-A		SF_Iso_131_A.pdf										Isolate		cement cylander				Historic

		SF-ISO-132-A		SF_Iso_132_A.pdf										Isolate		stock pond				Historic

		SF-ISO-133-A		SF_Iso_133_A.pdf										Isolate		milled lumber, water tank, machine part				Historic

		SF-ISO-134-A		SF_Iso_134_A.pdf										Isolate		well with fenced enclosure				Historic

		SF-ISO-135-A		SF_Iso_135_A.pdf										Isolate		handstone				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-136-A		SF_Iso_136_A.pdf										Isolate		rock pile and possible tank foundation				Historic

		SF-ISO-137-A		SF_Iso_137_A.pdf										Isolate		improved well, fencing, bottle				Historic

		SF-ISO-138-A		SF_Iso_138_A.pdf										Isolate		improved spring				Historic

		SF-ISO-139-A		SF_Iso_139_A.pdf										Isolate		concrete housing for well pump				Historic

		SF-ISO-140-A		SF_Iso_140_A.pdf										Isolate		wood post				Historic

		SF-ISO-141-A		SF_Iso_141_A.pdf										Isolate		rock pile 		possibly as fence support		Historic

		SF-ISO-142-A		SF_Iso_142_A.pdf										Isolate		stock pond				Historic

		SF-ISO-143-A		SF_Iso_143_A.pdf										Isolate		metal animal trap		USFW embossed		Historic

		SF-ISO-144-A		SF_Iso_144_A.pdf										Isolate		wood fence posts with square nails				Historic

		SF-ISO-145-A		SF_Iso_145_A.pdf										Isolate		fenceline				Historic

		SF-ISO-146-A		SF_Iso_146_A.pdf										Isolate		chert flake				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-147-A		SF_Iso_147_A.pdf										Isolate		bedrock mortar; plow blade				Multicomponent

		SF-ISO-148-A		SF_Iso_148_A.pdf										Isolate		groundstone 		unshaped; polish at one end, pecking on the other		Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-149-A		SF_Iso_149_A_CA_COL_182_Update.				CA-COL-182						Isolate		bedrock mortar				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-150-A		SF_Iso_150_A.pdf										Isolate		stacked rock alignment		possible hunting blind		Unknown

		SF-ISO-151-A		SF_Iso_151_A.pdf										Isolate		rock wall with wood fence posts and barbed wire				Historic

		SF-ISO-152-A		SF_Iso_152_A.pdf										Isolate		bedrock mortar				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-153-A		SF_Iso_153_A.pdf										Isolate		bedrock mortar				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-154-A		SF_Iso_154_A.pdf										Isolate		rock enclosure		stacked rock, possible hunting blind		Unknown

		SF-ISO-155-A		SF_Iso_155_A.pdf										Isolate		rock wall with wood fence posts and barbed wire				Historic

		SF-ISO-156-A		SF_Iso_156_A.pdf										Isolate		fenceline				Historic

		SF-ISO-157-A		SF_Iso_157_A.pdf										Isolate		rock wall, metal fragment				 

		SF-ISO-158-A		SF_Iso_158_A.pdf										Isolate		bedrock mortar, rock wall				Multicomponent

		SF-ISO-159-A		SF_Iso_159_A.pdf										Isolate		metasedimentary flake				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-160-A		SF_Iso_160_A.pdf										Isolate		basalt flake				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-161-A		SF_Iso_161_A.pdf										Isolate		rock wall				Historic

		SF-ISO-162-A		SF_Iso_162_A.pdf										Isolate		obsidian flake 		Borax Lake		Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-163-A		SF_Iso_163_A.pdf										Isolate		rock wall, plow, glass bottle				Historic

		SF-ISO-164-A		SF_Iso_164_A.pdf										Isolate		metal pump/compressor				Historic

		SF-ISO-165-A		SF_Iso_165_A.pdf										Isolate		handstone				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-166-A		SF_Iso_166_A.pdf										Isolate		bedrock mortar				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-167-A		SF_Iso_167_A.pdf										Isolate		milling stone fragment				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-168-A		SF_Iso_168_A.pdf										Isolate		core				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-169-A		SF_Iso_169_A.pdf										Isolate		handstone				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-170-A		SF_Iso_170_A.pdf										Isolate		core				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-171-A		SF_Iso_171_A.pdf										Isolate		handstone				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-172-A		SF_Iso_172_A.pdf										Isolate		handstone				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-173-A		SF_Iso_173_A.pdf										Isolate		metal flue flashing				Historic

		SF-ISO-174-A		SF_Iso_174_A.pdf										Isolate		handstone fragment				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-175-A		SF_Iso_175_A.pdf										Isolate		battered cobble				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-86-B		SF_Iso_086_B.pdf										Isolate		handstone				Prehistoric

		SF-ISO-87-B		SF_Iso_087_B.pdf										Isolate		improved spring; fence				Historic

		SF-ISO-96-B		SF_Iso_096_B.pdf										Isolate		rock pile				Unknown

		SR-001-A		SR_001_A.pdf										Site		habitation, midden, possible house pits, possible human burial; lithic scatter; obisidan debitage, projectile point, cores; ground stone, hopper mortar, pestle; fire affected rock, faunal bone, shell; Olivella shell beads, clamshell disk bead;  historic, square nail, glass, ceramics		Site SR-001-A, the Mathis Mound, is a large, multicomponent site characterized by a number of resource attributes, including prehistoric habitation debris, a prehistoric lithic scatter, and a historic-era road, fence, and well plug, and is situated on the south bank of Antelope Creek. The site measures 120 meters north-south by 288 meters east-west. This site was recorded by Greg White in 2001.		Multicomponent		Prehistoric		Mound Site

		SR-001-B		SR_001_B.pdf										Site		habitation, midden, house pits; lithic scatter; obsidian, quartzite, debitage, core, biface; ground stone, hopper mortar, battered core tool; Olivella shell beads; fire affected rock 		SR-001-B is a prehistoric site composed of a midden and lithic scatter situated on and around a small knoll on the north bank of Antelope Creek at the very southern end of the Greater Sites Reservoir portion of the study area; Huffmaster Road cuts through the north edge of the site. The midden is dark and clayey, and covers an area roughly 23 meters by 12 meters atop the knoll. At the apex of the knoll there are three 10- to 20-centimeter-deep circular depressions, each measuring approximately 3 meters in diameter, which may represent house pits. No artifacts were found in association with these features. Cultural constituents found elsewhere on site include three Olivella M-series shell beads, one hopper mortar, several ground stone fragments, one quartzite flake, one battered core tool, one biface midsection, one chert core, fire-affected rock, and many small obsidian flakes. The majority of the small obsidian flakes were found in or near animal burrows and in the road cut. This site was recorded by Greg White in 2001.		Prehistoric		Prehistoric		Village Site

		SR-002/003-B		SR_002_003_B.pdf										Site		lithic scatter; obsidian debitage, biface, core; ground stone, mortar, handstones; fire affected rock; historic, glass, cans, lumber, ceramics, metal scrap		This large multicomponent site is near the headwaters of Grapevine Creek and along the proposed Southwest Ridge Road at the west edge of the study area. The site is situated in a small valley among steep hill slopes, at the mouth of Hayes Canyon. Grapevine Creek runs through the west edge of the site, while a dirt access road crosses through the east portion of the deposit. SR-002/003-B encompasses an area covering 4.7 acres. The historic-era component is composed of seven discrete features that include two trash scatters, one stone fireplace, one fire ring, one inhabited trailer, one collapsed barn, and one farm pond/berm. Artifacts observed include one clear glass bottle base marked with the date Aug. 31, 1915, one machine soldered hole-in-top can, one amethyst glass fragment, one amber glass bottleneck, and numerous pieces of metal, ceramics, and milled lumber. The prehistoric component is marked by a moderately dense and widely dispersed lithic scatter composed of flaked and ground stone. Artifacts include obsidian flakes, ground stone, mortar fragments, one obsidian biface, quartzite, core tools, two bifacial handstones, and faunal bone, which occurred only on the east side of Grapevine Creek. No midden was observed on the site, despite the large deposits of bone. This site was recorded by Greg White in 2001.		Multicomponent		Multicomponent		Multicomponent

		SR-002-A		SR-002_A.pdf										Site		lithic scatter; obsidian, chert debitage; ground stone, milling stone, handstone; faunal bone; historic, glass, ceramics, stove parts, square nails, wire fencing		This multicomponent site consists of a historic-era hearth, debris scatter, and fence line, and a prehistoric lithic and ground stone scatter. Situated along Antelope Creek , the site is bisected by a dirt road that follows Antelope Creek. This resource contains two features. Feature 1 is a toppled historic-era hearth, measuring 10 feet by 9 feet. Feature 2 is a scatter of historic-era artifacts in an area that covers 594 square feet and includes a possible foundation. This site was recorded by Greg White in 2001.		Multicomponent		Multicomponent		Multicomponent

		SR-002-C		SR_002_C.pdf										Site		machinery. Fence		This historic-era site is composed of two features that collectively encompass an area measuring 6,000 square feet. One feature consists of an International Harvester hay bailer and a gangplow with an associated lumber and metal scatter on the east side of the dirt access road that bisects the site. The second feature consists of fence remains and a rock cairn on the west side of the road. The fence remnants are embedded in six blue oaks, and contains both barbed and hog wire. Only one wooden fencepost remains standing; however, three posts were observed lying on the ground. The rock cairn measures approximately 16 feet long, 8 feet wide, and 2 feet high. SR-002 sits in an open meadow near the headwaters of Grapevine Creek, and is on the west edge of the study area and along the Southwest Ridge Road alternative. This site was recorded by Greg White in 2001.		Historic		Historic		Cultivation and Livestock

		SR-003-A		SR_003_A.pdf										Site		sparse lithic scatter; obsidian debitage, biface, cores; ground stone, pestle				Prehistoric

		SR-003-C		SR_003_C.pdf										Site		homestead		SR-003-C is at the edge of a meadow and at the base of a north-facing hill in the upper reaches of a shallow valley formed by Grapevine Creek, which is also along the Southwest Ridge Road alternative at the west edge of the study area. The site is a historic-era homestead that covers approximately 110,200 square feet and has two distinct features. Feature 1 is a rectangular dry-laid, native rock slab foundation and a collapsed wooden structure, located at the north end of the site and at the edge of a seasonal drainage that flows easterly toward Grapevine Creek. The structure had screened windows and is constructed of planks, beams, and round nails. Associated with this feature is a trash scatter that contains boot leather, ceramic shards, a bullet casing, several cans, and a scattering of olive, amethyst, aqua, amber, and milk glass. Two whole bottles (one small, brown, screw top bottle and one aqua bottle with an embossed label) and two embossed glass fragments (one clear/aqua and the other was an amethyst whiskey bottle fragment) were found. One olive-colored wine bottle base with a kick-up was also noted. Feature 2 consists of a wooden structure made with round nails, and a wash tub. Additionally, there are two rock alignments that appear to be retaining walls to control slope erosion. A possible well with two wooden posts projecting from the ground was also observed. A pit feature, approximately 3 feet deep, is next to one of the rock alignments and contains numerous iron stove parts (one labeled 882). An adjacent scatter of metal includes round and square nails, one half of a brown ceramic doorknob, a metal toy truck of an older style (possibly 1930s), and a heavy horseshoe. Downslope, adjacent to the creek, and east of Feature 1 is a tin can scatter of at least 15 cans, several pieces of miscellaneous metal, and a horseshoe. To the west of the site is a sparse scatter of iron pieces, one labeled with NORM COOK/IMPROVED/1866, and a length of iron pipe. The entire area is littered with wooden fenceposts and barbed wire. This site was recorded by Greg White in 2001.		Historic		Historic		Structure Remains

		SR-004-A		SR_004_A.pdf										Site		bedrock milling features, mortar cups 				Prehistoric

		SR-004-B		SR_004_B.pdf										Site		lithic scatter; chert, obsidian debitage, core; ground stone, milling stone, handstones				Prehistoric

		SR-004-C		SR_004_C.pdf										Site				Measuring 30 feet in diameter, this small historic-era site consists of a foundation and trash scatter. The foundation is made of native rock slabs and is rectangular in shape. Cultural constituents include more than 10 iron stove pieces, at least 10 12p square nails, more than 10 6p square nails, 1 twoperson saw, 1four-tined pitchfork (missing two tines), 1 door plate, 1 metal pail, various can parts, and other miscellaneous metal fragments. Also observed were 1 knife, 2 spoons, 1 silverware handle, more than 20 earthenware/ceramic pieces, and 1 four-hole button. Several fragments of amethyst glass were present, including three fragments from a bottle embossed with the words G. W. Chesley Importers 51 Front St. Sacramento. Amber glass fragments include one piece with an embossed seal. Additionally,
at least 60 fragments of clear glass or tinted aqua glass fragments show indications of being heat affected.
The site is at the west edge of the study area along the southwest Ridge Road alternative, and is situated at
the edge of a meadow on a bench above and 275 feet west of Grapevine Creek.  This site was recorded by Greg White in 2001.		Historic		Historic		Foundations

		SR-005-A		SR_005_A.pdf										Site						Historic

		SR-005-B		SR_005_B.pdf										Site		lithic scatter; obsidian, chert, basalt debitage; groundstone, handstones; faunal bone; shell; historic, homestead				Multicomponent

		SR-005-C		SR_005_C.pdf										Site		groundstone, possible hopper mortar; graywacke debitage; mostly historic, homestead, glass, stove parts, metal scrap		This large, multicomponent site is in a shallow valley formed by Grapevine Creek at the west edge of the study area and along the Southwest Ridge Road alternative. Grapevine Creek runs along the east boundary of the resource. SR-005-C contains of a historic-era homestead with and two prehistoric artifacts and covers 139,725 square feet. Features include a collapsed chimney built of native rock slabs and adobe mortar, a modern rock ring, a modern outhouse, and a rock cairn is also present on site. Located at the south end of the site, several depressions are adjacent the collapsed chimney. Each depression contains ceramic fragments, glass fragments (amethyst, amber, and clear), iron stove parts, and miscellaneous metal fragments. The rock ring consists of a single course of rocks under a large black walnut tree, measures approximately 40 feet in diameter, and is on the east edge of SR-005-C. A barrel hoop, 2 feet in diameter, apparently was used to scrape out a fire pit inside the rock ring. Contained within the fire pit is a metal hinge, an old ax head, charcoal, and charred black walnut shells. The modern outhouse is constructed with plywood and round nails, and is at the north boundary of the site. A rock cairn is also present on site, surrounded by rock, 2 barrel hoops, 10 barrel hoop fragments, and 1 small stump. Historic-era artifacts consist of ceramic fragments, glass (amethyst, amber, and clear), iron stove parts, miscellaneous metal fragments, and barrel hoop fragments. Stove parts were observed inside the depressions near the collapsed chimney. The prehistoric cultural constituents, one possible hopper mortar and one graywacke flake tool, were also found near the chimney remains. This site was recorded by Greg White in 2001.		Multicomponent		Multicomponent		Multicomponent

		SR-006-B		SR_006_B.pdf										Site		sparse lithic scatter; obsidian debitage, projectile point; historic, fence		SR-006-B is a multicomponent site situated in a narrow valley carved by Grapevine Creek through the surrounding steep hill slopes, and along the Southwest Ridge Road at the west edge of the study area. The site is at the confluence of Hayes Canyon Creek and Grapevine Creek, with Hayes Canyon Creek to the south and Grapevine Creek to the east. A bifurcated dirt road crosses through the site. The entire site covers approximately 4.8 acres. The prehistoric component consists of a low-density lithic scatter and includes approximately 20 to 30 visually sourced Borax Lake obsidian flakes and one projectile point. All of the flakes were observed in the road or road cut. The historic-era component is limited to a 390-foot-long fence line situated on a terrace cut by Hayes Creek. The fence line uses standing blue oaks linked with barbed-wire. An old saw-cut gate post that is present has handmade hinges and a recycled metal band secured with wire nails. Wire was observed protruding from the center of the trees. This site was recorded by Greg White in 2001.		Multicomponent		Multicomponent		Multicomponent

		SR-006-C		SR_006_C.pdf										Site		possible midden, lithic scatter; hopper mortar, pestle; obsidian, basalt debitage; fire affected rock		This prehistoric site sits at the west edge of the study area along the Southwest Ridge Road alternative and Grapevine Creek. The site is 105 feet north of site SR-005-C and on the west bank of Grapevine Creek. The deposit consists of a possible midden deposit with a lithic scatter on a knoll at the base of an east-facing slope. The site covers 1,200 square meters and includes one hopper mortar, five basalt flakes, one possible pestle fragment, one obsidian flake, and fire-affected rock. This site was recorded by Greg White in 2001.		Prehistoric		Prehistoric		Seasonal Occupation Site

		SR-007-A		SR_007_A.pdf										Site		habitation, midden, possible house pit;  ground stone, hopper mortars, pestles, handstone, pecked rock; obsidian debitage, core, biface; fire affected rock		SR-007-A is a large prehistoric site that consists of a midden-mound with ground stone, faunal bone, lithic materials, fire-affected rock, and a possible house pit. The site is situated at the base of a slope on a bench adjacent to an ephemeral drainage or ravine, on the northern bank of Antelope Creek. Site SR-006-A lies directly to the south across Antelope Creek at a distance of approximately 280 meters. The site encompasses an area measuring 13,800 square meters. The midden is a dark brown to black clayey loam with black charcoal fragments. Feature 1 is a possible house pit that measures 5.5 by 6 meters, and is 30 to 50 centimeters deep. Artifacts observed include 1 hopper mortar, 1 hopper mortar fragment, 1 pestle fragment, 1 possible sandstone pestle fragment, 1 shaped slab with pecking and polish, 1 handstone fragment, 1 graywacke core, at least 40 visually sourced Borax Lake obsidian flakes representing all stages of reduction, at least 20 faunal bone fragments, 1 Borax Lake obsidian biface midsection, and a high-density concentration of fire-affected rock. This site was recorded by Greg White in 2001.		Prehistoric		Prehistoric		Mound Site

		SR-007-B		SR_007_B.pdf										Site		lithic scatter; obsidian, chert, graywacke debitage; hopper mortars, handstone		This prehistoric site covers approximately 6,300 square meters and consists of a low-density debitage scatter and a ground stone concentration situated on an old stream terrace along the east bank of Grapevine Creek. The site is in a narrow valley cut by the creek and on the Southwest Ridge Road alignment in the westernmost portion of the study area. The debitage contains at least 20 late-stage visually sourced Borax Lake obsidian flakes, one visually sourced Napa Valley obsidian flake, one graywacke flake, and one chert flake. The ground stone scatter contains eight hopper mortars and one handstone fragment. This site was recorded by Greg White in 2001.		Prehistoric		Prehistoric		Lithic Production

		SR-007-B		SR_007_B.pdf										Site		sparse lithic scatter; obsidian, chert, graywacke debitage; ground stone, hopper mortars, handstones				Prehistoric

		SR-008-A		SR_008_A.pdf										Site						Historic

		SR-008-B		SR_008_B.pdf										Site		sparse lithic scatter; obsidian, basalt debitage; projectile point, handstone		This prehistoric site consists of a low-density lithic scatter on a flat in a narrow valley formed by Grapevine Creek and along the Southwest Ridge Road at the west edge of the study area. Grapevine Creek flows along the east edge of the site and a dirt access road bisects the deposit from north to south. Site SR-007-B is in close proximity to the south. This site contains one visually sourced Borax Lake obsidian side-notched projectile point, one handstone fragment, and one large flake scatter containing approximately 90 visually sourced Borax Lake and Mt. Konocti obsidian and basalt flakes. This site was recorded by Greg White in 2001.		Prehistoric		Prehistoric		Lithic Production

		SR-008-C		SR_008_C.pdf										Site		sparse lithic scatter; obsidian debitage, biface; ground stone, pestle, milling slab		This prehistoric site consists of a low-density lithic scatter composed of at least five obsidian flakes, one biface, one pestle, and one milling slab. The site area measures approximately 1,600 square meters. The site is at the west edge of the study area on the Southwest Ridge Road alternative and sits at
the base of an east-facing slope. Eggman Canyon Creek passes through the north end of the site and along
its east boundary as it flows to Grapevine Creek, approximately 120 meters to the east. A dirt road also
bifurcates the deposit.  This site was recorded by Greg White in 2001.		Prehistoric		Prehistoric		Lithic Production

		SR-009-A		SR_009_A.pdf										Site		sparse lithic scatter; obisidan debitage, biface; ground stone, milling stone, pestle				Prehistoric

		SR-009-B		SR_009_B.pdf										Site		habitation, midden; lithic scatter; obsidian debitage; projectile point, bifaces, core, chopper; fire affected rock; faunal bone		SR-009-B occupies a flat on the west side of Grapevine Creek and approximately 150 meters north of Eggman Canyon Creek. The site is at the west edge of the study area on the proposed Southwest Ridge Road alignment. A dirt road parallels Grapevine Creek through the site. This prehistoric site covers 3.75 acres and has a midden component. Blue oaks and manzanita cover much of the flat, though a small clearing contains the midden. The deposit contains more than 50 obsidian flakes, 1 Borax Lake obsidian biface, 1 Borax Lake obsidian biface margin, 1 quartzite chopping tool, fire-affected rock, 1 Borax Lake obsidian biface midsection, 1 gray/green Gunther projectile point, 1 bone hairpin fragment, 2 chert cores, and a high density of faunal bone. The maximum flake density is five flakes per square meter. This site was recorded by Greg White in 2001.		Prehistoric		Prehistoric		Village Site

		SR-009-C		SR_009_C.pdf										Site		habitation, midden; lithic scatter; obsidian, basalt, graywacke debitage, bifaces, core; ground stone, mortar, milling stone, pestles, handstones; sell, faunal bone, fire affected rock; historic, cans, glass				Multicomponent

		SR-010-A												Site				This historic-era deposit is a residential occupation site on a flat with a hearth and a rock alignment at the base of a ridge slope between two drainage features. The flat measures 672 square feet. Located upslope and to the east are five cast-iron stove parts, an amethyst bottleneck with a double-ringed applied lip, an amethyst glass fragment, and one amber octagonal piece of glass. The hearth is near a rock alignment, and a small shallow depression measuring 5 inches in depth is downslope and to the west. This site was recorded by Greg White in 2001.		Historic		Historic		Dump

		SR-010-B		SR_010_B.pdf										Site		sparse lithic scatter; obsidian debitage, projectile point, bifaces, core				Prehistoric

		SR-010-C		SR_010_C.pdf										Site		habitation, midden; lithic scatter; obsidian, basalt, chert debitage, projectile point; faunal bone; fire affected rock		SR-0010-C sits on an open knoll at the base of a southeast-facing slope at the very southern end of the greater Sites Reservoir portion of the study area. Antelope Creek curves around south, east, and north edges of the knoll. A barbed-wire fence passes through the west end of the site. This prehistoric deposit measures approximately 7,000 square meters and is composed of a midden and lithic scatter. Cultural constituents observed on this site include 50 obsidian flakes, 5 basalt flakes, 5 chert flakes, 1 projectile point fragment, numerous faunal bone fragments, and fire-affected rocks. This site was recorded by Greg White in 2001.		Prehistoric		Prehistoric		Village Site

		SR-011-A		SR_011_A.pdf										Site						Historic

		SR-011-B		SR_011_B.pdf										Site						Historic

		SR-011-C		SR_011_C.pdf										Site						Historic

		SR-012-A		CA_GLE_103_UPDATE.pdf				CA-GLE-103		CA-GLE-103				Site		habitation, midden, human burials; lithic scatter; obsidian, chert, basalt debitahe, projectile point, chopper, cores, core tools, battered stone; ground stone, hopper mortar, pestle, handstone; clam shell disk beads, Olivella shell beads				Prehistoric

		SR-012-B		SR_012_B.pdf										Site		sparse lithic scatter; obsidan, chert, quartz, graywacke debitage, projectile point, biface, cores, core tools; ground stone, handstone, hammerstone				Prehistoric

		SR-012-C		SR_012_C.pdf										Site		bedrock milling features, mortar cups; historic, stove parts, plow blade				Multicomponent

		SR-013-A		SR_013_A.pdf										Site						Historic

		SR-013-B		SR_013_B.pdf										Site		dense lithic scatter; obsidian, basalt, chert, metavolcanic debitage, projectile point, core tools; ground stone, hopper mortars, bowl mortars; bedrock milling features, mortar cups		This small, 750-square-meter, prehistoric site is situated on the north and south banks of an unnamed seasonal stream that runs along the proposed North Road alternative in the northeast corner of the greater Sites Reservoir portion of the study area. The site parallels the creek and then extends upslope to the south. A dirt road parallels the site and the creek on the north. The site is buried beneath an alluvial deposit and is visible in a brownish-red clayey silt with well-sorted, large sandstone cobbles in the creek bed, and in the erosion cuts. The dense concentration of cultural constituents includes one projectile point (serrated Excelsior), one metavolcanic core tool, two chert core tools, two hopper mortars, one bowl mortar, one cobble core tool, and one quartzite core tool. Flakes were found throughout the site and consisted primarily of basalt and metavolcanic materials, although chert and visually sourced Borax Lake obsidian flakes were also observed. Four bedrock mortar cups on two rock outcrops were noted on the north-facing slope above the drainage. This site was recorded by Greg White in 2001.		Prehistoric		Prehistoric		Multi-use		TWO ENTRIES

		SR-013-C		SR_013_C.pdf										Site		habitation, midden; lithic scatter; obsidian, basalt, chert debitage, core, projectile point; ground stone, hopper mortars; large number of bedrock milling features, mortar cups; faunal bone, fire affected rock; historic, stock pond, rock wall, glass, cans, ceramics, metal scrap, machinery part, 				Multicomponent

		SR-014-A		SR_014_A.pdf										Site		ground stone, hopper mortar, handstone, milling stone				Prehistoric

		SR-014-B		SR_014_B.pdf										Site		habitation, midden; obsidian, metavolcanic, graywacke debitage; faunal bone, freshwater mussel shell; fire affected rock		Located at the very south end of the greater Sites Reservoir portion of the study area, SR-014-B is a large prehistoric midden site that covers 5.6 acres. The site is approximately 100 meters west of Antelope Creek in the open plain of Antelope Valley; Huffmaster Road passes through the west edge of the site. The site is marked by an artifact concentration concentrated on top of a small, flat-topped 20-meterdiameter knoll. Cultural constituents include more than 100 obsidian flakes, primarily of visually sourced
Borax Lake and Napa Valley obsidian. Metavolcanic and graywacke flakes were also found on the site.
Other materials noted include freshwater mussel shell, faunal bone fragments, fire-affected rock, and
charcoal. This site was recorded by Greg White in 2001.		Prehistoric		Prehistoric		Village Site

		SR-015-A		SR_015_A.pdf										Site		lithic scatter; obsidian debitage; ground stone, hopper mortars, handstone; historic, cans, ceramics				Multicomponent

		SR-016-A		SR_016_A.pdf										Site		lithic scatter; obsidian, basalt debitage, projectile point, core; ground stone, hopper mortars, handstones; bedrock milling features, mortar cups				Prehistoric

		SR-017-A		SR_017_A.pdf										Site		lithic scatter; obsidian debitage; ground stone, handstone, pestle; bedrock milling feature, mortar cups				Prehistoric

		SR-018-A		CA_Col_29-234_UPDATE.pdf				CA-COL-29/234						Site		habitation, midden; lithic scatter; obsidian chert, graywacke debitage, projectile point, biface; ground stone, handstone, pestle; bedrock milling features; Olivella shell beads, faunal bone; bridge remnants				Multicomponent

		SR-019-A		CA_COL_35-240_UPDATE.pdf				CA-COL-240						Site		habitation, midden; lithic scatter; chert debitage; ground stone, handstones, pestles; faunal bone		This prehistoric site consists of a midden-mound, a ground stone scatter, faunal remains, and a lithic scatter situated on a terrace of an unnamed tributary of Grapevine Creek in the northwest corner of the study area. The site encompasses 11,960 square meters. Culturalconstituents noted on site include two handstones, three pestle fragments, faunal bones, and a diverse
lithic scatter. Chert flakes found on the site are primarily the result of cobble reduction, most likely from a
local source.
This site was first recorded in 1967 by the UCLA summer field school as CA-COL-35/240 and was rerecorded by DWR-DPR in 1998 as 18-5-26. House pits were originally recorded, but none were noted
during the current survey; however, several depressions identified on the site were determined to be more
characteristic of cow wallows or salt lick areas.  This site was updated by Greg White in 2001.		Prehistoric		Prehistoric		Village Site		GREG WHITE DUPLICATE

		SR-020-A		CA_COL_30-235.UPDATE.pdf				CA-COL-235						Site		habitation, midden, house pits; ground stone, bedrock milling feature, mortar cups; handstone; obsidian, basalt, chert, graywacke debitage; cores; fire affected rock		First recorded in 1967 by the UCLA summer field school as a scatter of fire-affected rock, SR-020-A was later recorded in 1998 by DWR-DPR as a midden with house pit depressions (18-5-27). This 2,016-meter-square prehistoric site consists of a midden with ground stone, lithics, and two bedrock milling features situated on a small knoll adjacent to an unnamed drainage feature that flows from the northwest into Antelope Valley, approximately 0.25 mile to the east. The site is at the base of Seminary Ridge as the ridge terminates in Antelope Valley, on the southwest-facing slope of the ridge. This location is in the northwest corner of the study area, approximately 0.25 mile south of the Glenn County line. The midden, observed in a cut bank on the northeastern side of the site, contains obsidian, basalt, chert, graywacke flakes, two cores, one handstone fragment, and a dense scatter of fireaffected rock. Features include a boulder with four mortar cups and a second bedrock mortar feature with five mortar cups. No house pit depressions were noted. This site was updated by Greg White in 2001.		Prehistoric		Prehistoric		Village Site		GREG WHITE DUPLICATE

		SR-021-A		CA_COL_31-236_UPDATE				CA-COL-236						Site		habitation, midden; ground stone, pestles, bedrock milling features, mortar cups; obsidian, chert, basalt, graywacke debitage; faunal bone; clamshell disk bead		SR-021-A was first recorded in 1967 by the UCLA summer field school as a 2-acre midden site (CA-COL-31/236); it was re-recorded as sites 18-5- 35-1 and 18-5-35-2 by DWR-DPR in 1998. The site occupies a terrace on the west bank of Grapevine Creek in a small arm of Antelope Valley that extends to the southwest along the creek in the northwest study area. Locus A, in the south-central portion of the site, covers 400 square meters; it is the smaller of the two loci and consists of a midden-mound approximately 40 meters in diameter. Cultural constituents include a minimum of 15 obsidian flakes, 10 chert flakes, 10 graywacke flakes, 3 basalt flakes, 1 graywacke core, 1 burned clamshell disk bead, faunal bone fragments, and a high density of fire-affected rocks. Three bedrock milling stations with 12 mortar cups are in Grapevine creek in close proximity to Locus A. Locus B, at the north end of SR-021-A, covers approximately 13,650 square meters and contains two concentrations of fire-affected rock, a possible midden, 1 basalt core, 1 large graywacke reduction flake, 6 pestle fragments, 2 graywacke cores, 1 basalt flake, 4 obsidian flakes, 10 basalt flakes, charcoal, and faunal fragments. This site was updated by Greg White in 2001.		Prehistoric		Prehistoric		Village Site		GREG WHITE DUPLICATE

		SR-022-A		SR_022_A_UPDATE.pdf										Site		possible house pit; sparse lithic scatter; pestle		This small prehistoric site is situated between two unnamed drainage features at the west edge of an arm of Antelope Valley in the northwest corner of the Greater Sites Reservoir portion of the study area. Grapevine Creek is approximately 30 meters southeast of the site. This site was previously recorded in 1998 by DWR-DPR as a lithic scatter and house pit, as 18-5-34-1. The current survey observed a low-density lithic scatter, one pestle fragment, and a possible house pit. The possible house pit is a small, circular depression approximately 7 meters in diameter. This site was recorded by Greg White in 2001.		Prehistoric		Prehistoric		Seasonal Occupation Site

		SR-023-A		06_000265.pdf				CA-COL-238						Site		habitation, midden, possible house pits; lithic scatter, obsidian debitage, core tools; ground stone, mortar, hammerstone				Prehistoric

		SR-024-A		SR_024_A_UPDATE.pdf										Site		habitation; midden; lithic scatter; debitage; ground stone; faunal bone		This prehistoric site is a midden and lithic scatter on the north bank of Grapevine Creek and at the base of gently rolling hills near the central-western edge of the Greater Sites Reservoir portion of the study area. The site is approximately 0.25 mile downstream from where Grapevine Creek crosses under Sites-Lodoga Road and site SR-018-A. The site was first recorded in 1967 by the UCLA summer field school as CA-COL-33/238 and was re-recorded by DWR-DPR in 1998 as 17-5-3-1. The site covers 14,000 square meters and consists of two separate loci with midden deposits. Locus A, adjacent Grapevine Creek, encompasses an area of 3,900 square meters. The midden deposit covers the entire locus. Ten obsidian flakes, faunal bone, and fire-affected rocks were noted in this area. To the north of Locus A, Locus B is a 4,125-square-meter midden-mound that contains shell
fragments, faunal bone, charcoal fragments, burned seeds, 3 pestles, 1 handstone, and fire-affected rock at
a density of 10 per square meter. A lithic scatter composed of 20 obsidian flakes and 10 basalt flakes also
surrounds the mound slopes. The original site record noted the presence of house pits; however, the 2001
recording by ARP indicates that these areas actually may be cattle wallows. This site was recorded by Greg White in 2001.		Prehistoric		Prehistoric		Village Site

		SR-ISO-001-A		SR_Iso_001_A.pdf										Isolate		improved spring with concrete trough		wood structure at one end		Historic

		SR-ISO-001-B		SR_Iso_001_B.pdf										Isolate		milling stone fragment				Prehistoric

		SR-ISO-001-C		SR_Iso_001_C.pdf										Isolate		rock cairn				Historic

		SR-ISO-002-A		SR_Iso_002_A.pdf										Isolate		handstone		possible		Prehistoric

		SR-ISO-002-B		SR_Iso_002_B.pdf										Isolate		handstone				Prehistoric

		SR-ISO-002-C		SR_Iso_002_C.pdf										Isolate		fencline				Historic

		SR-ISO-003-A		SR_Iso_003_A.pdf										Isolate		hopper mortar				Prehistoric

		SR-ISO-003-B		SR_Iso_003_B.pdf										Isolate		milling stone 				Prehistoric

		SR-ISO-003-C		SR_Iso_003_C.pdf										Isolate		axe head				Historic

		SR-ISO-004-A		SR_Iso_004_A.pdf										Isolate		bedrock mortar		possible		Prehistoric

		SR-ISO-004-B		SR_Iso_004_B.pdf										Isolate		improved spring with concrete trough				Historic

		SR-ISO-004-C		SR_Iso_004_C.pdf										Isolate		rock alignment		circling a blue oak		Historic

		SR-ISO-005-A		SR_Iso_005_A.pdf										Isolate		road section		abandoned		Historic

		SR-ISO-005-B		SR_Iso_005_B.pdf										Isolate		handstone				Prehistoric

		SR-ISO-005-C		SR_Iso_005_C.pdf										Isolate		fenceline				Historic

		SR-ISO-006-A		SR_Iso_006_A.pdf										Isolate		pestle fragment		possible		Prehistoric

		SR-ISO-006-B		SR_Iso_006_B.pdf										Isolate		plow blade				Historic

		SR-ISO-006-C		SR_Iso_006_C.pdf										Isolate		road section				Historic

		SR-ISO-007-A		SR_Iso_007_A.pdf										Isolate		bedrock mortar				Prehistoric

		SR-ISO-007-B		SR_Iso_007_B.pdf										Isolate		horseshoe				Historic

		SR-ISO-007-C		SR_Iso_007_C.pdf										Isolate		fenceline				Historic

		SR-ISO-008-B		SR_Iso_008_B.pdf										Isolate		cast iron stove top				Historic

		SR-ISO-008-C		SR_Iso_008_C.pdf										Isolate		fenceline				Historic

		SR-ISO-009-B		SR_Iso_009_B.pdf										Isolate		obsidian flake 				Prehistoric

		SR-ISO-009-C		SR_Iso_009_C.pdf										Isolate		rock cairn		for erosion control		Historic

		SR-ISO-010-A		SR_Iso_010_A.pdf										Isolate		old road				Historic

		SR-ISO-010-B		SR_Iso_010_B.pdf										Isolate		obsidian flake, obsidian biface fragment				Prehistoric

		SR-ISO-010-C		SR_Iso_010_C.pdf										Isolate		fenceline				Historic

		SR-ISO-011-A		SR_Iso_011_A.pdf										Isolate		glass fragment		green, possible insulator		Historic

		SR-ISO-011-B		SR_Iso_011_B.pdf										Isolate		hopper mortar				Prehistoric

		SR-ISO-011-C		SR_Iso_011_C.pdf										Isolate		metal roofing				Historic

		SR-ISO-012-A		SR_Iso_012_A.pdf										Isolate		1 chert flake, 1 obsidian flake		Borax Lake		Prehistoric

		SR-ISO-012-B		SR_Iso_012_B.pdf										Isolate		pestle 				Prehistoric

		SR-ISO-012-C		SR_Iso_012_C.pdf										Isolate		fenceline				Historic

		SR-ISO-013-A		SR_Iso_013_A.pdf										Isolate		fenceline				Historic

		SR-ISO-013-B		SR_Iso_013_B.pdf										Isolate		pestle fragment				Prehistoric

		SR-ISO-013-C		SR_Iso_013_C.pdf										Isolate		fenceline				Historic

		SR-ISO-014-A		SR_Iso_014_A.pdf										Isolate		core				Prehistoric

		SR-ISO-014-B		SR_Iso_014_B.pdf										Isolate		hopper mortar				Prehistoric

		SR-ISO-014-C		SR_Iso_014_C.pdf										Isolate		obsidian flake 		Borax Lake		Prehistoric

		SR-ISO-015-A		SR_Iso_015_A.pdf										Isolate		farm machinery part				Historic

		SR-ISO-015-B		SR_Iso_015_B.pdf										Isolate		hopper mortar				Prehistoric

		SR-ISO-015-C		SR_Iso_015_C.pdf										Isolate		fenceline				Historic

		SR-ISO-016-A		SR_Iso_016_A.pdf										Isolate		machinery part				Historic

		SR-ISO-016-B		SR_Iso_016_B.pdf										Isolate		white ceramic fragment				Historic

		SR-ISO-016-C		SR_Iso_016_C.pdf										Isolate		axe-cut stump				Historic

		SR-ISO-017-A		SR_Iso_017_A.pdf										Isolate		fenceline				Historic

		SR-ISO-017-B		SR_Iso_017_B.pdf										Isolate		blacksmith tongs				Historic

		SR-ISO-017-C		SR_Iso_017_C.pdf										Isolate		obsidian flake 				Prehistoric

		SR-ISO-018-A		SR_Iso_018_A.pdf										Isolate		handstone				Prehistoric

		SR-ISO-018-B		SR_Iso_018_B.pdf										Isolate		core tool				Prehistoric

		SR-ISO-018-C		SR_Iso_018_C.pdf										Isolate		flake				Prehistoric

		SR-ISO-019-A		SR_Iso_019_A.pdf										Isolate		obsidian flake 				Prehistoric

		SR-ISO-019-B		SR_Iso_019_B.pdf										Isolate		handstone fragment				Prehistoric

		SR-ISO-019-C		SR_Iso_019_C.pdf										Isolate		obsidian flake 				Prehistoric

		SR-ISO-020-A		SR_Iso_020_A.pdf										Isolate		road		abandoned		Historic

		SR-ISO-020-B		SR_Iso_020_B.pdf										Isolate		milling slab fragment				Prehistoric

		SR-ISO-020-C		SF_Iso_020_C.pdf										Isolate		road cut				Historic

		SR-ISO-021-A		SR_Iso_021_A.pdf										Isolate		road section				Historic

		SR-ISO-021-B		SR_Iso_021_B.pdf										Isolate		2 pestle fragments				Prehistoric

		SR-ISO-021-C		SF_Iso_021_C.pdf										Isolate		stock pond				Historic

		SR-ISO-022-A		SR_Iso_022_A.pdf										Isolate		1 core, 1 obsidian flake		Borax Lake		Prehistoric

		SR-ISO-022-B		SR_Iso_022_B.pdf										Isolate		pitchfork				Historic

		SR-ISO-022-C		SF_Iso_022_C.pdf										Isolate		fenceline				Historic

		SR-ISO-023-A		SR_Iso_023_A.pdf										Isolate		battered stone		standstone slab		Prehistoric

		SR-ISO-023-B		SR_Iso_023_B.pdf										Isolate		grave marker		Clara Pryor, 1862-1907; fenced		Historic

		SR-ISO-024-A		SR_Iso_024_A.pdf										Isolate		1 chert flake, 1 obsidian flake; stoneware fragments				Multicomponent

		SR-ISO-024-B		SR_Iso_024_B.pdf										Isolate		bedrock mortar		boulder		Prehistoric

		SR-ISO-025-A		SR_Iso_025_A.pdf										Isolate		rock erosion control feature				Historic

		SR-ISO-025-B		SR_Iso_025_B.pdf										Isolate		barrel hoop				Historic

		SR-ISO-026-A		SR_Iso_026_A.pdf										Isolate		barrel hoop				Historic

		SR-ISO-026-B		SR_Iso_026_B.pdf										Isolate		core				Prehistoric

		SR-ISO-027-B		SR_Iso_027_B.pdf										Isolate		fenceline				Historic

		SR-ISO-028-B		SR_Iso_028_B.pdf										Isolate		2 rock piles		possible erosion control		Historic

		SR-ISO-029-B		SR_Iso_029_B.pdf										Isolate		metal part				Historic

		SR-ISO-030-A		SR_Iso_030_A.pdf										Isolate		palm tree stump				Historic

		SR-ISO-030-B		SR_Iso_030_B.pdf										Isolate		metal cable		logging choker cable		Historic

		SR-ISO-031-A		SR_Iso_031_A.pdf										Isolate		water pump station		in abandoned canal		Historic

		SR-ISO-031-B		SR_Iso_031_B.pdf										Isolate		cone top beer can, 1 graywacke flake				Multicomponent

		SR-ISO-032-A		SR_Iso_032_A.pdf										Isolate		water control gate		in abandoned canal		Historic

		SR-ISO-032-B		SR_Iso_032_B.pdf										Isolate		cast iron stove fragments				Historic

		SR-ISO-033-B		SR_Iso_033_B.pdf										Isolate		road section		abandoned		Historic

		SR-ISO-034-B		SR_Iso_034_B.pdf										Isolate		metal can				Historic

		SR-ISO-035-B		SR_Iso_035_B.pdf										Isolate		handstone				Prehistoric

		SR-ISO-036-B		SR_Iso_036_B.pdf										Isolate		obsidian flake		Borax Lake		Prehistoric

		SR-ISO-037-B		SR_Iso_037_B.pdf										Isolate		hopper mortar				Prehistoric

		SR-ISO-039-B		SR_Iso_039_B.pdf										Isolate		cast iron stove door				Historic

		SR-ISO-040-B		SR_Iso_040_B.pdf										Isolate		carved sandtone slab				Prehistoric

		SR-ISO-041-B		SR_Iso_041_B.pdf										Isolate		sheet metal				Historic

		SR-ISO-042-B		SR_Iso_042_B.pdf										Isolate		cast iron stove top				Historic

		SR-ISO-043-B		SR_Iso_043_B.pdf										Isolate		core				Prehistoric

		SR-ISO-045-B		SR_Iso_045_B.pdf										Isolate		2 hopper mortars				Prehistoric

		SR-ISO-046-B		SR_Iso_046_B.pdf										Isolate		2 obsidian flakes		Borax Lake		Prehistoric

		SR-ISO-048-B		SR_Iso_048_B.pdf										Isolate		obsidian flake		Borax Lake		Prehistoric

		SR-ISO-049-B		SR_Iso_049_B.pdf										Isolate		obsidan flake		Borax Lake		Prehistoric

		SR-ISO-050-B		SR_Iso_050_B.pdf										Isolate		rock-lined well				Historic

		SR-ISO-052-B		SR_Iso_052_B.pdf										Isolate		1 obsidian flake, 1 metavolcanic flake				Prehistoric

		SR-ISO-053-B		SR_Iso_053_B.pdf										Isolate		portable mortar		on stone slab		Prehistoric

		SR-ISO-054-B		SF_Iso_054_B.pdf										Isolate		metal wagon wheel				Historic

		SR-ISO-055-B		SR_Iso_055_B.pdf										Isolate		stone foundation		for a water tank		Historic

		SR-ISO-056-B		SR_Iso_056_B.pdf										Isolate		rock pile				Unknown

		SR-ISO-057-B		SR_Iso_057_B.pdf										Isolate		hopper mortar, recent fire ring				Multicomponent

		SR-ISO-058-B		SR_Iso_058_B.pdf										Isolate		road and fenceline				Historic




























List of terms used in Notes field for the Sites Reservoir Site Record GIS data

Native American Site Terms

Habitation, midden, house pit, cemetery, human burial, mound, sweathouse, rockshelter



Lithic scatter; debitage, core, core tool, biface, projectile point, chopper, scraper



Obsidian, chert, basalt graywacke, greenstone, cryptocrystalline, metavolcanic, quartz



Ground stone, hopper mortar, bowl mortar, milling stone, handstone (some site records used mano), hammerstone, pestle, cobble tools, battered stone, anvil stone, pecked rock



Bedrock milling feature, mortar cups, milling slick



Faunal bone, fire affected rock



Shell, clam shell disk bead, Olivella shell bead



Historic Site Terms

Glass, cans, tobacco tin, earthenware, ceramics, stove parts, metal scrap



Ranch, homestead, stock pond, windmill, water tank, corral, wire fencing, fence, rock wall

lumber, bricks, square nails, machinery parts, plow blade, wagon parts, trailer hitch



telephone line, bridge remnants





Isolates

Flake

Handstone fragment

Pestle fragment

Stacked rock alignment/hunting blind





Shovel blade

Metal pieces

Horseshoe

Metal wheel

Furrow tine

Well pipe enclosure

Barbed wire

Water control feature

Hand-cut stump

Borrow pit

Plow disk

Pump

crockery shard  

metal washtub

gas can

trash scatter

vehicle turn signal

car body and frame

car headlamp

Rock fire pit 

Plate fragment

Bowl fragment 

Beer bottles

Concrete ramp

Wood post

Well cap

Spike

Hammer head

Tree of heaven grove

Cement cylinder

Drilling machinery

Improved spring
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From: Andrew Cherna Jr <ACherna@yochadehe-nsn.gov> 
Sent: Wednesday, May 11, 2022 9:43 AM
To: Nicholson, David <David.Nicholson@icf.com>
Cc: Havelaar, Christiaan <Christiaan.Havelaar@icf.com>; janis@horizonh2o.com
Subject: Re: Time Estimate
 
So you are still "proofing" the data, but you "completed the ask"? 
 
Which is it? How can it be the work complete if you haven't double checked the data? I am
thoroughly confused.
 
For the records with no description, it would be appropriate/ standard procedure to have a reason
why there is no data there. I.E "blank record," "could not locate," "record unavailable," etc as
opposed to leaving it blank. This strikes me as sloppy work.
 
 
 

On May 11, 2022, at 9:38 AM, Nicholson, David <David.Nicholson@icf.com> wrote:

 [Warning External Sender]

Hey Andrew,

Looking over the email chain leading up to this additional isolate analysis it looks like
we completed the ask.   Going forward I’ll need Janis’s and Christiaan’s input.

Thanks,
Dave
 

From: Andrew Cherna Jr <ACherna@yochadehe-nsn.gov> 

mailto:ACherna@yochadehe-nsn.gov
mailto:David.Nicholson@icf.com
mailto:Christiaan.Havelaar@icf.com
mailto:janis@horizonh2o.com
mailto:David.Nicholson@icf.com
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Sent: Wednesday, May 11, 2022 9:30 AM
To: Nicholson, David <David.Nicholson@icf.com>
Subject: Re: Time Estimate
 
Ok. I wasn't aware of the process. You didn't compile the data. Janis did. Got it. 
 
I guess we will consider this a first draft. When will you expect this to be finalized?

On May 11, 2022, at 9:21 AM, Nicholson, David
<David.Nicholson@icf.com> wrote:

 [Warning External Sender]

Hi Andrew,

Confirmed the information that Janis provided for the isolates is in the
ResourceNotes column.

There are a number of ResourceNotes entries that are blank for a variety
of reasons, most of which relate to GIS locations have no resource label or
labels that have no pdfs, or maybe there’s an issue with the actual pdf
itself.  All are expected to be proofed as we work through the various
phases of this project.

I’ll go ahead and let Janis follow on any additional questions you have on
the work she did, and I’ll jump in where I can help.

Thanks!
Dave

From: Andrew Cherna Jr <ACherna@yochadehe-nsn.gov> 
Sent: Wednesday, May 11, 2022 9:04 AM
To: Nicholson, David <David.Nicholson@icf.com>
Subject: Re: Time Estimate
 
No. 
 
I'm wondering why 40 of the isos don't have descriptions still and are

mailto:David.Nicholson@icf.com
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mailto:David.Nicholson@icf.com


blank. Several say prehistoric and have records cited. 

On May 11, 2022, at 8:59 AM, Nicholson, David
<David.Nicholson@icf.com> wrote:

 [Warning External Sender]

Hey Andrew,

Janis’s descriptive comments were added to the Resource
Notes column.

Does that answer your question?

Thanks,
Dave

 

From: Andrew Cherna Jr <ACherna@yochadehe-nsn.gov> 
Sent: Wednesday, May 11, 2022 8:21 AM
To: Nicholson, David <David.Nicholson@icf.com>
Cc: Havelaar, Christiaan <Christiaan.Havelaar@icf.com>;
janis@horizonh2o.com
Subject: RE: Time Estimate
 
First issue I see is that 40 of the records still have no
description. Is this just an oversight, or is there an
explanation? Several of them I can see have records cited,
some don’t. If you could please explain. Thank you.
 

From: Nicholson, David <David.Nicholson@icf.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, May 10, 2022 6:46 PM
To: Andrew Cherna Jr <ACherna@yochadehe-nsn.gov>
Cc: Havelaar, Christiaan <Christiaan.Havelaar@icf.com>;
janis@horizonh2o.com
Subject: RE: Time Estimate
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[Warning External Sender]

Hi Andrew,

Attached is the Sites Resource GIS joined with the current
Site and Isolate Attribute data.

I’ve cleaned up the GIS layers here, removing redundant and
unused fields which should make the data easier to work
with
(Sites_Yochadehe_Sites_ISOs_CLEANED_20220510.gdb.zip). 
 That said, I’ve also included the data with none of the fields
removed
(Sites_Yochadehe_Sites_ISOs_RAW_20220510.gdb.zip).

We’re proofing the data as we go, and if you identify
particular issues feel free to periodically forward us any
notes with their matching GIS labels and we’ll apply them to
our data.

Thanks and let me know if you have any questions,
Dave

 

 

From: Nicholson, David 
Sent: Tuesday, May 10, 2022 10:51 AM
To: Andrew Cherna Jr <ACherna@yochadehe-nsn.gov>
Cc: Havelaar, Christiaan <Christiaan.Havelaar@icf.com>;
janis@horizonh2o.com
Subject: RE: Time Estimate
 
Hi Andrew,

This is getting finalized today and when I return to my
computer after business hours I will forward to you.

Thanks and sorry for the delay,
Dave

mailto:ACherna@yochadehe-nsn.gov
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From: Andrew Cherna Jr <ACherna@yochadehe-nsn.gov> 
Sent: Monday, May 9, 2022 9:42 AM
To: Nicholson, David <David.Nicholson@icf.com>
Cc: Havelaar, Christiaan <Christiaan.Havelaar@icf.com>;
janis@horizonh2o.com
Subject: RE: Time Estimate
 
When can we expect to receive this data? I would hope that
this a top priority for you all given the extensive delays.
 

From: Nicholson, David <David.Nicholson@icf.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 2:18 PM
To: janis@horizonh2o.com; Havelaar, Christiaan
<Christiaan.Havelaar@icf.com>; Andrew Cherna Jr
<ACherna@yochadehe-nsn.gov>
Subject: RE: Time Estimate
 
[Warning External Sender]

Hello,

I needed to go out to the field and will get back to this on
Friday.

My apologies,
Dave
 

From: Nicholson, David 
Sent: Monday, May 2, 2022 3:28 PM
To: 'Janis Offermann' <janis@horizonh2o.com>; Havelaar,
Christiaan <Christiaan.Havelaar@icf.com>;
acherna@yochadehe-nsn.gov
Subject: RE: Time Estimate
 
Hey guys,

I will try to wrap this up tomorrow.  I will keep you posted.

Thanks,
Dave

 

From: Janis Offermann <janis@horizonh2o.com> 
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Sent: Monday, May 2, 2022 1:27 PM
To: Havelaar, Christiaan <Christiaan.Havelaar@icf.com>;
acherna@yochadehe-nsn.gov
Cc: Nicholson, David <David.Nicholson@icf.com>
Subject: RE: Time Estimate
 
Hi, Andrew
Clearly we did not get these data to you last week.  We
apologize for that, but the GIS staff got pulled into the
current geotechinical work that is being done for Sites. 
However, we are planning on getting the data to you this
week.
As always, thanks for your patience.
janis
 

From: Havelaar, Christiaan <Christiaan.Havelaar@icf.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 13, 2022 11:22 AM
To: ACherna@yochadehe-nsn.gov
Cc: janis@horizonh2o.com; Nicholson, David
<David.Nicholson@icf.com>
Subject: RE: Time Estimate
 
Andy,

We will have the updated deliverable to you on April 27th.
Let us know if you have any questions.
Thanks,
 
Christiaan
 
 
 

From: Andrew Cherna Jr <ACherna@yochadehe-nsn.gov> 
Sent: Tuesday, April 12, 2022 10:17 AM
To: Havelaar, Christiaan <Christiaan.Havelaar@icf.com>
Cc: janis@horizonh2o.com
Subject: Time Estimate
 
Christiaan,
 
Just looking for a time estimate on the isos shapefile
deliverable for us please.
 
Thank you,
 
Andy Cherna
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GIS Analyst
 
Yocha Dehe Wintun Nation
PO Box 18 | Brooks, CA 95606
o 530.796.2805 |  c 530.723.2076 |
acherna@yochadehe-nsn.gov
www.yochadehe.org
 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: The contents of this email message
and any attachments are intended solely for the addressee(s) and
may contain confidential, proprietary and/or privileged information
and may be legally protected from disclosure. If you are not the
intended recipient of this message or their agent, or if this message
has been addressed to you in error, please immediately alert the
sender by reply email and then delete this message and any
attachments and the reply from your system. If you are not the
intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any disclosure, use,
dissemination, copying, or storage of this message or its
attachments is strictly prohibited.
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